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Preface
Vision is the source and hope of life. The greatest gift ever given to mankind
is not the gift of sight, but the gift of vision. Sight is a function of the eyes;
vision is a function of the heart. “Eyes that look are common, but eyes that see
are rare.” Nothing noble or noteworthy on earth was ever done without vision.
No invention, development, or great feat was ever accomplished without the
inspiring power of this mysterious source called vision.
Civilizations were born and developed through the driving power of a
visionary leader. The canvas of history is painted with evidence of the creative,
tradition-defying force of vision. Social, economic, architectural, medical,
scientific, and political achievement and advancements owe their conception and
birthing to the power of vision.
Any civilization that is trapped in a time warp of the past, suffocated by the
traditions of past experiences and buried in the grave of the glories of past
successes, is doomed to die. Vision is the key to unlocking the gates of what was
and what is, to propelling us into the land of what could be, and has not yet been.
Vision sets you free from the limitations of what the eyes can see and allows you
to enter into the liberty of what the heart can feel. It is vision that makes the
unseen visible and the unknown possible.
Vision also makes suffering and disappointment bearable. Vision generates
hope in the midst of despair and provides endurance in tribulation. Vision
inspires the depressed and motivates the discouraged. Without vision, life would
be a study in cyclic frustration within a whirlwind of despair. Vision is the
foundation of courage and the fuel of persistence.
It was vision that inspired the first biblical civilization established by the
great hunter Nimrod. Vision produced the great Egyptian civilization over four
thousand years ago and gave rise to the towering pyramids that still amaze us
today. Vision inspired the Greeks to produce philosophy and art that still impact
the thinking of our world. Vision motivated the great Roman empire to expand
its influence and colonize the known world. Vision inspired the explorers who
circumvented the globe and ignited the creation and expansion of many of the
nations that we know today. Vision transformed the agricultural world into the
industrial age. Vision gave birth to the thousands of inventions in the last two
centuries that have transformed our lives.

It was the vision of flight that inspired the Wright brothers to invent the
airplane. It was the vision of light that possessed Thomas Edison to invent the
lightbulb. It was the vision of a desk-sized computer that motivated Stephen Jobs
to invent the desktop computer. It was the vision of giving every person access
to people-friendly software that inspired Bill Gates to develop and invent the
Microsoft global empire. Vision is the energy of progress.
Our world today is in desperate need of vision. Even a casual look at the
prevailing conditions in our twenty-first century world is enough to produce fear,
hopelessness, uncertainty, insecurity, emotional and social trauma, depression,
disillusionment, discouragement, and despair. The threat of economic collapse,
social disintegration, moral decay, religious conflict, political instability, global
health epidemics, ethnic cleansing, and the clash of civilizations demands
leadership that can see beyond the now into a preferred future, that has the skill
to transfer that vision into reality, and that has the courage to inspire us to go
there.
The wise king of Israel, Solomon, stated in his book of Proverbs, “Where
there is no vision, the people perish” (Proverbs 29:18 kjv). These words have
been quoted and repeated by millions of people over the years because they
capture the significant role vision has in our individual, corporate, and national
lives. The full essence of his statement implies that where there is no revelation
of the future, people throw off self-control, personal discipline, and restraint.
Simply put, vision is the source of personal and corporate discipline.
There are many who have no vision for their lives and wonder how to obtain
one. There are others who have a vision, but are stuck in the mud of confusion
not knowing what to do next. Then there are those who had a vision but have
abandoned it because of discouragement, disillusionment, some measure of
failure, or frustration. If you are in one of these categories, The Principles and
Power of Vision is designed to help you understand the nature of vision, define
vision, capture or recapture a personal vision, simplify your vision, and
document your vision.
I also hope to help you understand the principles of vision and to provide the
practical tools and skills necessary to bring your vision into reality. You were
born to achieve something significant, and you were destined to make a
difference in your generation. Your life is not a divine experiment, but a project
of Providence to fulfill a purpose that your generation needs. This personal
purpose is the source of your vision and gives meaning to your life. I therefore

encourage you to believe in your daydreams and to reconnect with your passion;
your vision awaits your action. Your future is not ahead of you—it lies within
you. See beyond your eyes and live for the unseen. Your vision determines your
destiny.

Introduction:
Life without Vision
In the mid-twentieth century, in Bangkok, Thailand, the government wanted
to build a large highway through a village. Yet in the path of the planned road
was a Buddhist monastery with a little chapel, so they had to relocate the
monastery—including a heavy, eleven-foot clay statue of Buddha—to another
place. Using a crane, the government workers moved the monastery in sections.
When the workers transported the statue of Buddha to the new location and
began to lower it into place, however, the clay on the statue started to crumble
and fall off. The people were afraid because this was a precious religious symbol
to them, and they didn’t want it to be destroyed. Yet the more the workers tried
to place the statue, the more it fell apart until, eventually, all the clay was falling
off. Suddenly, the workers stared in amazement because, as the clay fell away,
something unexpected was revealed: The statue was pure gold underneath.
Before the statue was moved, people thought it was worth about fifty thousand
dollars. Today, that golden Buddha is worth millions and, because of the story
behind it, is visited by hundreds of thousands of people every year.
This story illustrates that what we can see is not necessarily what really is. I
believe that many of us are living as clay vessels when, in reality, we are pure
gold inside. Our lives do not reflect who we truly are or what we can be. I travel
around the world speaking to various groups, and I meet people on every
continent who have no sense of personal purpose. I see them struggling with
aimless or misdirected lives.
A lack of purpose and unfulfilled potential is epidemic in our world. Yet just
as the gold statue was hidden inside the clay one, the “gold” inside each of us is
waiting to be revealed. This gold is the dreams we have—or once had—for our
lives that are not yet reality, the gifts and talents that we have not yet developed,
the purpose for our lives that is not yet fulfilled, the “something” we’ve always
wanted to be or do but for some reason have not been able to accomplish.
No matter who you are or what country you live in, you have a personal
purpose, for every human being is born with one. God created each person with
a unique vision. He has tremendous plans for you that no one else can
accomplish. The tragic thing is that many people live their whole lives without

ever recognizing their visions.
How do you remove the clay and uncover the gold within you? Your dreams,
talents, and desires can be refined in a process of discovering and fulfilling your
life’s vision so that the pure gold of your unique and personal gifts to this world
can shine forth.
Helping you capture and fulfill your vision is the purpose of this book. My
own life’s vision is the transformation of followers into leaders and the
maximization of individual potential, and I’m excited about the potential within
you right now. Every person is a leader in his or her own vision, because that
person is the only one who can imagine, nurture, and fulfill it. What is your
vision? What have you always wanted to do? What is your heart’s desire? What
is your dream? When you can begin to see your vision clearly, you will be able
to fulfill your life’s purpose.
What does it mean to capture the vision for your life? Ted Engstrom, the
former president of World Vision, told a story that went something like this: A
little girl was on a cruise ship, and she and her father were standing on the deck.
It was a beautiful clear day, and the air was crisp and fresh. The little girl,
standing on tiptoe, said to her father, “I can’t see anything.” The father picked
her up and put her on his shoulders, so that she was higher than everyone else on
the deck and was able to see everything around her. “Daddy!” she exclaimed. “I
can see farther than my eyes can look!”
That little girl’s statement captures the essence of vision: the ability to see
farther than your physical eyes can look—to see not just what is, but also what
can be and to make it a reality. Vision is a conception that is inspired by God in
the heart of a human. The greatest gift God ever gave humanity is not sight, but
vision. Sight is a function of the eyes, but vision is a function of the heart. You
can have sight but no vision. Throughout history, progress has been made only
by people who have “seen” things that were not yet here. Vision is seeing the
future before it comes into being. It is a mental picture of your destiny. God gave
humanity the gift of vision so we would not have to live only by what we see.
The words vision and revelation are sometimes used interchangeably. To reveal
means to unveil. Something that is unveiled was there all along but could not be
seen externally.
Consider this analogy: The destiny of an acorn is a tree. By faith, you can see
the tree within the seed. You have a vision of it in your mind’s eye because you

know the potential in the seed. The same thing is true for you and me. God has
given us birth for a purpose, and as far as God is concerned, that purpose is
already finished because He has placed within us the potential for fulfilling it.
We can see that purpose through faith. To paraphrase the Bible, faith is the
substance of things you hope to accomplish, the evidence of things you can see
even when others cannot. Only by seeing what is not yet here can you bring
something new, creative, and exciting into existence.
For true visionaries, the imaginary world of their visions is more real to them
than the concrete reality around them. In fact, a visionary’s vision is his reality.
There is a story about when Disney World had just opened and had only one
ride. Walt Disney was sitting on a bench on the grounds, seeming to just stare
into space. One of his workers, who was manicuring the grass, came past him
and said, “How are you, sir?” Without looking at the man, he said, “Fine,” and
kept on staring. So the man said, “Mr. Disney, what are you doing?” “I’m
looking at my mountain,” he answered. “I see the mountain right there.” Walt
told his architects about this mountain. As he talked, they wrote down what he
said, and then they drew up the plans. Walt died before Space Mountain was
built, so he never saw it constructed. When Space Mountain was dedicated, the
governor and the mayor were present, and Walt’s widow was also there. One of
the young men stood up to introduce her, and said, “It’s a pity that Mr. Walt
Disney is not here today to see this mountain, but we’re glad his wife is here.”
Mrs. Disney walked up to the podium, looked at the crowd, and said, in effect, “I
must correct this young man. Walt already saw the mountain. It is you who are
just now seeing it.”
The most powerful force in life is the force of vision. A young man did a
college paper in his economics class on his vision for overnight mail. The
professor took a red pen, gave him a “C,” and wrote, “Do not dream of things
that cannot happen.” The young man left school and started Federal Express. I
wonder where the professor is today. Your vision determines your destiny. When
you can see what is possible and believe that it can come to pass, it makes you
capable of doing the impossible.
At age thirteen, I wrote down my vision for my life. I carried it with me all
through junior high and high school. Much of what I’m doing right now was on
paper when I was a young teenager. Vision makes you persistent. Once you
know what you really want and can “see” it, then, no matter what comes against
you, you never give up. Persistence in fulfilling one’s life purpose comes from
vision. As long as a person can hold on to his vision, then there is always a

chance for him to move out of his present circumstances and toward the
fulfillment of his purpose.
I believe with all my heart that when you have no vision, you will simply
relive the past with its disappointments and failures. Therefore, vision is the key
to your future. Think about what happens to some football teams that are losing
the game at halftime. The players go to the locker room and meet with the coach.
The coach changes certain game strategies and gives them a pep talk, telling
them what they can accomplish. When they come back out, their whole attitude
and perspective seems to have changed, and they win the game.
No matter where you are in life, and regardless of how old or young you are,
it can be “halftime” for you. You can reassess your life’s strategies and focus on
fulfilling your purpose. This book will help you to make the necessary
adjustments in your life so you can know how to plan for the future and stop
making the same mistakes and decisions that have hindered you in the past. It
will answer crucial questions, such as these:
How can I know what my vision is?
What do I do if I have multiple interests?
What are some strategies for overcoming hindrances to my vision?
How can I set the right priorities for my life?
What should I do when others criticize my dream?
How can I make my vision a concrete reality?
By the time you finish this book, you will be able to say, “I can see farther
than my eyes can look!” You will be able to see not just what is, but also what
can be, so that you can fulfill your personal vision.
—Myles Munroe

Part I
What Is Vision?

Chapter One

Vision: The Key to Fulfilling Your Life’s Purpose
God has placed within each person a vision that is
designed to give purpose and meaning to life.
Years ago, during the Christmas season, my wife and I took our children to a
large toy store. At the time, my son Chairo was about four years old, and his
eyes lit up when he spotted a rocking horse. He climbed on, held tightly to the
ears of the horse, and began to rock back and forth. After a few minutes, I tried
to get him off, but he became angry. When we were about ready to leave, he was
still having a wonderful time on that rocking horse, so we let him continue while
we walked through the store one last time and told our daughter it was time to
go. When we came back, Chairo was rocking even faster. By then, he had been
going for about half an hour, and he was soaking wet with sweat. As I watched
him, I felt as if God was saying to me, “That’s how most people live. They’re
working hard, sweating hard, but they’re making no real progress in life. They’re
not going anywhere.”
Our world is filled with people who are busy but not ultimately effective or
satisfied. They are doing much, expending time and energy, but getting little of
value accomplished. Consequently, they spend their lives toiling away but never
making any headway.
Where Are You Going in Life?
Consider these statistics of American employees:*
Nearly 50 percent of all U.S. workers feel overwhelmed by a growing number
of job tasks and longer working hours.
—Families and Work Institute, 2001
Eighty-eight percent of employees say they have a hard time juggling work
and life.
—Aon Consulting, 2000
Only 48 percent of workers aged 35–44 are satisfied with their jobs, down
from nearly 61 percent in 1995. Older workers, aged 55–64, also express a low
level of satisfac-tion. Only about 48 percent say they are satisfied.

—Conference Board, 2002
In all income areas, satisfaction levels have fallen since 1995.
—Conference Board, 2002
These statistics show that a number of people in the United States are
struggling with job and life satisfaction issues. It’s disheartening to work hard
and not receive satisfaction and fulfillment from your work. What about your
own life? What are you using your precious energy on? What are you
accomplishing? Do you get up every day with a sense of anticipation and
meaning because you know you’re doing what you were born to do? Do you feel
that your work is a match for your abilities and personality? Or are you pouring
your life into your job without feeling fulfilled or having much to show for it?
Have you been spending your life helping to make someone else rich while you
are left with little or nothing? Have you secretly thought you were meant to do
something significant in life, but you don’t know what it is?
One of the dilemmas of contemporary society seems to be a lack of
meaningfulness and purpose in everyday life. Some people are acutely aware
that they aren’t fulfilling their potential. They dread Mondays and live for the
weekends because they hate their work. Their whole lives seem centered around
the only two days they are free from the trapped feeling they experience at work.
They long to pursue their own interests and talents. In Waiting for the Weekend,
author Witold Rybczynski wrote,
For many people weekend free time has become not a chance to escape work
but a chance to create work that is more meaningful—to work at recreation—in
order to realize the personal satisfactions that the workplace no longer offers.*
Other people are fairly content with their lives, but they have a vague sense
that there should be more significance to life than they are experiencing. Still
others live on a surface level, pursuing a series of emotional highs that leave
them empty and constantly searching for the next thrill that might satisfy them.
Neither of these groups of people realizes that hidden within them is the key to
living a more fulfilling life than they ever imagined.
Whether they are satisfied or dissatisfied with their lives, the eventual goal of
most people is retirement. Yet were we born just to go through certain life rituals
—find a job, get married, buy a house, raise children, change jobs or careers,
retire—and then die? Or is there more to life?

No Reason for Living
If you ask people, “Why do you exist?” most cannot tell you. They can’t
explain their purpose in the world. They have no vision for their lives.
Do you have a sense of personal purpose? Do you know why you were born?
Does your purpose give you a passion for living? You may ask me, “Do I really
need to have a reason for my existence?” My answer is, Absolutely! Life is
intended to have meaning; you were not born just for the fun of it. If all you have
to look forward to after working for years for other people is a gold watch and a
pension, then your life is a tragedy in the making. You can know why you exist,
and you can experience a remarkable life in light of that knowledge. Life doesn’t
have to be an aimless, repetitive exercise, because you were not designed to
simply ride a rocking horse. You were meant to be going somewhere, to be
headed toward a destination.
Living without a Dream
When I speak to groups of people about vision, whether it’s in the context of
business, government, or the church, I always emphasize the following truth
because I believe it is crucial for each one of us to understand: The poorest
person in the world is a person without a dream.
Maybe you’ve never known what you wanted to do with your life. Or maybe
you had a dream once but lost sight of it through discouraging circumstances or
the busyness of day-to-day living. No matter how much money you may have, if
you don’t have a clear vision for your life, you are truly poor. It has been said
that if you don’t know where you’re going, any road will take you there. What’s
worse, you won’t even know when you have arrived. Unless you have a definite
idea of where you want to go, the chances that you will get there are remote.
The problem is that most people have no vision beyond their current
circumstances. Without a vision of the future, life loses its meaning. An absence
of meaning then leads to a lack of hope. Whenever people are hopeless about
their life situations, they can become resentful of their jobs or families. They feel
as if they are wasting their lives, and they start living with a vague but constant
internal longing for something more. They may even stop participating in life in
any significant way. No matter how much money a person may have, anyone
who lives like this is poor. A visionless life is a poverty-stricken existence.
Yet if you can see beyond your present circumstances, if you can have hope

for the future, you have true riches, no matter how much money you have in
your bank account. That is why the Bible encourages us with these words: “‘I
know the plans I have for you,’ declares the Lord, ‘plans to prosper you and not
to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future’” (Jeremiah 29:11). It doesn’t
matter what you currently have or don’t have, as long as you can see what you
could have. This vision is the key to life because where there’s a dream, there’s
hope, and where there’s hope, there’s faith—and faith is the substance, or
fulfillment, of what you are hoping for. (See Hebrews 11:1.)
Living with Unfulfilled Dreams
Having a vision, or a dream, is inherent in being human. What is your dream?
What do you imagine yourself doing? What do you want to accomplish? Are
you doing what you really want to do with your life?
Maybe you once had ideas of what you wanted to be and do, and you still
have those ideas. Do you see yourself becoming a lawyer and starting your own
firm? Do you dream of owning a successful boutique where people are waiting
in line to buy the fashions you designed? Do you think about owning a day-care
center that has a first-class curriculum and services two hundred children? Do
you want to write a novel? Do you imagine yourself owning a prosperous
business and being able to give more money to your church? Do you dream
about going back to school and doing something with your education and
academic abilities?
By the end of the work week, many of us are very tired. The question is, After
exhausting ourselves, are we any closer to where we wanted to go? People have
all kinds of ideas in their minds, but they rarely act on them. This is the pattern
that often occurs: Five or ten years will go by, and they still haven’t done
anything to help realize their dreams. Twenty years will pass, yet they haven’t
become what they really wanted to be or accomplished what they wanted to
build or create.
While the poorest person in the world is a person without a dream, the most
frustrated person in the world is someone who has a dream but doesn’t know
how to bring it to pass. This is the person whose dream has become a nightmare
of unfulfilled expectations. When people feel that they are just wandering
through life and wasting their potential, their despair can spill over into other
areas of their lives, including their relationships, causing additional heartache.
These people come to the end of their lives drained, rather than completed,

because there’s no relationship between their jobs and their visions; there’s no
relationship between their present circumstances and their dreams.
It’s depressing and frustrating to have an idea for years that you haven’t yet
seen come to pass. Are you weary of having high expectations that never work
out? Maybe by now you have so many unfulfilled dreams that it hurts too much
to dream anymore. Perhaps you started to pursue your vision, but you got
sidetracked or something went wrong, and you abandoned it—there wasn’t
enough money, it was too time-consuming, people were working against you,
your day job became too demanding, or your family said it would never succeed.
Since continuing to pursue your dream was so difficult, you backed off, saying,
“Forget it! I’m not going to try to be what I really want to be. I’m going to get a
‘regular’ job with a secure salary and settle down. I’m going to live as a normal
person with normal friends in a normal house with a normal paycheck and be
buried in a normal grave.”
Born to Be Distinct
You will never be satisfied living that way because you were not created to be
“normal.” You were designed by God not to blend in, but to stand out. Think of
the thousands of kinds of flowers in the world. They are all flowers, but each one
is unique in its species. Think of a forest. At first glance, the trees all seem to
blend together. When you get closer, however, you see that the shape of each tree
is unique. Every type of tree has leaves with a distinct design. Why? Uniqueness
is part of God’s creation.
Individual design is as true of humanity as it is of nature. God doesn’t want
any one person to get lost in the midst of everyone else. There are over six
billion people on the planet—and not one of them has your fingerprints. We can
become complacent about this astonishing truth, yet it is something we must
continually remind ourselves of since it is easy to feel lost in the crowd. Some
people may consider you to be “just another person,” but they are wrong. Don’t
ever allow anyone to cause you to think of yourself as ordinary. If anyone makes
you feel less than you are, just look in the mirror and say, “You original thing,
you.” You are one of a kind, irreplaceable, original. There is no one else like you
on the earth. God made you that way because He wanted you to be perpetually
rare.
In economics, the value of something is determined by how rare it is. For
example, real pearls are costly because they are found only in a small number of

mollusks, and they must be searched for. When you buy a real diamond, it is
expensive because no two diamonds in the world are alike. Gold is costly
because it is difficult to find. It is the same way with oil; it does not (usually) just
spring up in your backyard. You generally have to dig deep to find it.
Similarly, God wanted you to be perpetually valuable, so He made you
permanently rare. He created you as one of a kind. If you go to a sale at a
discount store, you’ll notice that many of the dresses, sports coats, or ties on the
racks are just alike. You’ll see twenty items of clothing with the same pattern
and color. They’re inexpensive because they were mass produced. If you want an
original dress, however, you have to go to a designer.
You are not like mass-produced clothing; God has not placed you on a sale
rack. You are Designer-made.
Born with a Unique Vision
God not only created each person on earth with a distinct design, but He also
placed in everyone a unique vision. No person can give you this vision. It is only
God-given. You can go to as many seminars as possible and receive all kinds of
wonderful instruction, but no one except God can give you the idea you were
born to fulfill.
The poor man, the rich man, the black man, the white man—every person has
a dream in his heart. Your vision may already be clear to you, or it may still be
buried somewhere deep in your heart, waiting to be discovered. Fulfilling this
dream is what gives purpose and meaning to life. In other words, the very
substance of life is for you to find God’s purpose and fulfill it. Until you do that,
you are not really living.
God has a dream and a vision for you that’s supposed to carry you right out
into eternity because that’s what is pulling it. When you die, you’re meant to
leave this earth not on a pension but on a purpose. You need to make sure you
can say at the end of your life, as Jesus did, “It is finished” (John 19:30) and not
just, “I am retired,” for your dream is much bigger than mere retirement.
Jesus said, “For this reason I was born, and for this I came into the world, to
testify to the truth” (John 18:37). You must have a clear reason for your life, as
Jesus did. I know what mine is. I was born to raise up leaders and to train them
so they can impact their entire nations for generations to come. That is my
reason for living. I was born to inspire and draw out the hidden leader in every

human being I meet. When you are around me, suddenly you are going to feel
good about yourself. If you stay around me long enough, you’ll start being your
true self. Why? I was born for that. I was wired for that. What has God wired
you for?
Born to Be Known for Something
Every human being was created to accomplish something specific that no one
else can accomplish. It is crucial for you to understand this truth: You were
designed to be known for something special. You are meant to do something that
will make you unforgettable. You were born to do something that the world will
not be able to ignore.
The Bible is a great Book for recording the stories of people who did little
things that the world can’t forget. One example is Rahab, the prostitute, who
risked her life for people she didn’t even know. She was born to hide Joshua’s
spies so that the Israelites could defeat Jericho. (See Joshua 2, 6.) Everyone who
reads the Old Testament knows about her act of courage.
In the New Testament, there is the story of the woman who took an alabaster
jar of perfume and anointed Jesus’ head with it. This woman was taking a chance
by violating the accepted social code of the day and interrupting a group of men
who had gathered for a meal. Yet she decided to pour out her life in gratitude to
Jesus, no matter what the consequences. Some of those present severely
criticized her because she had “wasted” costly perfume on Jesus when it could
have been sold for charitable purposes. Yet Jesus said to them, “Leave her
alone....I tell you the truth, wherever the gospel is preached throughout the
world, what she has done will also be told, in memory of her” (Mark 14:6, 9).
No matter how small the act may be, if you put your whole life into it, it won’t
be forgotten.
A Vision for Your Life
It is a deeply distressing fact that, while we all have been given unique
visions, too many of us bury our dreams in a lesser existence, making ourselves
a graveyard of God’s precious treasure.
Perhaps you are eighteen years old. What have you done so far? Have you
spent so much time trying to please your friends that you don’t know who you
are or what your life is about? If so, you aren’t doing yourself any favors. You
aren’t fulfilling your purpose. You may say you are just reacting to “peer

pressure.” In reality, you are allowing others to rule your life.
Maybe you are forty years old. What have you done so far that the world
can’t forget? How long will you drift along without working toward your dream?
Procrastination can become a full-time occupation. Some people are experts at it.
They know how to avoid the real issues of life with precision. They know how to
do nothing all day, or they know how to do everything except what is really
important. It’s depressing to be around people who are just existing, but it’s
exciting to be around people who know that they are doing what they were born
to do.
Many people spend a lifetime wandering away from who God made them to
be because they have never recognized who they are in the first place. For
example, perhaps you have been a secretary for twenty years. You are at the
same level as when you started, even though you dream of being an
administrator. You should move from being a secretary to an executive secretary,
from an executive secretary to an administrative assistant, and from an
administrative assistant to an administrator. People don’t fulfill their visions
because they have no sense of destiny. They say, “Well, I have a job. I just want
to keep it.” Merely holding on to a job is like treading water. Every job should
put you on a track toward a goal that is bigger than the present one so that you
can fulfill your vision.
We need to be like the apostles, who were known for their acts, not their talk.
The biblical book about them is called The Acts of the Apostles because they
were doers. They had a destination, and they were busily working toward it.
They weren’t on a rocking horse. Instead, they were changing systems. They
were affecting government. They were
transforming the world. Nations were afraid of them, and towns became nervous
when they showed up because they were said to have “turned the world upside
down” (Acts 17:6 nkjv). How do people feel when you show up? Do they say,
“Oh, here she comes again. She probably has another new idea”? Change will
always upset people who are content to be stagnant, but that shouldn’t stop you.
You should be known for your vision.
What Your Vision Will Give You
It has been said that there are three kinds of people in the world: First, there
are those who never seem to be aware that things are happening around them.
Second, there are those who ask, “What just happened?” Third, there are those

who make things happen.
I have observed firsthand the truth of this statement, paraphrased from John
Stuart Mill: One person with vision is greater than the passive force of ninetynine people who are merely interested in doing or becoming something. Most
people have an interest in their destinies, but they have no passion or drive to
fulfill them. They don’t really believe the dreams God has put in their hearts. If
they do believe them, they don’t do the things that will take them in the direction
of fulfilling them. Yet that is what separates the people who make an impact in
the world and those who just exist on the planet.
Have you discovered what your vision is? Finding something you can put
your whole self into will fill your life with new hope and purpose. It will give
you a reason for living. My purpose has become my passion. It wakes me up in
the morning, and it keeps me going when I’m tired. It is an antidote to
depression. It causes me to have joy in the midst of great opposition because I
know that what God has given me to accomplish cannot be stopped by anyone.
When you discover your vision, it will give you energy and passion.
Ecclesiastes 9:10 says, “Whatever your hand finds to do, do it with all your
might.” The vision in your heart is the spark that will enable you to pursue your
dream because, unless you do so with all your enthusiasm and strength, it will
not happen. I believe this Scripture expresses a truth that most people miss: You
accomplish only what you fight for. Again, if you are merely interested in your
dream, it will never come to pass. However, if you are willing to put all your
energy into it, then nobody can stop it from succeeding.
I believe this Scripture also implies that if you set your hands to do
something, there will inevitably be resistance, opposition, and difficulties;
therefore, you have to apply pressure in order to fulfill your dream. You must put
your whole might behind it. Hard work and diligence are essential ingredients to
success, but they require an internal motivation. That internal motivation is
vision.
Vision is the primary motivator of human action, and, therefore, everything
we do should be because of the vision God has placed in our hearts. Vision
influences the way you conduct your entire life, such as what you spend your
time and money on and what your priorities are. Without vision, you have no
values to guide your living. Life has no sense of direction. Activity has no
meaning. Time has no purpose. Resources have no application.

Vision is the juice of life. It is the prerequisite for passion and the source of
persistence. When you have vision, you know how to stay in the race and
complete it.
Your Gift Will Make a Way for You
How is the fulfillment of vision meant to work in practical terms? Proverbs
18:16 is a powerful statement that reveals the answer: “A man’s gift makes room
for him” (nkjv). You were designed to be known for your gift. God has put a gift
or talent into every person that the world will make room for. It is this gift that
will enable you to fulfill your vision. It will make a way for you in life. It is in
exercising this gift that you will find real fulfillment, purpose, and contentment
in your work.
It is interesting to note that the Bible does not say that a man’s education
makes room for him, but that his gift does. Somehow we have swallowed the
idea that education is the key to success. Our families and society have
reinforced this idea, but we will have to change our perspective if we are to be
truly successful. Education is not the key to success. Don’t misunderstand me. I
believe in education. I’ll talk more about the importance of education shortly.
However, if education were the key to success, then everyone who has a Ph.D.
should be financially secure and happy.
If you are intelligent but are not exercising your gift, you’re probably going to
be poor. If you’re educated but have not developed your talent, you’re likely to
be depressed, frustrated, and tired; you will hate going to work on Monday
mornings. There are those who have degrees in finance who have a hard time
making ends meet. Doesn’t it make you nervous when people who don’t have
any money try to tell you how to make a million dollars?
Education, in itself, doesn’t guarantee anything; it is your gift that is the key
to your success. The second part of Proverbs 18:16 says, “A man’s gift...brings
him before great men” (nkjv). You don’t realize that the gift you’re sitting on is
loaded. The world won’t move over for you just because you’re smart.
Whenever you exercise your gift, however, the world will not only make room
for you, but it will also pay you for it. Anyone—yourself included—who
discovers his or her gift and develops it will become a commodity. If you’re a
young person in high school or college who is planning your career, don’t do
what people say will make you wealthy. Do what you were born to do, because
that is where you will make your money. No matter how big the world is, there’s

a place for you in it when you discover and manifest your gift.
Michelangelo poured his life into his art. That’s why we still remember him
five hundred years after he lived. Beethoven and Bach put themselves wholly
into their work, and their music lives forever. Alexander Graham Bell believed
that sound could be converted into electrical impulses and transmitted by wire.
No one remembers all the people who thought Bell was crazy; we remember
only the man who had vision enough to create the telephone. Thomas Edison
reportedly would spend eight or nine days straight locked up in a room working
on his experiments. He didn’t just happen to make a mistake and create a
lightbulb; he had a dream. Although it took him a long time, he believed that we
could harness energy and that it could produce light. Because he believed it, he
stayed with it until he saw the fulfillment of his vision. That’s what makes him
unforgettable.
If you do things in a halfway manner, you will probably always be able to
find some sort of job, yet you are going to be simply a mediocre employee. It is
when you decide that you’re going to find something that is truly yours that you
will find your gift, fulfill your vision, and be remembered by others.
Stirring Up Your Gift
While the gift is in us, we have the responsibility to stir it up. The apostle
Paul wrote to Timothy, “For this reason I remind you to fan into flame the gift of
God, which is in you” (2 Timothy 1:6). In the New King James Version, the
verse is translated, “Stir up the gift of God.” The gift is not something we learn.
It is something God gave us. It is something we need to discover and then stir
up. No one else can activate your gift for you. You have to do it yourself.
You stir up your gift by developing, refining, enhancing, and using it. That’s
where education comes in. Education can’t give you your gift, but it can help
you develop it so that it can be used to the maximum. Proverbs 17:8 says, “A gift
is as a precious stone in the eyes of him that hath it: whithersoever it turneth, it
prospereth” (kjv). In other words, a gift is like a precious stone to the one who
has it, and whenever he stirs it up, it turns into prosperity. If you use your gift, it
will prosper you. Many people are working for money. That’s an inferior reason
to work. We must work for the vision within us.
Moreover, you are not to mimic the gifts of others. You are to stir up your
own gift. Unfortunately, many people are jealous of other people’s gifts. Let me

encourage you not to waste your time on jealousy. Jealousy is a gift robber. It is
an energy drain that will always take away the passion of life from you. You
should be so busy stirring up your gift that you don’t have time to be jealous of
anyone else or to feel sorry for yourself.
I once read an article about Louis Armstrong, the jazz artist, who reportedly
applied to go to music school when he was a young man. At his audition, he was
given scales to sing, but he could sing only the first two notes properly, and he
was told he didn’t have what it takes to be a musician. The story said that he
cried at first because he had been rejected from the music program, but that he
told his friends afterward, “I know there’s music in me, and they can’t keep it
out.” He eventually became one of the most successful and beloved jazz
musicians. He sold more records and made more money than scores of others
who were more talented at singing. Now he is forever etched in the history of
music.
What made the difference? Louis Armstrong put his life into the gift he knew
he had, and this gift made room for him. He was an original, and he knew it. He
wasn’t about to waste time feeling sorry for himself. Instead, he put his energies
into developing the musical gift within him.
Although we are all born as originals, most of us become imitators. I used to
think about becoming like everyone else and joining the rat race. Yet I soon
realized that if all the rats are in a race, and you win, you simply become the Big
Rat. I recommend that you get out of the rat race, stop competing with the
community, stop being in a contest with society, stop trying to keep up with the
Joneses, stop trying to please everybody, and decide, “I’m not going to be a rat.
I’m going to find my own niche. I’m going to make room for myself in the
world by using my gift.”
Perhaps you are fifty-eight, sixty-five, seventy years old. You’re looking back
over the last fifty years and asking, “What have I done with my life? What have
I contributed to the human race? What have I really left for the next generation
to know that I was here? I have left no footprint in the sands of history.” Do you
wish you had had a better understanding of vision when you were younger? Are
you thinking, “I’m too old now. I don’t have the energy or time to stir up a gift”?
I am deeply sorry that many people in the world have worked very hard all
their lives and accomplished little. Yet if you believe you’re too old to use your
gift, you’re believing a lie. We read in the Bible that God went to people who

were already past retirement age, and He recharged them. They have become
noteworthy in history because they started over when others (even they
themselves) thought their lives were almost over. (See the stories of Abraham
and Sarah in Genesis 18:11–15; 21:1–8, and Elizabeth and Zechariah in Luke 1.)
Your gift will give you your youth back. Your gift will give you energy and
strength. You’ll be healthier. You’ll stop talking about dying and start talking
about living.
Realizing Your Vision
If you have a dream, or if you want to discover your vision, remember this:
God loves dreamers. He gives visions, and He is attracted to people who love to
dream big. Don’t forget that you are unique, special, and irreplaceable. You are
not meant to be like anyone else. When you decide to be part of the norm, your
destiny is shortchanged. God wants you to stir up the gift He has given you and
to develop it to the fullest.
What is the difference between the dreamer who realizes his dream and the
dreamer whose dream becomes a nightmare of unfulfilled hopes? The dreamer
who succeeds is someone who has a clear vision and acts on it. As long as a
person can hold on to his vision, then there is always a chance for him to move
out of his present circumstances and toward the fulfillment of his purpose.
If you feel trapped, underemployed, or underutilized in your job; if you own
your own business and want it to grow; if you want to know how to pursue your
goals in life; if you are the leader of an organization or group; if your children
are grown or in school now, and you are considering reviving old interests; or
wherever you are in life right now, The Principles and Power of Vision will
enable you to—
understand vision and why it is essential to your success.
discover and live out your purpose in life.
identify your vision’s goals and stay on course.
overcome obstacles to your vision.
learn the key principles necessary for fulfilling your life’sdream.
develop a specific plan for achieving your vision.

live the life you were always meant to live.
My desire is that you will be inspired, motivated, and challenged to get back
in the race toward your dream, to get back the passion for fulfilling your goal. I
want you to achieve your greatest in God’s purpose for your life. I want you to
get off the rocking horse and find a living stallion—your life’s vision.
To do this, you need to understand and practice principles that transcend
current trends and even conventional wisdom. Your success will not depend on
the state of the economy, what careers are currently in demand, or what the job
market is like. You will not be hindered by your initial lack of resources or by
what people think you can or cannot do. Instead, the time-tested principles of
this book will enable you to fulfill your vision no matter who you are or what
your background is.
You are the sum total of the choices and decisions you make every day. You
can choose to stay where you are right now, or you can choose to move forward
in life by pursuing your dream. I want to challenge you to stop making excuses
for why you can’t accomplish what you were born to do. Take your life out of
neutral. God has given you the power and the responsibility to achieve your
life’s vision.
Most people do things because they have to. Wouldn’t you like to do things
because you have decided to, based on your purpose? You must choose to be on
the offensive rather than the defensive. I hope you will decide you have had
enough of being “normal” and that you will declare your distinction. Remember,
you were created to stand out, not to blend in. You were designed not only to be
special and unique, but also to specialize. You were created to accomplish
something that no one else can accomplish.
Never expect anything less than the highest thing you can go after. Don’t let
people tell you, “You shouldn’t have high expectations.” Always expect more
than what you have, more than what you are currently doing. Dream big.
Somewhere inside you there is always the ability to dream. No matter how
challenging it gets, don’t give up, because your vision is the key to fulfilling
your life’s purpose.
Chapter Principles
1. The poorest person in the world is a person without a dream.

2. The most frustrated person in the world is someone who has a dream
but doesn’t know how to make it come to pass.
3. Every person was created by God to be unique and distinct.
4. God has placed in every human being a unique vision and call that is
designed to give purpose and meaning to life.
5. No person can give you your vision. It is God-given.
6. Every human being was created to accomplish something that no one
else can accomplish.
7. Every person was created to be known for something special.
8. One person with vision is greater than the passive force of ninety-nine
people who are merely interested in doing or becoming something.
9. Your gift will make a way for you in the world and enable you to
fulfill your vision.
10. You are responsible for stirring up the gift within you.
11. God loves dreamers. He gives visions, and He is attracted to people
who love to dream big.
12. As long as a person can hold on to his vision, then there is always a
chance for him to move out of his present circumstances and toward
the fulfillment of his purpose.

Chapter Two

The Source of Vision
Vision is foresight with insight based on hindsight.
The first step to fulfilling your reason for existence is realizing that you have
been given a vision. Yet how exactly do you receive, recognize, and activate
your vision? When you understand the source of vision, you will learn the
secrets to its origin and working in your life. This knowledge will help you take
your dream from initial idea all the way to fulfillment.
Vision Comes from Purpose
The first key to understanding vision is to realize that it always emanates
from purpose. Why? God is the Author of vision, and it is His nature to be
purposeful in everything He does. Every time He appeared on the scene in
human history, it was because He wanted something specific accomplished and
was actively working it out through people’s lives.
Therefore, God is a God of action based on purpose. Moreover, His purposes
are eternal. Psalm 33:11 says, “The plans of the Lord stand firm forever, the
purposes of his heart through all generations,” and Isaiah 14:24 says, “The Lord
Almighty has sworn, ‘Surely, as I have planned, so it will be, and as I have
purposed, so it will stand.’” Nothing can get in the way of God’s purposes; they
always come to pass.
God Created You with a Purpose
Second, we must understand that God created everything to fulfill a purpose
in life. Whether we are talking about a mammal, reptile, plant, star, or person,
everything and everyone God created serves a unique purpose. That includes
you. You may have been a surprise to your parents, but you were not a surprise
to God; He has given you a special purpose to fulfill. The Scriptures say you
were chosen in Him before the world began. (See Ephesians 1:4–5.) God
planned in advance all that you were born to be and accomplish.
I am continually positive about life because I know that God created me for a
purpose and that He will bring that purpose to pass. I believe that I’m not a
mistake, and I know that my life is significant. God created me to do something,
and no one else can do it for me. Do you believe that about yourself? Do you
know that your life has a purpose? I hope you will become more and more

confident of this truth as you progress through this book.
You Were Born at the Right Time
In the book of Ecclesiastes, we read about the revelation of God’s purposes to
the hearts of humankind. The third chapter begins, “To everything there is a
season, a time for every purpose under heaven” (Ecclesiastes 3:1 nkjv). God has
not only given you a purpose, but, according to this Scripture, He has also
determined the time for that purpose to be accomplished. There is “a time for
every purpose.” Whatever you were born to do, God has assigned a season in
which it is to be done—and that season is the duration of your life. Do you see
why it is crucial for you to know the vision that is in your heart? Your purpose
can be fulfilled only during the time you are given on earth to accomplish it.
Within this season called life, God has also appointed specific times for
portions of your purpose to be accomplished. As you pursue the dream God has
given you, He will bring it to fruition during the period of your life when it is
meant to be completed. As Ecclesiastes 3:11 says, “He has made everything
beautiful in its time.”
Some people wish they had been born during a different time in history. Yet if
you had been born a thousand years ago, or even a hundred years ago, you
would have been miserable because you would have been living in the wrong
time to complete your purpose and vision. God chose when and where you were
born for a reason. You didn’t just show up on earth. Ecclesiastes 3:2 says that
there is “a time to be born.” You were born at the right time to accomplish your
vision during your generation.
You Were Given a Sense of Purpose
Ecclesiastes 3:10 says, “I have seen the burden God has laid on men.” The
word “burden” in the Hebrew could actually be translated as “a heavy
responsibility,” “occupation,” or “task.” It could also be described as a
“responsible urge.” Every human being comes to earth with a purpose that, in a
sense, weighs on him. Whether you are twenty, sixty, or ninety years old, there is
a burden within you, a “responsible urge” to carry out all that you were designed
to do. It is a cry of the heart—a cry of purpose that says, “I was born to do
something that I must fulfill.”
Do you sense that cry? Do you feel that you were born to do something with
your life? Almost everybody does, even if they have never expressed it. That

feeling, longing, or burden comes from God. God has placed a “responsible
urge” on your heart because of His purpose for you.
God Placed His Eternal Purpose in Your Heart
In Ecclesiastes 3:11, we read, “He has also set eternity in the hearts of men.”
That is a powerful statement. There is something within you that is being called
by eternity. Unless we have turned a deaf ear to it, then every day we wake up
hearing a call that comes from outside this world. We live in time and space, but
time and space are connected to eternity, and God has put something into your
heart that calls the unseen into the seen.
The vision God has put in your heart is “a piece of eternity” that He gave you
to deliver in time and space—that is, on the earth during your lifetime. What
God put into your heart is also what is in His own heart. I think this is what the
Bible means when it talks about “deep calling unto deep.” (See Psalm 42:7.)
Therefore, God has done something awesome. He lives in eternity, yet He has
specifically placed you in time so that others on earth will be able to see a piece
of eternity that is in Him.
It is this piece of eternity that makes you uncomfortable or dissatisfied with
your present life because you are not yet manifesting your purpose.
Your Purpose Is Already Completed in God
The third key to understanding vision is realizing that not only has your
purpose been given to you to manifest, but it has also been completed in eternity.
The following passage entirely changed my perspective on the fulfillment of
vision:
I am God, and there is no other; I am God, and there is none like me. I make
known the end from the beginning, from ancient times, what is still to come. I
say: My purpose will stand, and I will do all that I please.(Isaiah 46:9–10)
In this Scripture, God mentions two things that He does. First, He establishes
the end before the beginning. This means that He finishes things first in the
spiritual realm, and then He goes back and starts them up in the physical realm.
Second, He reveals the end result of something when it is just beginning.
I have noticed in the Scriptures the principle that purpose is established
before production. In other words, God first institutes a purpose, then He creates

someone or something to fulfill that purpose. He is the Alpha and the Omega,
the beginning and the end. We often don’t recognize the fact that when God
starts something, He has already completed it in eternity. “Yet they cannot
fathom what God has done from beginning to end” (Ecclesiastes 3:11). We need
to remember His order of working: He first tells us what the end of the matter is
to be, and then He backs up and begins the process of fulfilling that end—just as
a builder first develops an idea and a blueprint and then starts building.
We can see this principle in Creation. Everything was already finished in
God’s mind before He laid the foundation of the world. After He had imagined
and planned how He wanted everything to be, then He initiated the beginning by
creating the heavens, the earth, and humankind. In the book of Genesis, which
means “origin” or “source,” we are really reading about the start-up of the
project called “earth.” Those of you who are involved in project management
know that start-up is a significant step in the process of building. When you
reach the start-up phase, it means that you have all the plans drawn, all the
physical resources in place, and all the management resources in order. Before
you start a project, all these things must be in place. Only then can you begin.
When do you start building a house? Is it when you dig the foundation?
Essentially, you begin building whenever the idea for the house is conceived.
The finished house is still in the unseen; other people pass by the property, and
they don’t see it. However, to you, who understand and know what is going to
happen, the house is already finished. Digging the foundation is simply the
beginning of bringing your purpose to pass. Therefore, after you dig the
foundation, and somebody asks you, “What are you doing?” your answer is very
definite. You point to the architect’s rendering of the house and say, “I am
building this.”
There is a street near where I live called Shirley Street. At one time, there was
a parking lot there. One day when I was driving along that street, I saw a large
sign with a beautifully painted picture of a building. There was no building on
the site yet, but there was the big sign and the name of the building. It showed
the landscape, the color of the building, the windows, everything; it was a very
detailed picture of what the completed building would look like. The sign said,
“Coming soon.”
I drove past the lot and sensed God saying to me, “Did you see that?” I said,
“See what?” He said, “Did you see the finish?” So I turned my car around and
went back to take a closer look at the sign. By showing the completed picture of

the building, the construction company was revealing the end of its purpose. To
have vision means to see something coming into view as if it were already there.
The company had a vision for that building because it saw the finished product
before construction had even begun.
God essentially completed us before He created us. Not only does He
establish our ends, but He also gives us glimpses of them through the visions He
puts in our hearts. We must pay attention to His work within us so that we will
be able to understand more of what He “has done from beginning to end”
(Ecclesiastes 3:11).
Your Beginning Is Proof of Your Completion
God wants you to “see” the completion of your vision by knowing that He
already planned and established it before you were born. The fact that you were
started is proof that you are already completed because God always finishes
before He starts and accomplishes His purposes. Therefore, instead of striving to
fulfill what God has given you to do, you can rely on Him to finish it as you
allow Him to guide you in the specifics of carrying it out.
For example, as I move forward in the development of Bahamas Faith
Ministries International, I am not trying to “finish” it. God has already
completed a world-class center for leadership training in all its facets, including
the Third World Leaders Association and Leading Edge Leadership. He finished
it in eternity, and now He is bringing it to pass. He purposed it, and then He
backed up and said, “Now let me go to a little island in the Bahamas and prompt
a young man who lives in a little wooden house in a family of eleven kids so he
can start the process of completing the vision.” The process is God’s way of
preparing me and those involved in BFMI for the end result.
You are not an experiment. God wouldn’t have allowed you to start your life
and your purpose unless they were already completed in eternity. You were born
to manifest something that is already finished. You must realize, however, that
your end doesn’t look anything like your beginning—or like any other point in
the process, for that matter. This is why you must live by faith, looking forward
with expectation for what God has already completed; otherwise, you will
believe only what you see with your physical eyes rather than the vision you see
in your heart.
At this point, I want to clarify the difference between purpose and vision.

Purpose is the intent for which God created you, the reason why you were born.
Purpose is what God has already decided in His own mind that you’re supposed
to begin to fulfill. Therefore,
purpose is when you know and understand what you were born to
accomplish, and
vision is when you can see it in your mind by faith and begin to
imagine it.
When you are able to see your purpose, your vision comes to life.
I like this definition: “Vision is foresight with insight based on hindsight.” We
have insight into God’s purpose for us based on what we know God has already
accomplished in eternity. Vision is a glimpse of our future that God has
purposed. We don’t know all the details of how our purposes will unfold, but we
see their “ends” because God reveals them to us in the visions He gives us. This
is why we can be confident that they will come to pass.
Suppose you don’t have the money you need to fulfill your vision. God says
to you, in effect, “I’ve already been where you are going, and you will have
everything you need.” He tells us that our visions will be completed, and this is
what gives us courage and keeps us from being depressed when things don’t
look as if they will work out.
You Were Designed Perfectly to Complete Your Purpose
When God created you with a purpose, He also designed you perfectly to be
able to fulfill it. This means He wired you in a specific way so that you would
have all the essential components necessary for fulfilling the vision He gave you.
You never have to worry if you are able to fulfill your life’s vision. The fact that
you were created to complete it means that you have everything you need to
accomplish it. God always gives us the ability to do whatever He calls us to do.
Vision Is about God
Purpose, therefore, is the source of your vision. Your purpose existed before
you did. What you were born to do was accomplished by God before you even
arrived on the scene, and He ordained your birth in order to carry it out. God did
not create you and then say, “Let Me see what I can do with this one.” He
doesn’t create something and then decide what to use it for. He knows what He

wants first, and then He assigns someone or something to accomplish it for Him.
Consequently, at its essence, vision isn’t about us—it’s about God. Proverbs
19:21 says, “Many are the plans in a man’s heart, but it is the Lord’s purpose that
prevails.” True vision is not a human invention. It’s about the desires God
imparts to us. It is not our private view of the future; rather, it is the view of our
future inspired by God. Vision is what God wants us to contribute in building
His kingdom on earth. His purpose was established well before we had any plans
for our lives. We were meant to consult God to find out His purposes for us so
we can make the right plans. Ecclesiastes 3:14 says, “I know that everything
God does will endure forever; nothing can be added to it and nothing taken from
it. God does it so that men will revere him.”
You Already Know Your Vision
Fourth, we must understand the key to recognizing personal vision. After
reading my books on purpose, many people write to me and say, “Okay, I read
your book. It’s wonderful, it changed my life, and I’m ready to go, except that I
don’t know what my vision is. Tell me how to find it.” To find your vision, you
have to look within yourself, where God has placed it. The key is this: God’s
will is as close to us as our most persistent thoughts and deepest desires.
Vision Is as Close as Your Deepest Desires
Psalm 37:4 says, “Delight yourself in the Lord and he will give you the
desires of your....” Desires of your what? “Your heart” (v. 4). Wait a minute.
Doesn’t God give us desires from heaven? Yes, He does. Our desires originated
there, but remember that God has placed His desires for you within your heart.
He put the plans for your life within you when you were born, and they have
never left you. The heart, in this case, means your subconscious mind. God put
His plans there because He wants to make sure you find them. Sometimes, His
ideas come in multiples. God may put five or six things in your mind that He
wants you to do, each one for a different season of your life.
Yet whether He gives you one idea or six ideas, the thoughts of God are
consistent. They will be present throughout your life. No matter how old you
grow, the same thoughts will keep coming back to you, and the desires will
never leave you. This is because the will of God for you never changes. The
Bible says, “God’s gifts and his call are irrevocable” (Romans 11:29). The
specifics of your plans may change as your purpose unfolds, but your purpose is

permanent. No matter what happens in life, you’ll never get away from what
God has put in your heart to do. Vision possesses you; you don’t possess it.
All the thoughts, ideas, plans, and dreams that remain consistent within you
were put there by God. No matter how many times you may temporarily forget
about them, they always come back into your mind. Vision is the idea that never
leaves you, the dream that won’t go away, the passion that won’t subside, the
“irritating” desire that’s so deep you can’t enjoy your current job because you’re
always thinking about what you wish you were doing. Vision is what you keep
seeing, even when you close your eyes.
I have found that people are constantly waiting for God to tell them what to
do when it has been given to them already. Religious people, especially Christian
people, have been looking for God’s will everywhere except within themselves.
It’s necessary for them to realize that they don’t receive their purposes after they
are born again; they were already given their purposes when they were
physically born. God has saved us because He gave us assignments that He
doesn’t want to lose. You’re not saved for the sole purpose of going to heaven;
you’re saved to finish your assignment on earth. As a matter of fact, God
redeems you because of the vision you are carrying. The Bible says, “We are
God’s workmanship, created in Christ Jesus to do good works, which God
prepared in advance for us to do” (Ephesians 2:10, emphasis added).
Many people ask me how God speaks to us. They say, “I want to hear from
God. Does He speak in an audible voice? Does He come in the night and
whisper in my ear? Does He speak through some animal or write on the wall like
He did in the Old Testament?” They don’t realize that God has been speaking to
them since they were born, and He is still speaking to them now. He speaks to
them through the thoughts, ideas, and visions they keep having in their minds. If
you are unclear about your vision, you can ask God to reveal to you the deepest
desires He has placed within you.
Some people call psychic hot lines to get others to tell them their futures. You
don’t need to consult psychics or read tarot cards. The sad thing is that some
Christians do nearly the equivalent of this when they run from meeting to
meeting, asking people to prophesy over them concerning their futures, not
understanding that God has given them their visions directly. A prophet can
confirm your vision, but he or she will not give you your vision. God gives you
that directly, and He reveals it to you as you listen to Him and follow Him. God
says, “If you had responded to my rebuke, I would have poured out my heart to

you and made my thoughts known to you” (Proverbs 1:23), and “I will put my
law in their minds and write it on their hearts” (Jeremiah 31:33). God puts His
thoughts within us through the Holy Spirit. What we have to do is listen to what
God has given us in our hearts and minds.
Vision Is Much More than Mere “Interest”
One way to discern whether something is a vision from God is to determine
whether you have a real desire to do it or merely a passing interest in it. You can
be interested in something, yet not really have a passion to do it. If you have
passion, though, you will actively pursue your vision and things will start
happening to bring it to pass. Remember that one person with vision is greater
than the passive force of ninety-nine people who are merely interested in doing
or becoming something.
Vision Will Persist against the Odds
Another way to recognize true vision is when you persevere in your dream
regardless of great obstacles. When many people think about their dreams, they
say, “Oh, no, that’s impossible for me to do,” so they settle down to do
something lesser and end up being unfulfilled. The problem is often that we have
been trained and brainwashed by our societies to dream small, think small,
expect small, and not try to do anything too big. When we compare what we are
told to see in the “real” world with our own dreams, our visions seem unrealistic
and start to fade away. Yet if a vision is truly from God, we are meant to
continue on, no matter what the difficulty. Therefore, if you have a genuine
vision from God, you will need to develop persistence, which we’ll talk more
about in a later chapter.
Vision Is Unselfish
True vision is also unselfish. Its purpose is to bring about God’s kingdom on
earth and to turn people to Him. A vision, therefore, should always focus on
helping humanity or building up others in some way.
This means, first of all, that God will never have you pursue your vision at the
expense of your family. An older man, who is a very beloved friend of mine,
went to a conference, and a supposed prophet spoke to him about what God
wanted for his life. He came to me afterward and said, “Did you hear what the
prophet said?” I said, “Yes.” He asked, “What do you think?” I replied, “Well,
let’s pray over that prophecy. Let’s take our time, get counsel, and find God’s

will on it.” The next time I heard from him, he had already set up a plan to fulfill
this prophecy. He left his family and went to another country. Was this really
God’s purpose?
There are instances when members of a family will agree to be apart for a
time in order to serve a certain purpose. However, this was not the case with this
man. When he pursued this prophecy, his wife was frustrated and his children
were confused and angered. He was breaking up his family and causing all kinds
of problems and difficulties for them.
If pursuing your vision is causing turmoil in your family, stop and do some
serious praying and soul-searching about the situation. Talk with your family
members and listen to what they have to say. While you can expect to face some
opposition to your vision, and while your family will not always understand or
support your dream, pursuing it shouldn’t destroy the lives of your loved ones.
Vision should always be accompanied by compassion. You need to be careful
and sensitive not to hurt anyone on the way to achieving your goal.
The second thing we should be aware of in regard to the unselfish nature of
vision is that a true vision will not take the form of building a big business just
so you can have millions of dollars, an expensive home, a sleek car, and a
vacation house on the beach. These things are goals, but they are not vision—in
fact, they are probably selfish ambition. Why? Because they build your kingdom
rather than God’s kingdom. Your vision might well involve making a large
amount of money. The difference, however, is in your motivation and attitude
toward the money. Your perspective on your finances should be God-centered,
not self-centered. You need to treat your finances as a resource God has provided
to fulfill your vision, not as a tool to fill your life with luxuries.
Vision Is the Only Thing That Will Bring
You Fulfillment
Another way you can know that a vision is real is when it is the only thing
that gives you true satisfaction. Merely working at a job is disheartening. Going
to work is a dismal experience for many people because, day after day, they are
doing something they hate. That is not what you were meant for. Ecclesiastes
3:13 says, “That everyone may eat and drink, and find satisfaction in all his toil
—this is the gift of God.” It is God’s desire for us to enjoy our work, but this can
happen only when we’re doing the right work.

Therefore, until you follow God’s dream, you will be unfulfilled. Proverbs
19:21 says, “Many are the plans in a man’s heart, but it is the Lord’s purpose that
prevails.” No matter what you are busy doing, no matter what you are
accomplishing, if it’s not what God wants you to do, you won’t be completely
successful in it. Why? Because true success is not in what you accomplish; it is
in doing what God told you to do. That’s why people who build big projects or
gain great fame can be successful and depressed at the same time.
Going against your purpose may be a personal issue, but it’s never a private
one. You can mess up others’ lives if you aren’t supposed to be where you are, or
if you are supposed to be somewhere that you refuse to go. Remember the story
of Jonah in the Bible? God told him that his purpose was to go to Nineveh to
warn the people there to turn to God. Jonah’s response was, in effect, “I’m not
going!” He got on a ship headed for Tarshish, instead.
God had purposed that Jonah would go to Nineveh even before the prophet
was born. His purpose had already been completed in eternity, and now God was
sending him to fulfill it. God didn’t want Jonah to be on a ship going to Tarshish
when he was meant to go to Nineveh. If you get on any other “ship” than the one
you were meant to get on, you are going to cause others to have problems. In
Jonah’s case, the ship he got on came in danger of sinking in a terrible storm. He
knew God’s hand was in the situation, so he told the sailors that the storm would
stop if they would throw him overboard. When the sailors did this, the sea
became calm, and God provided a great fish to swallow Jonah—protecting him
from the sea until he agreed to do what God had called him to do. (See Jonah 1–
2.)
I urge you not to board the wrong ship, but to remain on course in God’s
purpose. Maybe you’re in the fish’s belly right now. You can find your way back
to dry land by returning to what God has purposed for you to do.
Vision Requires a Vital Connection with God
Many people don’t recognize the vision God has placed within them because
they don’t have a vital connection with God. This connection with Him needs to
be restored before they can see their true purpose. Humankind as a whole lost its
relationship with the Creator when man and woman turned their backs on God
and tried to pursue their own ways. God’s purpose, however, never changes, and
since His purpose is woven into our desires, our own ways are never ultimately
satisfying.

God is committed to your purpose, and He provided salvation through Christ
to salvage His will and purpose in your life. He said, in effect, “I’m not going to
lose what I gave you birth to do. I’m going to save you for your own sake and so
I can redeem what I want to accomplish through you.” He restores us to Himself
so we can do the works He had in mind for us before the world began. Again,
“we are God’s workmanship, created in Christ Jesus to do good works, which
God prepared in advance for us to do” (Ephesians 2:10). We are not saved by
doing good works but for the purpose of doing good works.
In other words, we are saved to fulfill our earthly visions. If we are saved just
so that we can go to heaven, then God is taking a long time to accomplish His
plan. The quickest way to heaven is death. If God wanted us in heaven
immediately, He would save us and then cause us to die the next day. God wants
us to accomplish the purposes He’s given us to fulfill on earth; that is why He
saves us, sanctifies us, and keeps us here for a time.
Once we are restored to God, we receive His Holy Spirit and can see and
understand the vision He has placed in our hearts. We learn to discern true vision
through our relationship with Him and by reading His Word, because genuine
vision is always in alignment with His nature and character. The Bible says,
“Casting down imaginations, and every high thing that exalteth itself against the
knowledge of God” (2 Corinthians 10:5 kjv). This verse is talking about ideas. It
continues, “Bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience of Christ.”
Any idea that isn’t contrary to the Word of God, or to obedience to Christ’s
wishes for your life, is a God idea. God ideas are always in agreement with His
will. God would never give you an idea that is contrary to the Bible. That is
impossible. Therefore, you are to cast down any ideas that are contrary to His
Word. You are to ignore them. If an idea is not in keeping with God’s will, set it
aside.
Corporate Vision and Personal Vision
The fifth key to understanding vision is to realize that it is both personal and
corporate; personal vision will always be found within a larger corporate vision.
It is not God’s method to give a vision to a group. He gives the vision to an
individual who shares his vision with the group and transfers it to them. The
members of the group then run with the vision because they find in it a place for
their own personal visions to be fulfilled.
Moses was constrained by a vision to deliver the people of Israel and lead

them to the Promised Land. Joshua was motivated by a vision to possess that
land. David was driven by a vision to settle God’s people. Nehemiah was
possessed by a vision to rebuild the walls of Jerusalem. In every case, the vision
was given to an individual who was ultimately responsible for seeing it through,
and the individual transferred it to a group.
Working Together to Fulfill the Vision
When a person starts to sense his purpose and gift, he often interprets this as a
call to autonomy and separation. However, nothing could be further from the
truth. A sense of personal vision is birthed within a broader vision, and it will
also be fulfilled in the context of a larger purpose. This is how God weaves
personal and corporate vision together. In order to accomplish a corporate
purpose or make a larger vision come to pass, God brings together many
people’s personal gifts and unique visions. God wants you to bring your time,
energy, resources, and creative power to be part of a larger vision to which your
vision is connected.
We know that a car functions only when all the parts of the engine are
working together. Although each part has its unique characteristics and private
functions, all the parts “submit” to one another to make the car run. The same
principle holds true for corporate and personal vision. No great work was ever
done by just one person. Many people are needed to fulfill a vision. Read
history. Read the Bible.
A group of men, for example, supported and helped Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr., in fulfilling his vision. We all know Dr. King’s name, but we hear very little
about these other men, even though they were essential to his purpose. Dr. King
could not have fulfilled his vision without their assistance. Likewise, we don’t
know the names of those who helped Moses judge and arbitrate between the
people of Israel, but they were an essential support element in the purpose of
leading the people that God had given Moses. Those men worked hard. They
had to execute judgment and keep everyone in order, yet we know only Moses’
name. Moses received a personal vision, but all these men were needed to see
the corporate vision through. (See Exodus 18:13–26.) God will bring together
private purposes and visions in order to facilitate corporate success.
When people don’t understand or accept the relationship between personal
and corporate vision, there can be problems. If the members of the group think
they are inferior to the person with the original vision, or the leader starts to

think he is more important than the members, or if one or more of the members
wants to supplant the person who has the larger vision, that is when the trouble
will begin. Moses had the latter problem with Miriam and Aaron, his sister and
brother. God had appointed them all as leaders. (See Micah 6:4.) Moses,
however, was the one who had received the original vision, and he was the one
with whom God met directly and through whom God spoke. When Miriam and
Aaron became jealous of Moses and wanted to usurp his role, it caused turmoil
within that leadership group. God had to remind Miriam and Aaron in a very
graphic way that it is His purposes that prevail, not our private ambitions. (See
Numbers 12:4–15.) However, if we are in line with God’s nature and character,
we will desire what He desires, and we will be fulfilled in a way we never could
have been by following our own ambitions.
We must have an attitude of cooperation with those with whom we share
corporate vision. Fulfilling your vision requires your being able to submit to
others in the larger purpose. It means working with your boss and coworkers in a
productive way. It means not trying to undermine the leaders of your group or
letting jealousy get in the way of the vision. It means not going off and trying to
fulfill a corporate vision all on your own. If we are going to do something for
God so that the world will be better off because we were here, we can’t do that
with a private, individualist attitude. It is important for us to be cautious when
we’re dealing with vision. Let us be cognizant of God’s ways and work with
them rather than against them.
Drawing Out the Vision
When we understand the relationship between personal and corporate vision,
we will know a chief way in which God fulfills people’s dreams. Proverbs 20:5
says, “The purposes of a man’s heart are [like] deep waters, but a man of
understanding draws them out.” In other words, everyone has a vision in his
heart, but a person of understanding causes that dream, that purpose, that vision
to be brought out so it can become reality. A person of understanding will
figuratively lower a bucket into the deep well-waters of your soul and begin to
draw out what you are dreaming and thinking. He will give life to your desires
and thoughts and thereby help make them a reality.
What is the process by which this occurs? After God conveys a vision to a
leader, you will then—in one way or another—come into contact with this
person, who will present the corporate vision, and you will become excited about
participating in it because you will see how your private vision finds fulfillment

in it. It is essential for you to understand that God brings the corporate vision
into your life not to give you vision, which He has already given you, but to stir
up your personal vision. In other words, you don’t receive your vision from other
people, but you are enabled to fulfill it through others. The leader of the
corporate vision helps to activate your passions, dreams, gifts, and talents.
In a sense, that is what I hope to do through this book. It is my desire to stir
up your vision. As I wrote earlier, my own vision is to inspire and draw out the
hidden leader in every person I meet. You are a leader in the specific purpose
God has given you to accomplish through your gift because no one else but you
can fulfill it. I hope my vision of your potential for leadership will excite and
motivate you to fulfill the vision in your heart. Perhaps something has already
begun to happen within you. Are you starting to think differently? Are you
beginning to dream? Are you able to believe in the possibility of things you
never thought possible before? Then you have started to catch the vision for your
life.
The corporate vision in which your personal vision will ultimately be fulfilled
might be that of a company, a church, a non-profit organization, or even your
own family. That is why, when you hear of something that is related to your
vision, you should pay attention to it, because it may be that you’re supposed to
attach yourself to it. You yourself may be given the corporate vision, such as
starting a business or organizing a community project. Yet none of us is meant to
complete our visions on our own. The joy of God’s plan for personal and
corporate vision is that nothing we are born to do is to be done by ourselves or
for ourselves. If you and I are part of the same corporate vision, then I need your
vision, and you need mine. Therefore, we must stay together and work together.
We are not to isolate ourselves in our private successes.
I’m not involved in the work that I’m doing to build a name for myself. My
life’s work is to complete the assignment God gave me. Every member of my
staff and organization has a part to play in our vision. My part is to stir up their
individual dreams, and their part is to stir up mine. When we stir up each other’s
visions, the divine deposit of destiny starts flowing. Vision generates vision.
Dreams always stir up other dreams.
Whenever I begin to feel discouraged, I always telephone my friends who
have big dreams. One day, I called my friend Peter Morgan. When he heard my
voice, he said, “What’s going on?” I said, “I just called to talk to you.” He said,
“What’s wrong?” “Nothing; just talk to me.” “What do you mean?” “Just talk to

me. Tell me what you are going to do with your life. Tell me where you are
headed. Let me know I’m not alone in pursuing a vision.”
You need people around you who believe in dreams that are even bigger than
your own so you can keep stirring up your vision. There are too many other
people who will tell you to settle down and do nothing. Yet a person of
understanding will stir up your purposes. A person of understanding will cause
your dream to rise from that deep well within you and will help you make real
progress toward your vision. You’ll begin to believe that, no matter where you
came from, where you’re going is better.
Action Steps to Fulfilling Vision
•Take half an hour and allow yourself to dream about what you would like to
do in life. What ideas and desires do you have? What have you always wanted to
do?
•Think about your primary gifts or talents. How do your dreams and your
gifts go together?
•Write down your ideas, desires, and gifts and read them over every evening
for a week. Then ask yourself, “Do these ideas hold true? Are they what I want
to do?” If the answer is yes, keep them where you can refer to them as you read
this book and watch them form into a specific vision and concrete goals that will
move you along toward the completion of your purpose.

Chapter Principles
1.Vision comes from purpose.
2.God created everything and everyone with a purpose.
3.God has placed His eternal purpose in your heart.
4.You were given a burden or “responsible urge” to complete your purpose.
5.You were born at the right time to fulfill your purpose.
6.Your purpose is already completed in God.
7.God completed you before He created you.
8.The fact that you were started is proof that you are completed.
9.You were designed to perfectly accomplish your purpose.
10.When you know and understand what you were born to accomplish, that is
purpose. When you can see it in your mind by faith, that is vision.
11.Vision is foresight with insight based on hindsight.
12.Vision isn’t about us. It’s about God and His purposes.
13.You already know your vision. It is as close as your most persistent
thoughts and deepest desires.
14.To have vision is to have more than a mere interest in something; it is to
have a real desire and passion for it.
15.Vision persists, no matter what the odds.
16.Vision is unselfish.
17.Vision is the only thing that brings true fulfillment.
18.Vision requires a vital connection with God.
19.Personal vision will always be found within a larger corporate vision.

20.Those who are in the same corporate vision must work together
harmoniously to achieve it.
21.The leader of corporate vision “draws out” the personal visions of those in
the group by helping them to activate their passions, dreams, gifts, and talents.
22.Vision generates vision.

Chapter Three

Overcoming Obstacles to Vision
Mediocrity is a region bordered on the north by compromise, on the south by
indecision, on the east by past thinking, and on the west by a lack of vision.
—John Mason
Understanding the source of vision is the first step in the process of fulfilling
it. The next step is to be aware of potential obstacles in your life that can derail
your vision. If you are aware of these obstacles ahead of time, you will be
prepared to recognize and overcome them. Three major obstacles to fulfilling
vision are
1. not understanding the nature of vision
2. not recognizing the cost of vision
3. not knowing the principles of vision
Most people live in mediocrity—a “region bordered on the north by
compromise, on the south by indecision, on the east by past thinking, and on the
west by a lack of vision.” This chapter will show you how to leave behind the
region of mediocrity and move into the realm of the exceptional.
Not Understanding the Nature of Vision
The main thing about vision is that it is specific. One of the greatest causes of
failure among people who are pursuing their visions is that they don’t identify
their objective of success. This may sound simple, but it is very true: People fail
because they don’t know what they want to succeed in. Much of our frustration
and depression comes from not making any headway toward achieving our
visions—even when we know we’re working hard. This inability to reach our
visions occurs when we don’t aim at a specific target.
Suppose I came to you and said, “Let’s meet.” You say, “Okay; where?” I
reply, “Oh, anywhere.” You ask, “Well, when do you want to meet?” and I say,
“Anytime.” What do you think are the chances that we will actually meet?
Practically zero. Vision must be specific rather than general or vague.
Misunderstanding the Difference between
Vision, Goals, and Mission

I have asked many people, “What are you going to do with your life? What is
your vision?” and I usually receive responses such as these: “I’m going to build
a big house, own several cars, and have a good family.” “I want to get married.”
“I want to open a restaurant someday.” These are not visions, but mere goals.
When I ask pastors the same question, they generally give me one of the
following answers: “My vision is to win my city to Christ.” “My vision is to
‘preach the gospel to every creature’ (Mark 16:15 kjv).” “Our vision as a church
is to know Him and to make Him known.” “Our vision is to equip people for the
work of the ministry.”
None of the above answers are visions. They are missions. Why? They are
too general for visions. Vision and mission are related, but they are not the same
thing. A mission is a general statement of purpose that declares the overall idea
of what you want to accomplish. It is philosophical and abstract, not practical
and concrete. Moreover, it is open-ended, so that you could spend hours, even
days, talking about its many aspects and applications. In contrast, a vision is a
very precise statement that has a specific emphasis and definable boundaries.
I sometimes wonder how some people have made it as far as they have
without understanding vision. It is essential that you learn the difference between
vision and mission because God is not vague about your life. You were designed
to be unique and to fulfill a particular purpose. If you are to carry out this
specific purpose, your vision has to be specific. Otherwise, you will be just like
everyone else around you. Remember, your vision—like your fingerprints—is
meant to distinguish you from every other person in the world.
Let me use the Christian church as an example. The assignment that the
young Jewish rabbi, Jesus, gave His followers two thousand years ago—“Go
into all the world and preach the good news” (Mark 16:15)—is called the Great
Commission. It is the “co-mission,” the joint or corporate mission of the church.
It is every Christian’s mission. What sincere church does not want to preach the
Gospel to every person, bring people to God, and equip people to minister to
others? Therefore, if a church thinks its particular vision is to preach the Gospel,
then it has a mistaken idea of vision. It knows its mission, but it hasn’t yet found
its true vision, that one thing that distinguishes it from all other churches.
One church is not assigned where another church is assigned. That is why an
individual church shouldn’t compare itself with other churches in its city or

nation or use another church as a measure of its own success. Vision is a
distinctive direction or approach for accomplishing a mission. There is a unique
way in which God wants each church to carry out the overall mission of the
Great Commission. Each church is to fulfill its part of the mission through the
specific emphasis or approach that God has given it. The same general principle
holds true for individuals, companies, and other organizations.
One time a woman came to me and said, “Dr. Munroe, I have a vision. I’m
going to open up a shoe store.” I said, “Fine.” Then she said, “There are already
so many shoe stores in this area, but I know the Lord has told me that I must go
into this business.” I asked her, “What kind of shoes do you want to sell?” She
said, “I want to sell only children’s and babies’ shoes.” When I heard that, I told
her, “Then you understand vision. Those other stores sell all kinds of adult shoes,
but your store will be unique. When anyone wants children’s shoes or babies’
shoes, they’re going to walk right past those other stores. They’re going to look
for you.”
When you truly understand the difference between mission and vision, you
will be protected from jealousy. You won’t become sidetracked from your
purpose by constantly looking over your shoulder to see what others who share
your mission are doing. Let’s return to the analogy of the Christian church.
Although every church in the world is in the same business of “discipling the
nations,” if someone were to build a church right next to another church, a big
fight might ensue. The first church might say, “This is my territory. God gave me
this neighborhood. Get your church out of here.” The members of the two
churches might end up suspicious of one another, fighting all the time and
putting each other down. That is what happens when churches don’t understand
vision.
When you’ve discovered your own vision, however, you do not need to be
jealous of anyone because there’s no need for competition. This truth was
demonstrated to me in a very tangible way. One day, I was talking with a man
who owns the McDonald’s franchise in the Bahamas. While we were talking, the
owner of the Kentucky Fried Chicken franchise stopped by. He introduced
himself to me, and I said, “It’s good to meet you.” I was curious, so I added,
“What are you doing here?” He gestured toward my friend and said, “We’re
going to have lunch together.” I decided to go with them, because I wanted to
see where they would end up eating. They went to Pizza Hut!
I sat at a table eating pizza with them and observing them while they talked.

Finally, I said, “Excuse me, gentlemen. First of all, aren’t you competitors?”
They both said, “No.” I asked, “What do you mean?” My friend answered, “He
doesn’t sell what I sell. I don’t sell what he sells. How can we be in
competition?” Then I said, “Second question. Why did you come here?” He
replied, “We didn’t feel like eating burgers or chicken. We felt like eating pizza!”
There is a place for all three establishments because each restaurant has its
own specific vision. Each offers a different product in the overall mission of
serving food. Businesses, organizations, churches, and individuals can learn the
true nature of vision from the example of these two men.
I travel around the world and speak at large churches alongside well-known
pastors. Sometimes, I notice certain approaches or methods that their churches
are using. I see that people gravitate to certain ministries, and I’m tempted to
imitate them, thinking, “I should try that. Maybe I can get more people to come
if I do what they do.” Yet the Lord says to me, “Don’t you dare.” If I try to
imitate others, I won’t be fulfilling the specific purpose and vision He has given
me, and I will no longer have His full blessing. He says, in effect, “I’m not going
to bless what you create. I’m going to bless what I create.”
We must be true to our own visions. Each of us must measure the success of
our visions by God’s assignment to us. We need to ask ourselves this question:
“Am I doing what God told me to do?”
Engaging in Wishful Thinking
Another reason people aren’t specific about their visions is that they’re caught
in a trap of wishful thinking. Their dreaming doesn’t go beyond vague ideas of
what they would like to do “someday.” Yet dreaming is only the beginning of
vision. We should have wills rather than mere wishes. In other words, instead of
wishing that things would get better, we must make concrete resolutions. We
have to say, “Things must get better, and here, specifically, is what I’m going to
do about it.” For example, instead of saying, “I wish I could go to college,” sit
down today, write specific colleges with requests for applications, and when they
arrive, start filling them out. Instead of saying, “I wish I could lose weight,” see
your doctor and go on a specific weight-loss plan. Make a decision, and then
take the first step.
People’s success or failure in life is not dependent on the color of their skin.
You can be black, white, brown, yellow, or red, and that won’t affect the

fulfillment of your vision. The real problem is the color of some people’s lives;
their lives are “gray.” Such people don’t have a precise way of living. They’re
just here. They drift along, allowing life to happen to them.
God doesn’t want anyone to live in a gray zone. When someone is living in
the gray, it means that person is not saying yes or no, but maybe. He never quite
settles on one thing in his heart. There are millions of people who still aren’t sure
who they are, what they’re about, and what they’re doing. These people are
living in the gray. They have no real intention of doing anything with their lives.
What a depressing reality. God has invested so much in us. He hates to see us
wasting our lives in wishful thinking. He wants us to place our feet on the solid
ground of vision.
Living with Indecision
Many people’s visions never take specific shape because they can’t make up
their minds what they want to do in life. The only decision they make is not to
decide. Prolonged indecisiveness is a vision-killer, and it also drains the joy out
of life. I’ve noticed that the most miserable people in the world are those who
can never make a decision. The Bible expresses their situation well: “A double
minded man is unstable in all his ways” (James 1:8 kjv, emphasis added).
Indecisiveness carries over into all areas of life. A person who is indecisive is
unsettled; he’s on shaky ground.
Many of us make shopping lists before we go to the store, but few of us make
lists of what we want for our lives. As I said in chapter one, many people—
perhaps yourself—have been trying to decide to do something for years, yet they
still haven’t made a solid decision about it. Sometimes, they impose this delay
on themselves because of uncertainty or fear of failure; other times they worry
about what other people might say or think about their ideas. Yet these people
are putting themselves in a dangerous position: the middle of the road. When
you are indecisive, life keeps running you over.
I am committed to fulfilling what God gave me birth to do. I resolved years
ago that I would look only to God’s Word and the vision He put in my heart to
know what I could accomplish. In this way, God’s purposes and principles have
determined what I’m going to be and do rather than my own fears or others’
opinions. I am set on my vision, just as Jesus was set on His. The Bible says,
“Now it came to pass, when the time had come for [Jesus] to be received up, that
He steadfastly set His face to go to Jerusalem” (Luke 9:51 nkjv). Jesus set His

face “steadfastly” or “like flint” (Isaiah 50:7) in His determination to fulfill His
purpose. Flint is one of the hardest rocks you can find. This analogy means that
after Jesus had set His goal to go to the cross, it was too late to talk Him out of it.
He was set and determined to accomplish His vision.
Are you living that way? Is there something you have decided to follow
through with, no matter what? Are you committed to a vision that is bigger than
your life?
Making Excuses
Sometimes, we know what we should be doing, but we’re hesitant to take that
first step. We always intend to do it, but we never do. Instead, we make excuses,
such as “When my life gets less complicated,” “When I feel more confident,” or
“After I pray about it more.”
There is a story of two fishermen who were lost in a storm on a lake. The
storm was blowing so fiercely that they couldn’t see a thing. One of the
fishermen said to his colleague, “We have two choices. We can pray or row.
Which one should we do?” The other answered, “Let’s do both!” That’s the way
you need to live. Instead of deliberating about what you need to do, just say,
“Let’s row.” Even though you’re scared, keep on rowing. Set a destination even
while you’re praying, and God will guide you where you need to go.
Another group of people who have trouble carrying vision through to the end
is what I call the “professional starters.” They’re always beginning something,
but they never finish anything. For example, they have books they’ve never
finished, yet they keep starting new ones. Nothing in the world feels as good as
reading through to the last page of a book because then you know that that book
is in you and no one can take it away from you. Everything you leave unfinished
will discourage you from completing other projects. The unfinished has a way of
haunting your life.
Seeking “Balance”
Some people don’t want to focus on a specific goal because they fear their
lives might not be well-balanced. They say things such as these: “I don’t really
want to go after anything in particular because then I will be closing off other
options. I don’t want to become too narrow,” or “If I become too serious about
something, I might miss what I really want to do in life.” The problem is that
people will say things like these for forty-five years and never end up doing

anything at all! What they call a pursuit of balance is really an excuse for not
making a decision. They end up being average, mediocre people.
True balance is the maintenance of equilibrium while moving toward a
destination. A good example of this truth is the way a ship functions on the
ocean. A ship always needs to maintain its balance. Wouldn’t it be a waste of
precious time and fuel, however, for a boat to expend all its energy just trying to
balance on the water so that it didn’t tip over? Some people live for sixty-five
years, seventy-five years, ninety years, just balancing. Yet balance is not an end
in itself; it is a means to an end. A ship keeps its balance as it makes its way to a
specific port. Likewise, we need to have a destination while we’re maintaining
balance in our lives.
Trying to Do Everything
A common reason people aren’t specific about their visions is that they’re
trying to do too much. Their problem isn’t that they’re hesitant about getting
started, but that they’re running around attempting too many things. Even though
they are constantly constructing something, they’re actually building nothing at
all because they never complete anything.
Why does this happen? Because most people make the mistake of believing
that the main goal in life is to stay busy. Yet this way of thinking is a trap.
Busyness does not necessarily equal progress; staying busy does not necessarily
mean that you are heading toward a specific destination.
I have learned this very important truth that has set me free from both
indecision and ineffective busyness: I was not born or created to do everything.
This statement might be a good thing to put at the top of your office or
household calendar. When we aim at everything, we usually hit nothing. Yet
most of us are breaking our necks trying to hit everything in sight. Let me assure
you: You were not born to meet all the needs on earth.
It is very easy to become concerned about the many problems we face in this
world. Compassion is not only an admirable quality, but it is also an essential
element of vision. However, you cannot try to meet every need around you and
still be effective in helping people. The more needs you attempt to meet, the less
attention you’ll be able to devote to each individual need.
All the needs that you see in your nation cannot be met by you. All the
trouble that you see in your community cannot be solved by you. All the

problems that you see on your street cannot be addressed by you. This reality is
the reason why you must discover your personal vision from God and then stay
on track with it. You were meant to meet certain needs, not every need. God
created you for a purpose, and that purpose is supposed to be your focus. It is
what must motivate you and keep you centered on what is most important for
you to be involved in. While you should be open to the various ways in which
God may direct you to help others, you must not become sidetracked by a
myriad of needs, because there will always be more needs than you can
personally handle.
Being Perplexed over Multiple Talents
Some people never pursue their true visions because they have the “problem”
of being multi-talented, of being able to do many things. A misunderstanding of
their gifts causes many talented and intelligent people to be ineffective and
unsuccessful in life. These people say, “I have so many gifts that I don’t know
which ones I’m supposed to use. I want to develop all of them.” As a result, they
develop none of them to proficiency. I have many interests myself. I’m a teacher,
a preacher, a speaker, and a writer. I can also paint, sculpt, and write and play
music. However, I have had to focus on specific gifts in order to be effective in
life.
Let me ask you this: Have you ever seen anyone who became successful in
life by doing everything? Think about people such as Helen Keller, Picasso,
Marie Curie, Tiger Woods, tennis champions Serena and Venus Williams, Bill
Gates, and Mother Theresa. Each of these people did one or two things very
well, and it became the source of their life and their prosperity. It made room for
them in the world.
When a person tries to do everything, he ends up becoming a “jack-of-alltrades and master of none.” I’m sure you know some multi-gifted people who
seem to have the best chances of success but who aren’t doing anything with
their lives. You have to guard against the temptation to try to do everything. No
matter how many gifts you have, don’t let them distract you. You must decide to
concentrate on one or two gifts, and then stir them up. Don’t worry about losing
the other gifts. Decide which gift you are going to stir up; as you stir that one up,
the other gifts will follow it. God will not waste what He has given you.
Not Recognizing the Cost of Vision

The second obstacle to fulfilling vision is not recognizing the cost of
accomplishing it. I think many people believe that successful people are born
successful. In reality, success comes in installments, similar to a payment plan.
It’s a process, and I’ll talk more about that process later in this book. You receive
a little bit of success today, a little more tomorrow, and more next week.
One of the costs of vision is diligence. All human beings dream, yet only the
few who wake up, get out of their beds of comfort, and work hard will
experience the fulfillment of their dreams. Often, what causes us not to
recognize and pay the cost of vision is the feeling that our lives are out of our
own control and that there’s nothing we can do to change that.
Blaming “Bad Luck”
For example, if you think you have had a string of bad luck in life or that you
are an unlucky person, you will probably not make the effort necessary to make
your vision succeed. You may think, “Why bother?” This type of reasoning can
undermine your entire life, destroying your desire to achieve your goals. You
must realize that you are not defined by your past or confined by external
factors.
Blaming Outside Forces
Some people believe that others are responsible for causing their visions to
fail. Maybe their parents couldn’t afford to send them to college, and now they
are bitter and resentful because they didn’t pursue the careers they wanted to.
Maybe they had children sooner than they expected, and this caused them to feel
they had to give up their dreams. Life will present us with challenges, but this
fact doesn’t have to derail our visions. If you want something badly enough, you
will be patient in acquiring it, even if the timetable isn’t what you would have
wanted. Don’t allow yourself to feel that you are a victim of the actions or needs
of others.
There are people who think that their past experiences—educational, social,
spiritual—or their past failures preclude them from having a vision for their
lives. Please realize this: God is not against you. He is for you. Do you believe
that in your heart? He still has a definite plan and purpose for your life in spite of
your background or your mistakes. No matter what you’ve done, God is not
finished until He’s completed what He created you to be and do.
We often imagine that our pasts loom larger than our futures. Sometimes, we

think that what we have done is so bad that it is greater than Jesus’ sacrifice for
us on the cross. Yet nothing is so bad that it can compete with the forgiveness of
Jesus. If you have had a baby out of wedlock, if you have been on drugs, if you
have been to prison, if you have betrayed someone, God still loves you and
wants to redeem you. He wants to give you back your purpose.
The Bible says, “Every good and perfect gift is from above, coming down
from the Father of the heavenly lights, who does not change like shifting
shadows” (James 1:17). This is a very important statement about God. It says
that God gives gifts, and that when He gives a gift, He doesn’t change His mind
regarding it. Whatever God has invested in you, He wants to see used. He is a
good God who gives good gifts to all people, and He doesn’t vary or change in
this expectation.
Don’t ever believe that your failures are greater than what God gave you birth
to do. God is a restorer, a reclaimer. This means He will put back in you what the
world took out. He’ll put back in you what life took out. Ask Him to restore His
purpose and vision within you.
Let me urge you not to allow circumstances to destroy your passion for living.
Don’t allow life to blow you from one side of the lake to the other. The winds of
adversity can be very strong, but your God-given vision will be your anchor in
life.
Not Knowing the Principles for Fulfilling Vision
The third obstacle to accomplishing vision is not knowing the principles for
fulfilling it. Successful visionaries don’t pursue their visions haphazardly;
instead, they operate according to established and time-tested principles that
enable their visions to become reality. In Part II of this book, I have outlined
“Twelve Principles for Fulfilling Personal Vision.” In this section, I give you
positive ways to pursue your vision as you actively put the principles into
practice.
Let Your Life Be Fueled by Vision
Life was designed to be inspired by purpose and fueled by vision. This means
that you don’t have to live a defensive life that is made up of crisis management;
instead, you can pursue an offensive life that steadily follows its vision and
initiates its own goals and actions. The following pages will help you to clarify
your vision, formulate a plan for accomplishing it, and bring it to a fulfilling and

successful completion.
Action Steps to Fulfilling Vision
What do you think is your greatest obstacle to pursuing and
completing your vision?
What steps can you take to begin overcoming that obstacle? (For
example, have you distinguished between your life’s mission and its
vision? Will you trust that your life is under God’s purposes and that
you are not a victim of “bad luck”? Will you stop blaming others for
the way your life has turned out and start thanking God that He will
enable you to complete His vision for your life?)
Chapter Principles
1. Three major obstacles to fulfilling vision are (1) not understanding the
nature of vision, (2) not recognizing the cost of vision, and (3) not
knowing the principles of vision.
2. The essential nature of vision is that it is specific.
3. Mission is a general statement of purpose while vision is a very
precise statement with a specific emphasis and definable boundaries.
4. The measure of the success of your vision is God’s assignment to you,
not what others are doing.
5. Dreaming is only the beginning of vision. Instead of wishing things
would get better, we must take concrete steps to change our lives.
6. Indecisiveness is a vision-killer and drains the joy out of life.
7. If you set a destination for your life while you continue to pray about
your vision, God will guide you where you need to go.
8. You were not born or created to do everything. You were meant to
meet certain needs, not every need.
9. When you have several gifts and talents, focus on one or two of them
and stir them up. Don’t allow multiple gifts to distract you from taking
specific steps toward fulfilling your vision.

10. You are not defined by your past or confined by external factors.
11. God has a definite plan and purpose for your life in spite of what your
background is or what mistakes you have made.
12. When God gives a gift to someone, He doesn’t change His mind about
it. Whatever God has invested in you, He wants to see used.

Part II
Twelve Principles for Fulfilling Personal Vision

Introduction to Part II
Jeremiah 29:11 tells us, “‘I know the plans I have for you,’ declares the Lord,
‘plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future.’”
God has plans for us, and He wants those plans to be fulfilled. Yet for this to
happen, we must follow His direction. In the first chapter of the book of Joshua,
God established the key to fulfilling His plans. This is the background to the
passage: Moses had died, and Joshua was set to take over leadership of the
Israelites in order to bring them into the Promised Land. God said to Joshua, in
effect, “Moses is now dead, but you have a big vision; it’s your time now to
fulfill your purpose. Let’s see what you’re going to do.” The Lord’s first advice
to Joshua was to be sure to obey His Word:
Be strong and very courageous. Be careful to obey all the law my servant
Moses gave you; do not turn from it to the right or to the left, that you may be
successful wherever you go. Do not let this Book of the Law depart from your
mouth; meditate on it day and night, so that you may be careful to do everything
written in it. Then you will be prosperous and successful [“have good success”
nkjv].(Joshua 1:7–8)
In other words, God was saying to Joshua, “You will be successful if you
learn and follow My precepts and principles.” God guaranteed him success if he
would obey the commands that Moses himself had had to obey. Note that God
didn’t tell Joshua to literally imitate Moses’ life, but to follow Moses’ principles,
the ones Moses had used in his own work. Likewise, you can never—nor should
you ever—imitate someone else’s life. However, you can and should follow the
established principles of successful visionaries. The “Twelve Principles for
Fulfilling Personal Vision” that follow have been used by people of vision and
are designed to protect, preserve, and guarantee the fulfillment of your dream. If
you can capture these principles, you will move beyond survival mode; you will
be an overcomer and see your vision come to pass.

God has never created a failure. He designed you, sculpted you, and gave you
birth to be a success. If you have failed, it is only because you are a success who
went off track. Remember that you don’t have to stay on the sidelines.
Redemption restores to you the ability to accomplish your vision.
Anyone can be successful. I have seen personally how God enables people to
transform ideas into a reality that can be seen in the physical world. The problem
is that few people are following the principles that lead to success. Either they
don’t know the principles, or they have never proven them by putting them into
practice. These people don’t allow the principles of vision to work in their lives
and, consequently, they don’t experience the fulfillment of their visions. A
successful person is someone who understands, submits to, and adheres to the
principles that will carry him to success.
The “Twelve Principles for Fulfilling Personal Vision” will help you find your
target and stay on course. These principles are neither personal nor private. They
may be clearly discerned from the Scriptures and the lives of accomplished
visionaries, and they are historically proven. Jesus Himself had to use each one
of these principles to be successful in His work of redemption. You cannot avoid
them or ignore them. If you don’t go through them, you will have little chance of
achieving your life’s vision. If you are careful to put them into practice, however,
you will have good success.

Chapter Four

Principle #1:
Be Directed by a Clear Vision
To fulfill your vision, you must have a clear
guiding purpose for your life.
The first principle of vision is that you must have a clear guiding purpose for
your life. Every effective leader or group of people in history has had one thing
in common: They were directed by a clear vision. Remember that Moses,
Joshua, David, and Nehemiah each had visions that drove them and motivated
their actions. The first thing God gave to Abraham was a specific vision. He
showed him the Promised Land and said, “That’s your vision. You’re going to
take your offspring there.”
I cannot stress enough the need for a guiding vision in life because it is
perhaps the single most important key to fulfilling your dream. You personally,
as an individual, must have your own guiding life vision. This vision must be
absolutely clear to you because, otherwise, you will have nothing to aim at, and
you will achieve nothing.
As I wrote earlier, when you know and understand what you were born to
accomplish, that is purpose. When you can see it in your mind by faith and begin
to imagine it, that is vision. You cannot contribute to God’s greater purpose if
you don’t know your personal vision. If you have no sense of focus, you will just
drift along. I like what Jesus said in Luke 2:49: “I must be about my Father’s
business” (kjv). There were many other businesses Jesus could have been about,
but He identified a specific life work that was His own and that motivated
everything He did.
Whether you are young, middle-aged, or older, if you don’t have a clear
purpose, you are going to be distracted by every other business in the world,
because the world is an extremely busy place. You must realize that when you
set your mind on what you want to do, all the other business of the world will try
to get in the way of it. Having a clear guiding purpose will enable you to stay on
track when you are tempted to be distracted by lesser or nonessential things.
The What and the Why of Existence
One of my undergraduate degrees is in education, and I had to take a course
in biology for a full year as part of my degree requirements. I really enjoyed that

course because it was extremely detailed. We studied the neurological and
circulatory systems of the human body, the bone structure, the brain cells, and all
the intricacies of how the body works. At the end of the class, I received an A. I
was very proud of myself. Yet while I was looking at my grade, boasting to
myself about what a good job I had done and how much I had learned about the
human body, a question burst into my mind: “Now that you know what the
human body is, do you know why it is”? Education can give us knowledge, but it
can’t always give us reasons.
I discovered then that the key to life is not only knowing what you are, but
also why you are. It is more important to know why you were born than to know
the fact that you were born. If you don’t know your reason for existence, you
will begin to experiment with your life, and that is dangerous. You must capture
a meaning for your life, a clear vision for your existence. You should know who
you are—that is, your origin and purpose in God—as well as your abilities and
plans for the future.
Let me ask you some difficult but necessary questions: Have you changed
jobs several times in the last few years? Do you keep changing your major in
college? Do you do one thing for a time and then go on to something else
because you are bored or dissatisfied? If so, you lack vision. You were not
created to be bored and dissatisfied. For the last thirty years, I have been praying
that God would give me an extra day in the week so I can do more work toward
my vision. I can’t wait to get up in the morning, and I don’t like to see the sun go
down. Why? I want to squeeze everything I can out of each day because I have a
vision that keeps me passionate. Proverbs 6:10–11 says, “A little sleep, a little
slumber, a little folding of the hands to rest—and poverty will come on you like
a bandit and scarcity like an armed man.” Lazy people are visionless people.
Bored people are those who haven’t yet found their purpose.
You must choose where you want to go in life and then be decisive and
faithful in carrying it out. Don’t put off the decision or be afraid of it. Moreover,
when you’re deciding, make sure not to sell yourself short. Shooting for the
clouds is too low. Instead, make the clouds your cushion in case you fall.
Remember that a vision is not the same thing as a goal, such as building a
house, buying a sports car, or having a million dollars in the bank. Having a
purpose and vision has to do with your life existence. It enables you to answer
the question, “Why was I born?” While you can’t know all the ramifications of
your life, which God may reveal to you in eternity, you should have a good idea

of the purpose He has given you to accomplish on earth. Without it, all you’re
doing is existing.
A Job versus a Vision
I want to illustrate for you the difference between simply having a job and
having a clear guiding purpose by looking at the life of Nehemiah. Nehemiah
had a job as the cupbearer to Artaxerxes, the king of Persia (Nehemiah 1:11).
This seems to have been an important position that may have included both
serving wine to the king and his royal guests and tasting the king’s wine to make
sure it wasn’t poisoned. Yet being a cupbearer meant much more than this.
Nehemiah was in a top position in the king’s court and was a highly regarded,
trusted, and influential advisor to the king.*
As prestigious as Nehemiah’s occupation was, it was simply a job for him
because his mind was occupied with something else. Nehemiah was a
descendant of one of the large number of Jews who had been carried into
captivity by the Babylonians. The Babylonians were subsequently defeated by
the Persians, and that is why Nehemiah was serving a Persian king.
At the time of the Babylonian captivity, the city of Jerusalem had undergone
terrible destruction. Yet, when the Babylonians were defeated seventy years
later, fifty thousand Jews had returned to Judea and had rebuilt the temple. Then,
an effort to rebuild the walls of Jerusalem was thwarted by opposition from
neighboring peoples who had convinced King Artaxerxes to issue a decree to
stop the work. In the first chapter of the book of Nehemiah, Nehemiah heard that
“the wall of Jerusalem is broken down, and its gates have been burned with fire”
(v. 3). Some believe this destruction refers to the original devastation of
Jerusalem, while others think it is a reference to this particular opposition to
rebuilding the wall.‡
Either way, the news filled Nehemiah with grief. When he heard that the wall
of Jerusalem was broken down and that everything was in disarray, he “sat down
and wept. For some days [he] mourned and fasted and prayed before the God of
heaven” (Nehemiah 1:4).
Your True Work Is What You Were Born to Do
I like to think of Nehemiah’s cupbearer job as his preliminary occupation, or
his “pre-occupation,” because he was born to fulfill another, much more
important role. Your true work is what you were born to do. Your job is what

you do only until you are ready to fulfill your vision. God had placed in
Nehemiah’s heart a vision of rebuilding the wall: “I had not [yet] told anyone
what my God had put in my heart to do for Jerusalem” (Nehemiah 2:12).
Nehemiah 2:1 reads, “In the month of Nisan in the twentieth year of King
Artaxerxes, when wine was brought for him, I took the wine and gave it to the
king. I had not been sad in his presence before.” The implication here is that
Nehemiah was doing fine on his job until he heard about the wall. Then he had
the idea to rebuild it. He went to God in prayer about it, and God told him to go
back and reconstruct it. This was the compelling vision of Nehemiah’s life. His
desire to accomplish his life’s work then began to interfere with his job. He was
employed by the king, but his yearning to rebuild the wall began to wear on him,
and he became depressed. The king said to him, “Why does your face look so
sad when you are not ill? This can be nothing but sadness of heart” (v. 2).
When God gives you a vision and confirms it, nothing can stop it. If He tells
you to build, start, invest, create, or manufacture something, then it will bother
you deep inside; you will become depressed until you do it. This is a “sanctified”
depression, however, the kind that says, “I won’t be satisfied until I complete my
vision.”
Is your true work—your purpose—making it uncomfortable for you to stay in
your present job? That was Nehemiah’s situation. He was continually troubled
until he was able to take action on his vision. People who know what they are
called to do seem to be possessed by their visions. In a sense, they are. They are
possessed by the things God has given them to accomplish. Nehemiah saw the
wall completed in his mind’s eye before he started to work on it, and that vision
drove his passion.
What Do You Want?
When the king saw Nehemiah’s sadness, he asked him one of the most
significant questions anyone can ask a person: “What is it you want?”
(Nehemiah 2:4). What is equally significant is that Nehemiah was able to answer
it specifically. He said, “Let [the king] send me to the city in Judah where my
fathers are buried so that I can rebuild it” (v. 5). Nehemiah knew his clear
guiding vision, and his plan was so specific that he was able to give the king a
time frame for completing it. You need to seriously ask yourself the same
question: “What is it that I want?”

Do you know what you really want out of life? Some people just want to
indulge in self-serving activities. Others think life begins at retirement, and they
miss out on practically their entire lives. Some people just want to own a house.
Yet once they get their house, then what? They want to buy a nicer car. Fine.
Then what? They want children. Yet once they have children, then what? There
has to be something more to life than the things we accumulate. In Luke 12:15,
Jesus said, “A man’s life does not consist in the abundance of his possessions.”
Your true vision is not a house or car or even children, since sometimes we treat
our children as possessions. There is something more important in life than the
“trophies” we like to gather around ourselves. In order to find your vision, you
must be in touch with the values and priorities of the kingdom of God. Your
vision should be something that lives on after you’re gone, something that has
greater lasting power than possessions. People’s lives should be changed by your
vision. What do you want? The King of Kings is asking you this question today,
and you must be able to give Him an answer.
How do you answer His question? First, you ask Him to confirm what He has
put in your heart for you to do. Nehemiah’s first response to the problem in
Jerusalem was, “Let me go to God in prayer.” He had a passion for God and His
ways, and he cried out to God to give him clear direction about what he should
do. He had a burning passion within him to address the problems of his people.
Perhaps you know what this burning is like. You feel frustrated about certain
things you see in your neighborhood and your country. You have a strong desire
to see change, and you have prayed, “God, something’s wrong with our country,
something’s wrong with our neighborhoods, something’s wrong with our
marriages.” Nehemiah went to God, and God heard his prayer and answered it
by confirming what he should do. Your vision uniquely belongs to you as a
person called by God. As you pray, it will become clear to you.
Vision Is a Preferable Future
Your vision is a clear conception of something that is not yet reality, but
which can exist. It is a strong image of a preferable future. This means that the
present is not enough; something else is needed. You should never settle for what
you currently have. In fact, a true visionary irritates those who want things to
remain as they always have. Vision is always pushing the envelope. It demands
change by its very nature.
This is a very important point. Because of the fact that vision is often clarified
through the desire to solve a problem, as in Nehemiah’s case, many people don’t

realize that vision is active even when times are good and things are in a positive
state. Why will God activate a vision when things are going well? To stir up your
life so that you will move forward and progress rather than becoming
complacent. When everything is going along as it always has been, and you are
getting used to your situation, you may forget about your vision. God may then
use a vision to shake you out of your indifference. A vision will always take you
from good to better and from better to best.
Vision is always future-focused. Sometimes, people say, “Let’s go back to the
good old days.” Yet if we do that, we will not progress in what God has planned
for us. We need to build on the past, but we cannot return to it.
I confess that the temptation to focus on the “good old days” has been one of
my challenges in life. Vision does not mean regaining what you had; it means
moving forward to gain what you have never had. Vision doesn’t try to recapture
the good old days; rather, it desires to create days that have not yet existed. If
you’re going to pursue vision, you have to be careful how you use tradition and
memories of good things. Sometimes, memories can prevent you from seeing
miracles because they keep you stuck in the past. God wants to do great works in
our lives, and we have to be careful not to miss these opportunities by a false
view of what has come before.
When you are very close to a visionary, or very close to a vision, you’re
constantly going to be driven to change. To go to a new place, you have to go to
a new location. You also have to think in a new way. That sometimes causes
discomfort. Vision can constantly keep you unsettled, but it also keeps you fluid
and mobile, ready to take the next step toward your vision. This truth is essential
to understand because, when you keep company with God, you have to keep
moving. When the Israelites were traveling in the desert, they would put down
their stakes and set up their tents, but soon the pillar of cloud would move again,
and they would need to follow it. God keeps us going so we don’t become
stagnant. A clear vision gives us a passion that keeps us continually moving
forward in life.
Action Steps to Fulfilling Vision
Have you truly answered the King’s question, “What is it that you
want in life?” Write down your answer.
What things in your life are distracting you from the real “business” of

your life?

Chapter Principles
1. You must have a clear guiding purpose for your life.
2. The key to life is not only knowing what you are, but also why you
are.
3. Your true work is what you were born to do. Your job is what you are
doing just until you are ready to fulfill your vision.
4. When God gives you a vision, it will bother you until you do it.
5. One of the most significant questions we must each answer for
ourselves is “What is it you want?” (Nehemiah 2:4).
6. Your vision should be something that lives on after you’re gone.
7. Your vision is a clear conception of something that is not yet reality,
but which can exist. It is a strong image of a preferable future.
8. A vision demands change by its very nature.
9. A vision is active even when times are good and things are in a
positive state.
10. Vision doesn’t try to recapture the good old days; rather, it desires to
create days that have not yet existed.
11. When you keep company with God, you have to keep moving.
12. A clear vision gives us a passion that keeps us continually moving
forward in life.

Chapter Five

Principle #2:
Know Your Potential for Fulfilling Vision
When you discover your dream, you will also discover
your ability to fulfill it.
Second, you will never be successful in your vision until you truly understand
your potential. Recall that your potential is determined by the assignment God
has given you to do. Whatever you were born to do, you are equipped to do.
Moreover, resources will become available to you as you need them.
What this means is that God gives ability to fulfill responsibility. Therefore,
when you discover your dream, you will also discover your ability. God will
never call you to an assignment without giving you the provision for
accomplishing it. If you understand this principle, no one can stop you from
fulfilling your vision.
We must come into an awareness of our potential. Potential is hidden
capacity, untapped power, unreleased energy. It is all you could be but haven’t
yet become. Potential is who you really are, in accordance with your vision, even
if you don’t yet know your true self. Potential is the person who has been
trapped inside you because of false ideas of who you are—either your own or
others’. God has created you to do something wonderful, and He has given you
the ability and resources you need to do it.
The Power at Work within Us
Ephesians 3:20 says, “Now to him who is able to do immeasurably
[“exceeding abundantly” kjv] more than all we ask or imagine, according to his
power that is at work within us.” Many of us have heard this verse so many
times that we think we know it. Yet I don’t believe we really understand what it
is saying: “According to his power [or potential] that is at work”—where? It
doesn’t say His power is at work in heaven. It says it is at work in us! God put
His vision and His Spirit within us, and that is more than enough potential for
our needs.
What are the implications of this truth? It means that what you are able to
accomplish has nothing to do with who your parents were. It has nothing to do
with your past or with physical factors such as your race or appearance. Instead,
it has to do with “the power” working within you. That power is the mighty

power of God’s Spirit who lives inside you, enabling you to fulfill the vision He
has given you. God’s power is actually working within you for the fulfillment of
your dream.
This Scripture changed my life at a point when I wasn’t manifesting much of
my purpose. I was brought up with the religious idea that you receive only what
you ask for. Consequently, I didn’t receive much. Then I came to understand that
God never promised to give me merely what I asked for. Instead, He said
something truly extraordinary: He will do “immeasurably” or “exceeding
abundantly” beyond all that I can ask for, think about, or imagine. In other
words, my imagination is not big enough for all that He wants to do for me.
Once I grasped this truth, it began to transform my perspective. It enabled me
to progress from the knowledge of my purpose to the faith that accompanies
vision. For example, in my mind’s eye, I have already been in the buildings that
will be built for Bahamas Faith Ministries in accordance with the vision God has
given me. In my imagination, I’ve gone up in the elevator to the seventh floor of
the hotel. I’ve been in the boardroom talking with leaders from around the world
who are gathered there. I have visited the convention center. I believe God will
bring this vision to pass. And that is only what I can imagine. God has even
more in His own imagination for the completion of this vision!
Take a Tour of Your Dream
We can’t begin to imagine all the things God wants to do for us. Yet God gave
us the gift of imagination to keep us from focusing only on our present
conditions. He wants us to take a “tour” of our visions on a regular basis.
What do you imagine doing? Go on a tour of your dream. Visit everything.
Check it out. See all the details. Notice its value. Then come back to the present
and say, “Let’s go there, God!”
God told Jeremiah, “Before I formed you in the womb I knew you, before
you were born I set you apart; I appointed you as a prophet to the nations”
(Jeremiah 1:5). Notice that God used the past tense. He had already set apart and
appointed Jeremiah as a prophet. Yet at first, Jeremiah responded, “I do not
know how to speak” (v. 6). God’s reaction was, in effect, “Do not say that! If I
built you to be a prophet, don’t tell Me you can’t talk!” (See verses 6–7.)
Once God showed Jeremiah why he was born, Jeremiah discovered what he
could do. In other words, when Jeremiah understood his vision, he began to

realize his ability. At first he didn’t think he could speak publicly for God.
Whatever God calls for, however, He provides for. Whatever He requires, He
enables us to do. In this case, God gave Jeremiah the ability to speak for Him:
“Then the Lord reached out his hand and touched my mouth and said to me,
‘Now I have put my words in your mouth’” (Jeremiah 1:9).
You must understand that God will never call you to do something that He
hasn’t already given you the ability to do or that He won’t give you the ability to
do when the time comes. You shouldn’t allow any other human being to judge
your potential. Others may not be able to see your purpose, and your abilities are
determined by your purpose. Again, whatever God is causing you to dream is a
revelation of your ability. Responsibility is really “respond-ability” or the ability
to respond to the requirements of your vision.
You Are Perfect for Your Purpose
Everything about you is determined by your purpose. God built you, designed
you, and gave you the right makeup for it. Your heritage and ethnic mix, the
color of your skin, your language, your height, and all your other physical
features are made for the fulfillment of your vision. You were built for what
you’re supposed to do. You are perfect for your purpose.
This means that your ability isn’t dependent on what you perceive as your
limitations. How many people have made statements such as these: “I don’t have
enough education”; “I’m too ugly”; “I’m too short”; “I’m part of a minority
group”? They have a long list of reasons why they can’t do what they are
dreaming. None of those excuses are valid. Everything God gave you to do, you
are able to do. For everything God put in your heart to do, you have the
corresponding ability to accomplish.
Dreams are given to draw out what’s already inside us and to activate God’s
power in enabling us to achieve our visions. This is why God may give us
dreams that are bigger than our educations. For instance, I shouldn’t be able to
do what I am currently doing, based on my background and the expectations of
the society I grew up in. Likewise, you may not have the background to do what
you are going to do. People may not believe you can do it, yet what does it
matter what they think? Just keep doing what God tells you to do.
God never gives us dreams to frustrate us. He gives us dreams to deliver us
from mediocrity and to reveal our true selves to the world. The more I study the

Word of God, the more I realize that God appoints, anoints, and distinguishes
people. He doesn’t like them to get lost in mediocrity. Therefore, He said, in
effect, “Abraham, come out. Moses, come out. David, come out. You are lost
among the average.”
Potential Is Realized When You Say Yes to Your Dream
The ability to accomplish your vision is manifested when you say yes to your
dream and obey God. Nehemiah’s job of cupbearer, in itself, did not give him the
ability to rebuild the wall of Jerusalem. If he had looked only at the resources he
had at that time, he never would have fulfilled his vision. Yet God had placed
him in his position for a reason, and Nehemiah trusted God to provide what was
needed. You don’t know how your present job may contain hidden potential for
your true life’s work. It may make a way for the resources you will need to fulfill
your vision. Nehemiah had favor as a trusted servant of the monarch, and God
gave him even more favor with the king so that he could fulfill his vision. God
reveals our potential as we act on our dreams.
Note that after Nehemiah had stepped out in faith and articulated his vision in
answer to the king’s question, “What is it you want?” (Nehemiah 2:4), his ability
and resources came into place. The king gave Nehemiah letters granting him
safe passage to Jerusalem and giving him access to timber from the king’s forest
for the rebuilding of the wall. The king basically paid for the project. Moreover,
the king appointed Nehemiah as governor in the land of Judah so that he had the
authority to carry out the reconstruction of the wall. (See Nehemiah 2:7–10;
5:14.)
To better understand this truth, let’s consider an analogy from nature. In
Creation, God gave trees the ability to reproduce themselves through their seed.
By doing this, He was commanding trees to come out of seeds. First He put the
potential for the trees in the seeds. Then He told humankind, in essence, “If you
plant the seeds, putting them in the right environment, they will eventually
become what I put in them—their potential—fully grown trees.”
Our lives are like seed. We were born with the potential for the fulfillment of
our destinies that have already been established within us. When God gives a
vision to someone, He’s simply calling forth what He put into that person. This
is why you can always determine what you can do by the dream that is within
you. Plant the seed of your vision by beginning to act on it and then nurture it by
faith. Your vision will develop until it is fully grown and bears much fruit in the

world.
Action Steps to Fulfilling Vision
Take a “virtual tour” of your dream. Imagine all the details of the
completed vision. Then let God know that is where you want to go.
Ask Him to enable you to take your idea from dream to full-fledged
reality.
How can you begin to “plant the seed” of your vision today?
Chapter Principles
1. You will never be successful in your vision until you truly understand
your potential.
2. Your potential is determined by the assignment God gave you to do.
Whatever you were born to do, you are equipped to do.
3. God gives ability to fulfill responsibility. When you discover your
dream, you will also discover your ability.
4. Our power or potential is at work in us. God put His vision and His
Spirit within us, and that is more than enough potential for our needs.
5. God will do “immeasurably” or “exceeding abundantly” beyond all
that we can ask for, think about, or imagine. Our imaginations are not
big enough for all that He wants to do for us.
6. God gave us the gift of imagination to keep us from focusing only on
our present conditions.
7. Whatever God calls for, He provides for. Whatever He requires, He
enables us to do.
8. Your ability isn’t dependent on what you perceive as your limitations.
You are perfect for your purpose.
9. Dreams are given to us to draw out what’s already inside us and to
activate God’s power in enabling us to achieve our visions.
10. God appoints, anoints, and distinguishes people. He doesn’t like them
to get lost in mediocrity. God gives us dreams to deliver us from

mediocrity and to reveal our true selves to the world.
11. 11.The ability to accomplish your vision is manifested when you say
yes to your dream and obey God.

Chapter Six

Principle #3:
Develop a Concrete Plan for Your Vision
To man belong the plans of the heart.
—Proverbs 16:1
Third, to be successful, you must have a clear plan. There is no future without
planning. I’ve known people who tried to be successful over and over again
without a plan. It never works.
God Gives the Vision, and We Make the Plans
When I was a teenager and had been a Christian for only about two years, I
kept wondering why God didn’t seem to be guiding me in my life. Perhaps you
are wondering the same thing about your own life. I used to want God to show
me His will at night in my room, so I would stay up all night with one eye open,
just waiting. I used to pray, “Oh, Lord, let the angels show up.” Then I would
look and there would be nothing but mosquitoes. Sometimes, I would hear a
little noise outside and I would open the door, thinking that the angels had shown
up. Yet when I looked outside, all I would see was a rat running across the yard.
Some angel!
I persisted in wanting God to show Himself to me and to guide me. Whenever
they sang a certain song in church, I used to sing it the loudest: “Lead me, guide
me, along the way!” One day, as I was singing this song, I felt as if the Lord was
saying to me, “Lead you along what way?” I realized then that if you don’t have
a plan, God doesn’t have anything specific to direct you in.
Proverbs 16:1 says, “To man belong the plans of the heart, but from the Lord
comes the reply of the tongue.” That’s a very powerful statement. God is saying,
in effect, “I gave you the vision. Now you put the plan on paper, and I will work
out the details.” Proverbs 16:9 says, “In his heart a man plans his course, but the
Lord determines his steps.” If you don’t have a plan, how can He direct you?
Have you expressed to God what is in your heart, and have you presented
Him with your plan for accomplishing it? The Bible says that God will give you
the desires of your heart if you will delight in Him (Psalm 37:4). However, it
also implies that God will direct your steps once you make a concrete plan to
move toward what you desire.

Ideas are seeds of destiny planted by God in the minds of humankind. When
ideas are cultivated, they become imagination. Imagination, if it is watered and
developed, becomes a plan. Finally, if a plan is followed, it becomes a reality.
However, when a person receives an idea from God, it must be cultivated soon
or the idea often goes away. If that person doesn’t ever work on the idea, God
will give it to someone else. Inevitably, if the second person takes the idea,
makes a plan, and starts to work on it, the first person will become jealous
because he had the idea first! Yet it’s not just having ideas that is important.
Ideas need plans if they are going to become reality.
Young people often think their dreams will just happen. They find out later,
after they have sadly wasted many years of their lives, that this is not the case.
There is no way any of us can move toward our dreams without a plan. Jesus
said that a wise person doesn’t start to build something unless he first works out
the details:
Suppose one of you wants to build a tower. Will he not first sit down and
estimate the cost to see if he has enough money to complete it? For if he lays the
foundation and is not able to finish it, everyone who sees it will ridicule him,
saying, “This fellow began to build and was not able to finish.”(Luke 14:28–30)
God Himself had a plan when He created humanity. Ephesians 1:11 says, “In
him we were also chosen, having been predestined according to the plan of him
who works out everything in conformity with the purpose of his will.”
Someone once said to me, “You always seem to be going somewhere. Just
relax.” I told him, “I’ve discovered something about life. Where I live in the
Bahamas, when you just sit on a boat in the ocean and relax, the current takes
you wherever it’s going, even if you don’t want to go there. Life is the same
way.” Too many people float down their lives and still expect to make it to their
goals.
A ship has a compass so that the navigator can know what direction he is
going in, and it has a rudder so that the pilot can steer it. However, a ship is
given a specific course—a plan—by the captain, so that it can arrive at its
destination. All three are necessary—the compass, the rudder, and the plan. Just
because a ship has a rudder doesn’t necessarily mean it is going anywhere. It
needs to be steered according to the coordinates of the plan. Likewise, life has
given many people clear sailing, yet, because they have no destination, they
never make it out of port. What do I mean by clear sailing? I mean opportunities.

Many opportunities come to people, but they have no plan in place that would
enable them to make something out of them.
For example, suppose you wish you could start a business, but you’ve never
thought about how you’d go about it. What if someone came to you and said, “I
want to invest some money, and I like you. Why don’t you develop something
with it?” You would probably answer something like, “I’d like to, but right now
I’m just a clerk....” However, if you had developed a specific plan, if you were
reading the appropriate books and preparing yourself, if you had everything
down on paper, you’d be prepared for this opportunity. You could say, “You have
the money? Here’s the plan. I’m ready to go!”
The Blueprint of Your Vision
When a contractor is building a structure, he uses a blueprint. That is his plan
for his vision, which is the finished building. The contractor always keeps a copy
of his blueprint on site with him. Why? He needs to keep checking it to see if the
building is being constructed correctly. If you don’t have a plan for your life, you
have nothing to refer to when you want to make sure you are on track. How do
you begin developing a blueprint for your vision?
Who Am I?
Again, you must first secure for yourself the answer to the question “Who am
I?” Until you do, it will be difficult to write a plan for your life because such a
plan is directly tied to knowing who you are. You will never become really
successful in your life if you don’t have a clear idea of your own identity in God.
Many of us have become what other people want us to be. We have not yet
discovered our unique, irreplaceable identity. Yet it is knowing your true identity
that gives you the courage to write your life plan.
Where Am I Going?
Next, you must answer the question “Where am I going?” Once you learn
God’s purpose, you can start planning effectively because you will be able to
plan with focus. A vision becomes a plan when it is captured, fleshed out, and
written down.
Please note that both verses one and nine of Proverbs 16 say that God leaves
the planning up to the heart of the person, but that He will provide the
explanation as to how the vision will be accomplished. The plan that’s in your

heart is a documentation of a future that is not yet finished. When you write
down a plan, it’s a description of the end of your life, not the beginning. That is
why God says, “You make the plan, and I will explain how it can be paid for,
who is going to work with it, and where the resources and facilities are going to
come from. Leave that part to Me. You just put the plans down.”
I’m a stickler for planning. Anyone who works with me will tell you that. I
have plans for what I’m going to do next week, next month, next year, and five
years from now. In fact, the vision for Bahamas Faith Ministries is on paper for
the next sixty or seventy years. It’s all mapped out. By then, I’ll be about 110
years old, walking around, looking at the buildings, and saying, “Hey, look at
that! Look at all the students over there. I remember when we had one building.
Now we have ten buildings. Glory to God!”
Do you have a plan? Do you know what you want to do next week, next
month, next year, five years from now? Do you have a plan for the next twenty
years of your life? Can you give me a plan for your life for the next fifty years?
God has given you the ability to do that. He has given you a mind, the gift of
imagination, the anointing of the Holy Spirit, and the vision of faith. He has also
given you the ability to write so that you can put down what you see in your
heart. What are you waiting for? God says He will explain how your vision will
be accomplished, yet He can’t discuss it with you until you have something
concrete to talk about.
Your Dream Is Worth Writing Down
Note the way Nehemiah planned for his vision of rebuilding the wall of
Jerusalem:
I went to Jerusalem, and after staying there three days I set out during the
night with a few men. I had not told anyone what my God had put in my heart to
do for Jerusalem. There were no mounts with me except the one I was riding on.
By night I went out through the Valley Gate toward the Jackal Well and the
Dung Gate, examining the walls of Jerusalem, which had been broken down, and
its gates, which had been destroyed by fire....I went up the valley by night,
examining the wall. Finally, I turned back and reentered through the Valley Gate.
The officials did not know where I had gone or what I was doing, because as yet
I had said nothing to the Jews or the priests or nobles or officials or any others
who would be doing the work.(Nehemiah 2:11–13, 15–16)

Nehemiah did not take action until he had made a plan. He selected only a
few trusted men to go with him while he was assessing the situation because not
everyone could have handled the plan at that point. Certain people can’t handle
your plan while you’re making it. That is why you can’t tell it to everyone.
Sometimes, you have to write it in private and keep it secret for a time. Some
people will try to talk you out of your plan, saying, “You can’t do that!” If you
listen to them, in no time, you will throw your plan away and end up an average
person, like they are. People who are going nowhere like to take others with
them. Those who aren’t doing anything want other people to do it with them.
Not everybody will understand what you’re dreaming, but put your dream on
paper anyway. Why? Your dream is worth writing down. If God gave it to you, it
deserves to be done. For example, if you want to go to college to pursue a certain
career, write down your plans for the next ten years. Entitle one of the pages in
your plan, “This is what I want to be ten years from now.” Whatever you want to
establish or achieve, put it on paper and say, “By the year ________, this is
where I want to be.”
Start with What You Have
After Nehemiah had made his plan, he was ready to talk to others about it. He
talked to those who would be directly involved in carrying it out. “Then I said to
[the Jews, priests, nobles, officials, and others], ‘You see the trouble we are in:
Jerusalem lies in ruins, and its gates have been burned with fire. Come, let us
rebuild the wall of Jerusalem, and we will no longer be in disgrace’” (Nehemiah
2:17). Nehemiah expressed to them his clear vision. Here was one man, with just
a handful of people, who was planning to do a project that would take thousands
of people to accomplish. Yet he said, “Let’s do it. Let’s rebuild this wall.” He
was starting out with a seeming impossibility, but he said, “Let’s start.”
Remember the principle of potential? It’s not what you need that is important.
Starting with what you have makes your vision successful because God will take
care of the rest. I know you have some great ideas. Start right where you are and
go where you need to go by making a plan and beginning to implement it.
Acknowledge God’s Work in Your Life
Second, Nehemiah said, “I also told them about the gracious hand of my God
upon me and what the king had said to me” (Nehemiah 2:18). I like the fact that
Nehemiah told them that. He gave credit to God for the vision, and in the

process also built up the faith of those who would work on the project. The
vision needed to be passed along to them. They would need to exercise their own
faith if they were to fulfill their personal visions within this larger vision that
God had given to Nehemiah. The statement also shows that Nehemiah was so
sure that his vision was from God and that the Lord was with him that he was
able to say, in effect, “God told me to do this.” Nehemiah wasn’t guessing about
what he should do. I hope you feel the same way about your dream.
Your Plan Is Material for Your Prayers
Moreover, when you put your plan on paper, you will find that you have
plenty of material for your prayers. You can’t fulfill your dream by yourself. You
must have God’s help. If your prayer time is short, maybe it’s because you have
nothing specific to pray about. If you develop a plan, however, you will never
have enough time for prayer. There will always be something for which to call
on your faith and to believe God.
Your Plan Will Enable You to Fulfill Your Destiny
In Deuteronomy 30:19, God told the people, “I have set before you life and
death, blessings and curses. Now choose life.” In other words, He was saying,
“Stop procrastinating and hoping you will eventually get somewhere in life.
Decide whether you’re going to get a curse or a blessing. Decide whether you’re
going to die or live.” Jesus said in Revelation 3:15–16,
I know your deeds, that you are neither cold nor hot. I wish you were either
one or the other! So, because you are lukewarm—neither hot nor cold—I am
about to spit you out of my mouth.
Are you going to make a plan, or are you going to procrastinate on your
dream and drift along, ending up wherever the lukewarm tide takes you? You
were not designed to drift. You were designed for destiny. Make a plan and
fulfill it.
Action Steps to Fulfilling Vision
Do you know the answers to the questions “Who am I?” and “Where
am I going?” Start the process of developing a blueprint for your
vision by writing
down answers to these questions.

Start thinking about where you want to be one, five, ten, twenty, thirty
years from now. Jot down your ideas and continue to think and pray
about them.
Read chapter seventeen, “How to Write Your Personal Vision Plan,”
and begin to write out the specifics of your plan.
Chapter Principles
1. To be successful, you must have a clear plan.
2. If you don’t have a plan, God doesn’t have anything specific to direct
you in.
3. “To man belong the plans of the heart, but from the Lord comes the
reply of the tongue” (Proverbs 16:1). God leaves the planning up to
the heart of the person, but He will provide the explanation as to how
the vision will be accomplished.
4. “In his heart a man plans his course, but the Lord determines his
steps” (Proverbs 16:9).
5. When a person receives an idea from God, it must be cultivated soon
or the idea often goes away.
6. Many opportunities come to people, but they have no plan in place
that would enable them to make something out of them.
7. If you don’t have a plan for your life, you have nothing to refer to
when you want to make sure you are on track.
8. You must secure for yourself the answer to the question “Who am I?”
You will never become really successful in your life if you don’t have
a clear idea of your own identity in God.
9. You must answer the question, “Where am I going?” Once you learn
God’s purpose, you can start planning effectively because you will be
able to plan with focus.
10. A vision becomes a plan when it is captured, fleshed out, and written
down.
11. You can’t tell your plan to everyone because some people won’t be

able to handle it while you’re making it.
12. Your dream is worth writing down. If God gave it to you, it deserves
to be done.
13. Your plan is material for your prayers.
14. Your plan will enable you to fulfill your destiny.

Chapter Seven

Principle #4:
Possess the Passion of Vision
For the people worked with all their heart.
—Nehemiah 4:6
The fourth principle for fulfilling personal vision is that you’ll never be
successful without passion. Passionate people are those who have discovered
something more important than life itself. Jesus told His disciples, in essence, “If
you are not willing to take up death and follow Me, then you can’t be My
disciples; you can’t go on with Me.” (See Luke 14:27.) He also said, in effect,
“If you seek to save your life, you will lose it. Yet if you are willing to lose it for
My vision of your life, you will truly live.” (See Matthew 16:25.) Giving up
false visions and ambition for your genuine vision is the path to true life.
How Badly Do You Want Your Vision?
Are you hungry for your vision? How badly do you want what you’re going
after? Passion is stamina that says, “I’m going to go after this, no matter what
happens. If I have to wait ten years, I’m going to get it.” Again, let me say
especially to young people that if you want to go all the way to your dream, you
can’t sit back and expect everything to be easy. You must have purpose that
produces passion. You must have the attitude of those who worked on the wall
with Nehemiah: “So we rebuilt the wall till all of it reached half its height, for
the people worked with all their heart” (Nehemiah 4:6).
Remember that, after Nehemiah saw in his heart a vision of the rebuilt wall,
he returned to his job, but he was no longer satisfied with it. He was depressed
until he was working on the vision. The depression came from his passion for
change. I believe that Nehemiah was the kind of man who couldn’t hide what he
felt. He was sad because he didn’t like the way the future looked for his people.
When you have a vision, you are sad about where you are because you want
to be where your true joy is. People who are satisfied with a lesser existence,
however, will never go where they need to be. Not only sadness at your present
conditions, but also anger, can drive you to a new vision and take you to new
horizons. You will never be successful until you are angry about not doing what
you know you should be doing. If you’re happy about what you’re doing, you’re
going to end up settling right there.

Vision Is the Precedent for Passion
One of the reasons I keep stressing your need for a clear guiding purpose in
life is that vision is the precedent for passion. The majority of people in the earth
really have no passion for life because there is no vision in their hearts. In 2
Corinthians, we find a unique passage that shows the passion Paul had for his
vision. Some people had challenged Paul’s right to be an apostle. They said Paul
was not really called by God and that he was not worthy of the respect he was
getting. They themselves were false apostles, yet they attacked Paul’s credibility
and spiritual qualifications and drew people away from the truth. Paul responded
by addressing the Corinthian believers who were being led away from faith in
Jesus Christ by these false apostles. He wrote that, even if what he was about to
say sounded ridiculous and foolish, he would say it anyway to prove he was an
apostle so that they would return to the true Gospel:
Are [these other men] Hebrews? So am I. Are they Israelites? So am I. Are
they Abraham’s descendants? So am I. Are they servants of Christ? (I am out of
my mind to talk like this.) I am more. I have worked much harder, been in prison
more frequently, been flogged more severely, and been exposed to death again
and again. Five times I received from the Jews the forty lashes minus one. Three
times I was beaten with rods, once I was stoned, three times I was shipwrecked, I
spent a night and a day in the open sea, I have been constantly on the move. I
have been in danger from rivers, in danger from bandits, in danger from my own
countrymen, in danger from Gentiles; in danger in the city, in danger in the
country, in danger at sea; and in danger from false brothers. I have labored and
toiled and have often gone without sleep; I have known hunger and thirst and
have often gone without food; I have been cold and naked. Besides everything
else, I face daily the pressure of my concern for all the churches.(2 Corinthians
11:22–28)
Why did Paul give a list of problems and tribulations as part of the proof that
he was a genuine apostle? He was saying, in effect, “If the vision and assignment
I received wasn’t real, do you think I’d go through all those hardships?”
Paul paid a price for the vision, but his passion enabled him to do it. You are
passionate and you are real if you stay steady under pressure. You know your
vision is from God when you are still at it once the storm clears. It’s easy to get
excited about a vision, but it’s harder to be faithful to it. Faithfulness to vision is
one of the marks of its legitimacy.

Paul had amazing academic credentials. He was envied by the best. This
gifted young man had great power in the religious community and could have
been a prominent Pharisee. He also could have had an easy life. His father was a
merchant and a Roman citizen, and Paul was born with that citizenship. He was
so set up to be successful that he could have made it in any category or
profession. He really could have been a first-class success story. However, Paul
said, “I’m going to jail, I’m going to be whipped, I’m going to go through a
myriad of problems because the vision God showed me is more important than
anything else in my life.”
If someone who had the respect of everyone in the community and could have
had any job he wanted was willing to go through all that, he had to have vision.
Can you put that list of tribulations after your name and say you have gone
through what Paul went through for the sake of your vision? Paul was driven and
determined to serve Jesus Christ. He had previously sought to persecute the
church, but now he was willing to go through persecution himself for the sake of
Jesus. Why? He was clear about his vision.
In Acts 26, Paul was on trial before King Agrippa. As he told the king about
the purpose that Jesus Christ had given him on the road to Damascus, he made a
statement that is very important concerning people with vision:
Then I asked, ‘Who are you, Lord?’ ‘I am Jesus, whom you are persecuting,’
the Lord replied. ‘Now get up and stand on your feet. I have appeared to you to
appoint you as a servant and as a witness of what you have seen of me and what
I will show you. I will rescue you from your own people and from the Gentiles. I
am sending you to them to open their eyes and turn them from darkness to light,
and from the power of Satan to God, so that they may receive forgiveness of sins
and a place among those who are sanctified by faith in me.’(Acts 26:15–18)
Paul summed up his account by saying, “So then, King Agrippa, I was not
disobedient to the vision from heaven” (v. 19). He said that God had given him a
clear guiding vision, which was to preach the Gospel to the Gentiles, and that he
was not disobedient to it. He reiterated this vision to Timothy: “For this purpose
I was appointed a herald and an apostle—I am telling the truth, I am not lying—
and a teacher of the true faith to the Gentiles” (1 Timothy 2:7).
Paul knew what his purpose in life was, and that is what kept him going
through all his struggles. When your vision is from God, nothing can stop you. It
doesn’t matter if people talk about you. You can even be shipwrecked, beaten,

and starved if you are bent on accomplishing your vision. Why did Paul keep
getting up every time they stoned him? He knew he had to go to the Gentiles in
obedience to the vision and command he had received from God. Vision is the
source of passion.
Passion for Vision Overcomes Resistance
If you’re going to be what you see in your mind, if you’re going to go after
what’s in your heart, believe me, there will be resistance. The only way to
overcome that resistance is to have passion for your vision. When you are truly
passionate about your dream, you can stand strong when trouble comes.
Persistence will keep you moving forward, yet you need passion to feed your
persistence.
Passion is a desire that is stronger than death. You can’t sleep, eat, or stop
until you satisfy it. If you can stop what you’re doing and still be happy, then
you’re not passionate about it. If you can be discouraged by someone telling you
no or the bank refusing you money, then you don’t have passion. Passion meets
every problem. It says things such as these: “You may say ‘no,’ but I know it
really means ‘wait.’” “Even though you haven’t come around to my idea now,
you will later.” “Even though you stop me now, I’m eventually going to jump
this wall.” “If you kill me, I’ll rise and do it again.”
A passionate person gets up in the morning and says, “Good morning, Lord!
Here I am! Thank you for another day that will take me one step closer to where
I want to go.” Passion means that, no matter how tough things are, what I believe
is bigger than what I see. It is an urge that is deeper than any resistance it might
encounter. It is a goal to win that is bigger than the desire to quit.
People stop too soon. They don’t win because they give up when they fall
down the first time. Do you stop at the least resistance? Remember, passion says,
“You might as well give up, because I’m not going to quit. If you knock me
down, I’m going to get up. If you knock me down again, I’m going to get up
again. I’m going to keep getting up until you get tired of knocking me down.”
Get up and get on with it! There is no life without passion. In Romans 1:14, Paul
said, “‘I am obligated’ to do the work God told me to do.” He just had to do it. It
was God’s will for his life, and he was “eager to preach the gospel” (v. 15). He
couldn’t wait to do it. A person of passion is always eager to fulfill his vision.
Passion Is Willing to Pay the Price

Sometimes, others will come and be a part of what you’re doing and then say
“This vision isn’t real” because they don’t know what the vision is costing you.
Do you remember John Mark, the young man who joined Paul and Barnabas on
a missionary journey? John Mark was a very excited and zealous young man. He
worked with Paul and Barnabas until a certain point when he decided to leave
them and return to Jerusalem. Later, when John Mark wanted to accompany
them on another journey, Paul said no because he felt John Mark had deserted
them and the work. He was saying, in effect, “John Mark, you’re telling us you
are with us in this vision, yet you can’t handle the pressure, the tough times, the
rigors of the work. I want people who will come with me through the fire and
say, ‘We did it together.’” (See Acts 12:25–13:13; 15:36–40.)
Barnabas ended up going with John Mark on a separate journey, and Paul
asked Silas to join him. In Philippi, Paul and Silas were beaten and imprisoned
when some men incited a mob against them. Silas could have told the
magistrates that he didn’t know Paul. Perhaps he could have escaped association
as Peter did when he said about Jesus, “I don’t know the man!” (Matthew 26:72,
74). Yet Silas was committed to the vision. If Paul went to jail, he would go to
jail, too. I want you to know that the prison they were thrown into wasn’t an
ordinary lockup. Matthew Henry described this “inner cell” (Acts 16:24) as a
“dungeon, into which none were usually put but condemned malefactors, dark at
noon-day, damp and cold, dirty, it is likely, and every way offensive.”* Yet this
was the place where Paul and Silas sang hymns! (See Acts 16:16–25.) Passion is
willing to pay the price.
Passion Keeps You Focused
One other crucial aspect of passion is that it helps you to stay focused on your
vision. You can see this principle at work in churches. Wherever there is no
vision, there is often fighting, gossiping, murmuring, backbiting, and
complaining. When churches are full of complaints, that is evidence that the
vision has left them. Vision preoccupies people to the point that they have no
time to gossip or get angry at the pastor or complain about his preaching. The
same phenomenon can be seen in marriages. One of the reasons why there are so
many problems in marriages today is that couples have lost their joint vision. We
must rediscover the passion of working together for a common purpose and
vision.
Defy the Odds

If you become passionate about your vision, you can defy the odds and
persevere to the fulfillment of your goals. Whenever you are tempted to quit too
soon or to stay down when life knocks you over, remember the examples of
Nehemiah and Paul. Capture your vision and stay with it, and you will be
rewarded with seeing that vision become a reality, no matter what might try to
come against it.
Action Steps to Fulfilling Vision
Ask yourself, “How hungry am I for my vision? How badly do I want
what I’m going after?”
What evidence of a passion for vision do you see in your life?
Do you generally give up the first time you fall down? In what ways
might you have become complacent about your vision? What will you
do to regain your passion for your dreams?
Chapter Principles
1. You cannot be successful without passion.
2. Passionate people have discovered something more important than life
itself.
3. Vision is the precedent for passion.
4. A vision will always be tested by tribulation.
5. Faithfulness to vision is one of the marks of its legitimacy.
6. Passion means that no matter how tough things are, what you believe
is bigger than what you see.
7. A person of passion is always eager to fulfill his vision.
8. Passion keeps you focused on your vision.

Chapter Eight

Principle #5:
Develop the Faith of Vision
Sight is a function of the eyes, while vision is a
function of the heart.
The fifth principle is that you must develop the faith of vision. Sight is a
function of the eyes, while vision is a function of the heart.
The greatest gift that God gave humankind is not the gift of sight, but the gift
of vision. You have probably heard of the great author and wonderful
entrepreneur Helen Keller, who became blind, deaf, and mute as a result of an
illness when she was only eighteen months old. She was a powerful, remarkable
woman who impacted her whole generation, and she still influences us today. In
her old age, she was interviewed by a news anchor about her life. Part of their
conversation went something like this: Communicating his questions to her
through Braille, he asked, “Miss Keller, is there anything worse than being
blind?” She paused for a moment and, in her very unique way of talking, said,
“What’s worse than being blind is having sight without vision.”
What a perceptive woman! This woman, who could not see physically, had
more vision and accomplishments than the majority of those in her generation
who had sight. Her books are still read today, and her poetry is wonderful. Helen
Keller didn’t spend her years being angry and blaming God for her blindness and
deafness. No, she was able to live a full life because she had vision in her heart.
As the saying goes, “Eyes that look are common, but eyes that see are rare.”
Vision Sees Things as They Could Be
I am convinced that most people have sight but no vision. Physical sight is the
ability to see things as they are. Vision is the capacity to see things as they could
be, and that takes faith.
The Bible says, “As [a person] thinks in his heart, so is he” (Proverbs 23:7
nkjv). We must never let what our eyes see determine what our hearts believe.
“For we walk [“live” niv] by faith, not by sight” (2 Corinthians 5:7 nkjv). In
other words, we are to walk according to what is in our hearts. We are to let what
is in our hearts dictate how we see life.
God told Abraham something that could be seen, believed, and achieved only

through the eyes of vision: He told him that inside him was a nation. He and
Sarah were already elderly, and Sarah had been barren throughout their marriage.
However, God said, in effect, “I see a nation in you. Everyone else is looking at
your barrenness, but I see a nation of descendants as numerous as the stars in the
sky and the sand on the shore.” (See Genesis 11:29–30; 12:1–3; 17:1–19.)
When we have vision, we are governed by the faith God has put in our hearts.
Hebrews 11:1 says that “faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence
of things not seen [that you cannot see]” (nkjv). Therefore, I would define faith
as vision in the heart. Faith is seeing the future in the present. When you have
faith, you can see things you hope to have and achieve.
Seeing by Faith
If you are operating by sight, you see the problems and challenges all around
you. You see how many bills you have to pay; you see that your company is
downsizing; you see things that threaten your security. Sight without vision is
dangerous because it has no hope. Many people have been living by sight alone,
and that’s one reason they have all kinds of medical problems—muscle tension,
migraines, high blood pressure, heart disease, ulcers, tumors, and so on. Living
by sight can kill you. Life is so full of depressing things that you need to learn to
live by vision and see with the eyes of faith.
Remember that sight is the ability to see things as they are, and vision is the
ability to see things as they could be. I like to go a step further and define vision
this way: Vision is the ability to see things as they should be.
Maybe you are going through a hard time right now and you’re disheartened.
You’ve lost your vision edge. Perhaps this is because of your surroundings.
Sometimes, the environments we live in are not the best for fostering vision.
What people say to us is not always encouraging and can be very discouraging. I
have been tempted to be disillusioned and discouraged many times. Even though
we know that the discouraging things we see and hear are temporary, they still
can distress and depress us. We must keep our visions constantly before us,
however, because the visions in our hearts are greater than our environments.
God gave us vision so we would not have to live by what we see.
Our spirits were designed to operate as God operates. In Genesis 1:26, God
said, “Let us make man in our image, in our likeness.” The word “image” refers
to moral and spiritual character, while the phrase “in our likeness” means “to

function like.” In other words, we were created to live according to the nature of
God and to function as He functions in the world.
The Bible is very clear that “without faith it is impossible to please God”
(Hebrews 11:6). If you try to function in any other way than faith, you will
malfunction. That is why worry is ungodly and fear makes your vision shortcircuit. You were never meant to be afraid.
Jesus was filled with faith, and He was the calmest person on earth. He slept
soundly in the middle of a storm. When His frightened disciples woke Him up,
He asked them, “Do you still have no faith?” (Mark 4:40). He was telling them,
“If you have faith, you’ll be able to sleep during a storm, as well.” You may be
saying, “This doesn’t sound very practical.” It is, however. I have been living
this way—by faith instead of fear—for over twenty years, and it’s been so much
fun. I don’t worry for very long about anything because I believe that, ultimately,
everything is on my side. Even the schemes of the devil work to my benefit. All
things work for my good because I am called according to God’s purpose. (See
Romans 8:28.)
The Creative Power of Faith
How does faith work? To understand the answer to this question, we need to
examine more closely how God functions. In Jeremiah 1:12, God declared, “I
am watching to see that my word is fulfilled.” The New American Standard
Bible says it this way: “I am watching over My word to perform it.” As this
verse—along with many others throughout the Bible—demonstrates, God
always brings His words into being. What did God use to create the universe?
He used words. All through the account of Creation, we read, “God said”
(Genesis 1:3, 6, 9, 11, 14, 20, 24, 26). God had an idea for the universe, and then
He saw or visualized it. Finally, He spoke His idea into existence. The result was
that everything God saw in His mind’s eye for the earth and the rest of the
universe became visible reality in the physical world. God created everything by
speaking His thoughts into being.
Nothing on earth is more important than a thought. Thoughts are more
important than words because words are produced from thoughts. Yet while
thoughts are the most important things on earth, words are the most powerful.
This point is crucial to understand because, while thoughts design a future,
words create that future. Nothing happens until you start talking about it. You
can think about something for twenty years, but that will not bring it to pass.

Creative power is not in thoughts alone. It is in the words (and actions) that
come from them. Whether those words are spoken or written, they are full of
creative power.
Therefore, when you speak words expressing what you see in your vision,
your words become creative power to help bring that vision to fruition. However,
there is a negative aspect to this truth, as well: You can undermine your vision by
what you continually say about yourself, such as “I’m fat,” “I’m slow,” “I’m not
intelligent,” “I’m a timid person,” “I don’t like people,” “I’m a failure,” or “I’ll
always have a mortgage.” I am. I am. I am. You will become everything you
constantly declare about yourself. That is the power of words.
Compounding this problem is the fact that the devil knows God and His ways
very well. Satan knows that the key to creating anything is having a clear vision
of it and speaking it into existence. He wants you to speak negative rather than
positive things so that your effectiveness for God’s kingdom will be negated. We
can help protect our visions by guarding what we say.
If you want to fulfill your vision, you must speak differently than you have
been. Instead of saying, “I’ll always have a mortgage,” say, “I’m going to be
debt free.” Can you say that? You may have been imagining that you don’t owe
any bills, but you have to start saying it, as well. Say, “My God will meet all
[my] needs according to his glorious riches in Christ Jesus” (Philippians 4:19),
then pray, “Lord, please perform Your Word.” You have to speak. A vision
doesn’t have any power until you talk about it.
Faith Sees Problems as Opportunities
Life is the way you see it. When you begin to see with the eyes of faith, you
will understand how to make your vision a reality. There is a story of a man and
his friend who visited India years ago. They were walking down the streets of
Bombay and saw the thousands of poor people on the streets. Hundreds lay on
cardboard boxes in the gutters or under the bridges. Filthy people were begging
along the streets. There were poor people by the thousands walking barefoot.
The man said to his friend, “Look at these people. Isn’t it a sad sight? They’re
without shoes. Thousands of barefoot people. What a pity. Isn’t it a shame that
we have so much at home in our country while these people are poor and
without shoes. I’ll never forget this sight. I have to tell my wife about this.” He
continued to talk about how poor they were and about their bare feet. By this

time, his friend had already taken out a piece of paper and was writing down
some notes. He had started working out a plan of how to ship shoes over to India
and how to manufacture shoes in India. Instead of saying, “Look at the bare
feet,” he was saying, “Look at the feet that need shoes!” Today his enterprise is
one of the largest shoe companies in America. One man saw bare feet. Another
man saw an opportunity for a much-needed business. It’s all in how you see.
Let me give you another illustration of this truth. Some years ago, a pastor
said to me, “Dr. Munroe, I am from Vermont, and there isn’t anything up there.
There is nothing but maple trees, cows, and snow. There isn’t anything
happening in the town where I’m from, and I want to do something for God. I’m
going to move down south, build a nice church, and do a work for God.” I
listened to him for a while and then said, “Think about it. If there isn’t any other
church to go to in your town, you have a great opportunity to build the most
dynamic church in Vermont.” He looked at me and said, “Yeah!” Today, he has
the largest church in his town. We must not only have sight but also vision.
You can see every problem as an opportunity for ministry, service, or
business. That is really how Bahamas Faith Ministries International got started.
The number one problem of people in developing nations is ignorance. God
raised up BFMI to be one of the solutions to that problem: to bring knowledge,
training, and information to the Third World. The organization was birthed to
help solve a problem that affects 3.8 billion people. I believe with all my heart
that the Bahamas will become known as a center for education and training, not
just sun and sand. There are going to be all kinds of universities, training
schools, and opportunities to grow intellectually. That’s the vision God has
placed in my heart.
Great Thinking Precedes Great Achievement
Successful men and women who have impressed and impacted their
generations weren’t “lucky.” They didn’t just stumble on greatness. They
thought great things and expected great things, and greatness found them. Big
thinking precedes great achievement. You don’t need to be big to think great
thoughts. You need to think great thoughts to become big. That is the faith of
vision.
You must realize that ideas control the world. Ideas are so powerful that many
nations are ruled by the thoughts of men who have long since died. When I went
to college, most of the books I read were by people who are no longer living. I

spent thousands of dollars studying their ideas. A vision is an idea that is so
powerful it can live beyond the grave. Your own vision should outlive you. In
order for that to happen, however, you can’t keep your ideas to yourself. You
must clearly conceive and express them.
I’ll never forget the time I was grappling with the possibility of writing books.
I told God that I didn’t want to write because so many others were writing
books, and I didn’t want to do it just because everybody else was doing it. I
wanted my teaching to be real and genuine. For months, I struggled with this
issue because publishers had been calling me telling me that they had listened to
audio tapes of my teachings and had seen my television program. They said,
“You have many ideas that need to be shared with millions of people. Why don’t
you write a book?” At first, I told them, “I don’t want to write a book. I’m happy
just teaching.” However, when I was preparing my notes one night for a
teaching, I felt as if the Lord was saying to me, “If you do not write, what you
know will die with you. If you write down the ideas that I have given you,
however, your words will live on after you are gone.”
Do You Have Sight or Vision?
Your success or failure is determined by how you see. Jesus continually dealt
with the sight of the disciples because their sight got them into trouble so often.
He wanted them to move from sight to vision, and that is why He taught them
about faith through life illustrations such as the fig tree, the feeding of the five
thousand, and the raising of Lazarus. (See, for example, Matthew 21:19–22;
Mark 6:34–44; John 11:1–44.)
The faith of vision is crucial because the way you see things determines how
you think and act and, therefore, whether or not your vision will become reality.
Proverbs 23:7 says, “As [a person] thinks in his heart, so is he” (nkjv). Do you
have sight or vision?
Action Steps to Fulfilling Vision
What is your answer to the question that concluded this chapter: Do
you have sight or vision?
Are you thinking and speaking in positive or negative terms in relation
to your vision?
Choose one aspect of your vision and practice speaking words of faith

regarding it.
Chapter Principles
1. Sight is a function of the eyes, while vision is a function of the heart.
2. Sight is the ability to see things as they are, while vision is the ability
to see things as they could (or should) be.
3. We must never let what our eyes see determine what our hearts
believe.
4. Faith is vision in the heart.
5. Sight without vision is dangerous because it has no hope.
6. The visions in our hearts are greater than our environments.
7. God gave us vision so we would not have to live by what we see.
8. We were created to live according to the way God functions. God
functions through faith and His Word.
9. While thoughts are the most important things on earth, words are the
most powerful. Thoughts design a future, but words create that future.
10. Whether words are spoken or written, they are full of creative power.
11. Faith sees problems as opportunities.
12. Great thinking precedes great achievement.
13. You don’t need to be big to think great thoughts. You need to think
great thoughts to become big. That is the faith of vision.
14. Ideas control the world.
15. A vision is an idea that is so powerful it can live beyond the grave.
16. In order for your vision to outlive you, you can’t keep your ideas to
yourself. You must clearly conceive and express them.
17. The faith of vision is crucial because the way you see things
determines how you think and act and, therefore, whether or not your

vision will become reality.

Chapter Nine

Principle #6:
Understand the Process of Vision
In his heart a man plans his course, but the Lord determines his steps.
—Proverbs 16:9
The sixth principle is that we must understand the process of vision. God has
a plan for each of our lives, yet He brings those plans to pass in a gradual way.
I’m learning that God tells us where we are going with our visions, but He rarely
tells us exactly how He will take us there. He gives us purpose but doesn’t
explain the full process.
Proverbs 16:9 says, “In his heart a man plans his course, but the Lord
determines his steps.” Notice the word “steps.” God didn’t say He would direct
our leaps, but rather our steps. There is no hurried way to get to God’s vision. He
leads us step-by-step, day-by-day, through tribulations, trials, and characterbuilding opportunities as He moves us toward our dreams. Why does God lead
us in this way? Because He doesn’t want us only to win; He wants us to win with
style. God’s desire is to fashion people with character and battle scars who can
say, “God didn’t just hand me this vision. I have qualified for it.”
The Route Prepares Us for the Destination
Sometimes, we become impatient with God’s process because we can see our
destinations, and we want to arrive there tomorrow. However, God says, “No, I
have a route that will get you there.” Even though this route may seem long, it is
not designed to keep us from our destinations; it is designed to prepare us for
them.
At the time when we receive our visions, we are not yet ready for them. We
don’t yet have the ability to handle the big things that we’re dreaming. We don’t
have the experience or the character for them. God could accomplish quickly
what He desires to do through us, yet He wants to prepare us to receive and work
in our visions.
You must learn to train for what God has already told you is coming. You
don’t need to worry about whether or not it is going to come. If He has promised
that it is coming, then it is. Yet you must stay on course if you’re going to follow
the work God has called you to do. Stay in the seat where God has placed you,
put on your seat belt, and hang on until He brings the vision to pass. It will be

realized, but you must wait on Him.
We ask God, “Why do I need to go this way? I don’t like this route.” He
answers that the route is going to do two things for us:
1. develop our character
2. produce responsibility in us
We weren’t born with those things, so we have to learn them. Moreover, if
God were to show us the route to where we are going, we might say, “That’s
okay, God. You can keep the vision. I’ll stay right where I am.”
Let’s look at the life of Joseph as an example. When he was only seventeen
years old, he had a dream from God in which his father, mother, and brothers
were kneeling down before him. (See Genesis 37:9–10.) Joseph thought to
himself, “Yes! I like this dream.” He saw himself up on a throne with a whole
kingdom at his feet. In his mind, he was King Joseph.
God had given him a vision, yet He didn’t tell him how he was going to get
there. Suppose God had said, “Joseph, you’re going to become a great ruler, and
here is what I have planned to get you there. First, your brothers are going to tear
your favorite clothes right off your back. Second, they are going to throw you
into a pit. Third, they are going to sell you as a slave. Fourth, your master’s wife
is going to lie about you, accusing you of rape. Fifth, your master is going to
have you put in jail, where you will be forgotten for a long time. However,
eventually, you’ll get there.” If God had said that, Joseph probably would have
replied, “I’ll tell you what. I’ll just stay a shepherd. I’m very happy where I am
right now.”
Some of you are in the midst of the vision process and are wondering,
“Where’s the vision God promised me? Where are all those big dreams He
showed me five years ago? The business I was working for closed down. I lost
my job, and then I lost my house. This doesn’t look anything like the vision He
showed me.” You are beginning to wonder if there is a God in heaven. Joseph
likely felt the same way during his ordeals. He found himself sitting in a pit
when, just a few days earlier, he had seen himself on a throne. He was probably
thinking, “Where is the God who showed me that dream?” I believe God’s reply
to Joseph was something like this: “I’m with you in the pit, and I’m working on
your character because you can’t rule well without it.”

Suppose Joseph hadn’t learned self-control through all his hardships? When
Potiphar’s wife tried to seduce him, he might have given in to the temptation.
Instead, because he had had to learn discipline and reliance on God, he could be
trusted in such a situation. God’s ways of getting us where we need to go are
often different from what we expect, but there is always a good reason for them.
Do you really believe that God sees and knows everything? If you do, then
you have to trust that your hardships are part of His perfect plan for you. If you
lost your job this morning, your first question may be, “How am I going to pay
the mortgage?” Yet God will say to you, “Do you believe I know you?” If you
answer, “Yes, Lord,” He will say, “Good. It’s part of the plan. I’m working on
your character. Let me take care of your mortgage.”
Let’s look at another example. What if God had said to Moses, while he was
still one of the most powerful men in Egypt as the adopted son of Pharaoh’s
daughter, “I have raised you up to be a deliverer to bring My people out of Egypt
into the Promised Land, but this is how it will transpire: In your zeal to protect
My people, you will rashly murder an Egyptian, and you will have to flee into
the wilderness and become a mere shepherd. Then, when you become the leader
of the Israelites, they are going to infuriate you. They are going to murmur and
complain. They are going to revolt against you. As a matter of fact, because of
your reaction to them, you will disobey Me, and you won’t even make it into the
Promised Land.” I think Moses would have said, “Lord, You can keep both the
people and Pharaoh. I think I’ll pass on this vision.”
We think that, just because we’re going through difficult times, God has
stopped working to fulfill our purposes. Yet they are still coming. God is
working on us, preparing us for our purposes through the process. However, we
often sit back and say, “Why is it taking so long? Why do I have to go through
all this?” That attitude of complaint and lack of faith is exactly what God is
trying to work out of you. He doesn’t want you to go into your promised land
dragging bad attitudes behind you. He is working for your good.
What about Daniel? God appointed him to be a prophet and allowed him to
see visions of future events, including the end times, yet God didn’t tell him that
he would be thrown into a lion’s den for obeying Him! Again, God’s plan to get
you where you are meant to be is unpredictable. He doesn’t tell you about it
because you might be tempted to quit.
What about Paul? God told him, essentially, “You will be an apostle to the

Gentiles for Me. You will preach to kings.” (See Acts 9:15.) Paul might have
thought, “That sounds pretty good.” However, if God had told him about the
fastings, the whippings, the stonings, the hunger, and the prisons, Paul might
have said, “I think I’ll stay in Jerusalem rather than going on that road to
Damascus.” As it was, after his conversion, God did warn Paul through Ananias,
“I will show him how much he must suffer for my name” (v. 16).
What about Jesus? When the Son of God was born, wise men came to visit
Him. They bowed down before Him, calling Him a king. Yet what a process He
had to go through to get to that throne! In the Garden of Gethsemane, Jesus
began to feel the burden, and He prayed, in effect, “Isn’t there any other way?”
(See Matthew 26:36–44.) He felt what you are feeling. You might say, “Isn’t
there another way to start a business?” God will answer, “No. This is the way I
am taking you. You want to have a shoe store? Good. I want you to start by
working in one.” Or you might ask, “Isn’t there a better way of opening my own
restaurant?” and God will say, “You’ll have your restaurant, but first you have to
learn to cook for someone else. This is your route. I’m working on your
character and your training.” Sometimes, we want the vision without being
qualified for it.
You may not face a life-or-death situation, as some of God’s people have, but
you will have challenges and difficulties in one degree or another as you move
toward the fulfillment of your vision. That is why I want you to be aware of the
process of vision and be prepared for it. I don’t want you to give up on your
vision prematurely. God will continually fulfill a little more of your dream until
it comes to pass. It will culminate in His timing. This is the will of God for you.
Lamentations 3:26 says, “It is good to wait quietly for the salvation of the Lord.”
I wrote earlier that Monday mornings are depressing for many people because
they hate their jobs. Yet such jobs can serve a purpose in God’s plan. God places
us in jobs that will prepare us for our life’s work. Remember that a job is a preoccupation on the way to true occupation.
If you are frustrated with your job, you need to stay there unless God directs
otherwise, realizing that it is not your permanent position. I’m very glad for each
of the jobs I have had, because they all prepared me for what I’m doing right
now. What I am doing now is so fulfilling that I could do it for the rest of my
life. Therefore, submit yourself to your job, learn what you’re supposed to learn,
and get all the knowledge that you can from it, because you’re going to move on
in a little while.

Purpose gives your job meaning. Being in a pit and in prison didn’t stop
Joseph because he saw himself as a ruler, and he knew that one day his vision
would be fulfilled. God’s purpose in your heart is what enables you to keep
moving forward.
The Vision Will Not Prove False
The prophet Habakkuk asked God, “How long, O Lord, must I call for help,
but you do not listen?” (Habakkuk 1:2). He was referring to all the problems and
difficulties that were taking place in his nation. There was disorder, corruption,
and murder. The Lord’s answer to him was this:
Write down the revelation and make it plain on tablets so that a herald may
run with it. For the revelation awaits an appointed time; it speaks of the end and
will not prove false. Though it linger, wait for it; it will certainly come and will
not delay....But the righteous will live by his faith.(Habakkuk 2:2–4)
The vision that you have received awaits an appointed time. It speaks
concerning the end—not the end of life or the end of the age, but the end, or
fulfillment, of your dream. “It speaks of the end and will not prove false.” In
other words, God is saying, “If I gave you a vision, don’t worry that it seems as
if it isn’t happening. It will come to pass.” In the meantime, we are told that “the
righteous will live by his faith.”
This is where walking by faith and not by sight comes in. You must believe in
what God has told you because it won’t happen overnight. It will occur through a
process of character development, which will come as you live by faith and inner
vision—not by what you see.
Action Steps to Fulfilling Vision
How has God used experiences in your life to build character in you?
What character qualities has God shown you that you need to work
on?
List ways in which your job is preparing you for your life’s work,
such as skills, knowledge, and experience.

Chapter Principles

1. God has a plan for each of our lives, yet He brings those plans to pass
in a gradual way.
2. God will tell you where you are going with your vision, but He will
rarely tell you exactly how He will take you there.
3. There is no hurried way to get to God’s vision.
4. At the time that we receive our visions, we are not yet ready for them.
5. The process of vision (1) develops our character and (2) produces
responsibility in us.
6. God places us in jobs that will prepare us for our life’s work.
7. The vision God has given you will come to pass. Until then, you are to
live by faith.

Chapter Ten

Principle #7:
Set the Priorities of Vision
Your life is the sum total of the decisions you
make every day.
Principle number seven is that, if you want to be successful, you must set
priorities for yourself in relation to your vision.
Our Decisions Are Based on Our Priorities
Understanding priority will help you accomplish your dream because priority
is the key to effective decision-making. Both successful and unsuccessful people
alike make decisions every day that influence their chances of achieving their
visions. Whether they realize it or not, it is the nature and quality of the choices
they make that determine their success or failure.
Life is filled with alternatives; we are constantly bombarded with choices,
and our preferences reveal who we are and what we value in life. In fact, your
life is the sum total of the decisions you make every day. You have become what
you have decided for the last fifteen, twenty, or thirty years of your life. What is
perhaps even more significant, you can tell the kind of life you’re going to have
in the future by the decisions you are making today. In this sense, the future
really is now. Sometimes, we believe that we can make bad choices today and
make up for them later on. That thinking is in error. Whatever we are doing now
is our tomorrow.
This is why yes and no are the most powerful words you will ever say. God
wants you to be able to say them with precision because they will determine
your destiny. You will be blessed by saying yes to what is in accordance with
your vision and no to anything else.
Vision Focuses Your Priorities
In other words, if you want to fulfill your dream, you must fix your eyes on it
and not get caught up in anything that won’t take you there. You have to know
how to maneuver between the alternatives of life, meaning that you have to learn
how to prioritize. When people don’t succeed in their visions, it is often because
they don’t understand that prioritizing creates useful limits on their choices.

In 1 Corinthians 6:12, Paul wrote, “‘Everything is permissible for me’—but
not everything is beneficial.” Even though we have permission to do everything
and anything we want to, “not everything is beneficial” for us. The King James
Version uses the word “expedient,” which means “appropriate,” “suitable,” or
“desirable.” Not everything is advantageous to you. You have to determine what
is beneficial, and you have to define what is beneficial based on the needs of
your vision.
The second part of 1 Corinthians 6:12 is a very powerful statement:
“‘Everything is permissible for me’—but I will not be mastered by anything”
(emphasis added). The King James Version reads, “I will not be brought under
the power of any.” The Greek word translated “power” means “to control.” Even
though you can do anything in life, the only things that should master you are the
things that will take you to your goal.
Just because something is a good thing does not necessarily mean it is
beneficial to you. For example, when you are traveling along a highway, there
are dozens of exits you might take. Is there such a thing as a “bad” exit? No,
they’re all good, legitimate routes. Many of them lead to helpful services, such
as hotels, restaurants, or gas stations. Therefore, is there anything that makes an
exit “bad” for you? Yes—if it doesn’t lead to your desired destination. The same
is true for the activities and people in your life. Something is beneficial if it
relates to what you want to accomplish and takes you to your goal. Ask yourself,
“What benefits me? What will move me toward my goal?”
Obviously, the first thing that you would consider to be beneficial is your
relationship with God. If you want to know where you’re supposed to go in life,
you have to establish a connection with the Person who gave you the
assignment, who created you. It’s no wonder the Bible says the greatest
commandment is to love God first with all your heart, mind, soul (will), and
strength. (See Mark 12:30.) When you do that, He reveals to you the assignment
that you were born to fulfill. Once you are certain of where you are meant to go
in life and have truly committed to it, then a lot of the extraneous things will fall
away on their own.
After you capture your vision, you need to prioritize your life in keeping with
that vision. You have to decide how many of the things that you are currently
involved in are beneficial to your dream. There might not necessarily be
anything wrong with them. They just may not be right for you to be involved in
based on what you need to accomplish. There may be some good people in your

life who are “bad” for you because they’re distracting you from going where you
want to go. There may be some good books in your house that are wrong for you
because they take your focus off your goal. You must come to the point where
you focus on what is necessary to fulfill your dream. If you don’t do that, you
won’t make it to the end of your vision.
Good versus Best
The key is that the vision itself decides what is good for you. You don’t just
do good things. You do things that are good for your vision.
Most of us know the difference between right and wrong. Therefore, your
greatest challenge is not in choosing between good or bad but between good and
best. A vision protects you from being misguided by good alternatives. It allows
you to say no to lesser opportunities, even if there are certain benefits to them.
We can see a clear illustration of the principle of priorities in Jesus’ reactions
to the choices of Martha and Mary of Bethany:
As Jesus and his disciples were on their way, he came to a village where a
woman named Martha opened her home to him. She had a sister called Mary,
who sat at the Lord’s feet listening to what He said. But Martha was distracted
by all the preparations that had to be made. She came to him and asked, “Lord,
don’t you care that my sister has left me to do the work by myself? Tell her to
help me!”(Luke 10:38–40)
Martha had made a very good, honorable request: “What I’m doing is
important, and I need help.” What could be more important than preparing a
meal for Jesus? Yet listen to the answer of the Lord: “Martha, Martha....You are
worried and upset about many things” (v. 41). Jesus didn’t say “bad” things, just
“many things.” He continued, “But only one thing is needed. Mary has chosen
what is better, and it will not be taken away from her” (v. 42).
Jesus was saying, in effect, “You’re doing what is good, Martha, but Mary has
shifted into an area of life that I wish everyone would go to. Don’t just do good
things. Concentrate on what is best.” Martha was so busy doing good things that
she didn’t do the right thing. When Jesus said, “Mary has chosen what is better,”
what did He declare was “better”? It was “only one thing”—devotion to Jesus
and His Word. This principle applies to both our relationship to God and our
fulfillment of what He has given us to do. When you concentrate on one or two
things, you have chosen the better way to live. You must find your calling and

stay in it.
Many people have their own ideas about what they want to do for God, and
this is why they keep drifting off in the wrong direction. It is easy to become
preoccupied in doing things for God rather than doing what God has specifically
told us to do. In the story of Martha and Mary, nowhere does it say that Jesus
was hungry. It says just that Martha went about preparing food for Jesus. God
doesn’t want us to start anything, including doing good works for Him, until we
consult Him. This is because He doesn’t want us to work for Him, but with Him
in partnership. We are “God’s fellow workers” (2 Corinthians 6:1) or “workers
together with Him” (nkjv).
Keep Your Eyes on the Mark
Jesus made it clear that Martha missed out on “what is better” because she
was dwelling on the wrong things. When someone sets his eyes on a goal and
never takes them off it, he is guaranteed to reach that goal.
When I was in Israel, the group I was traveling with spent an afternoon
visiting a kibbutz. A kibbutz is a self-sufficient community. Everything the
people need to live is found right there on the farm. As I walked the grounds and
saw the beautiful fields where they grow their own food, I noticed that their
tractors and combines were very modern. Then I saw a little field in a valley not
too far from the kibbutz. A man was working in the field with just an ox hooked
up to a plow.
I was intrigued with the sight, and I asked one of the men at the kibbutz,
“What’s he doing?” He answered, “Well, he’s preparing the field to plant seed.
As a matter of fact, he’s planting seeds now. As the ox makes the furrow, he
drops the seeds into the earth.” I said, “He’s using an animal, and he’s using an
old, outdated plow, but his field is just as perfect as yours, and you use modern
machinery!” The man told me, “That guy’s system is better than mine! Here’s
how he keeps his furrows completely straight. First, at the end of the field, he
sets up little sticks and ties red or white flags on them. Then he goes back to the
opposite end of the field, where he starts to plow. He sets his eyes on the little
piece of cloth at the far end of the field as he controls the movements of the ox.
If he didn’t use the sticks, his furrows would be crooked.”
Then he said something that put the whole thing into perspective for me:
“That little stick is called ‘the mark.’” That term took me back two thousand

years to that same country, to that same area of Palestine, where Jesus had lived,
and I understood what Jesus meant in Luke 9:62: “No one who puts his hand to
the plow and looks back is fit for service in the kingdom of God.” When you set
your hand to the plow, you must put your eyes on the mark and not look to the
left or to the right because you will inevitably move toward whatever you are
looking at.
Do you remember when you were learning to ride a bicycle? You were told to
look straight ahead because, wherever you looked, that’s where you were going.
If you looked down, you would fall down. Many of us have set markers in our
lives—our visions—claiming that that is where we are headed, but then we keep
looking everywhere except at our visions. It doesn’t take too long before we’re
off course. Ten years later, we suddenly realize, “I really wanted to go back to
school. What happened?” If we’d been in school in the first place, we could have
graduated in just four years. We keep taking our eyes off the mark, and that is
why we end up in places where we don’t really want to be. We drift off course
because we allow ourselves to be pulled in many different directions by all kinds
of distractions. Again, we are busy with a number of activities rather than a
single focused right thing to do.
In Matthew 11:30, Jesus said, “My yoke is easy and my burden is light.” A
yoke is a single piece of wood that joins two oxen together. It keeps them at the
same pace and in the same position. Jesus also said, “Come to me, all you who
are weary and burdened, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke upon you and
learn from me” (vv. 28–29). We are to join with God’s plan for our lives and let
His yoke guide us. This means that, if He turns, we turn; if He stops, we stop.
We stay with Him at the same pace and in the same position. This is the way we
hit the mark.
Do What You Were Born to Do
Vision protects you from trying to do everything. The apostle Paul had a deep
love and concern for the Jews. He wrote in Romans 9:3–4, “For I could wish that
I myself were cursed and cut off from Christ for the sake of my brothers, those
of my own race, the people of Israel.” However, Paul knew that God hadn’t
called him to be an apostle to the Jews. They were his people, he was born from
among them, and he was one of them, yet his purpose was to preach to the
Gentiles: “For this purpose I was appointed a herald and an apostle—I am telling
the truth, I am not lying—and a teacher of the true faith to the Gentiles” (1
Timothy 2:7). He knew what he was appointed for, and he stayed in his vision.

Paul’s vision was his motivating force: “I am so eager to preach the gospel also
to you who are at Rome” (Romans 1:15).
Perhaps we become involved in too many things because we’re trying to
impress God and other people by showing them how much we are capable of
doing. Yet we must remember that our gifts are the key to fulfilling our visions.
If we spend time on things that we’re not as gifted in, we will wear ourselves
down to the point that, when we come back to our gifts, we are too tired to use
them effectively.
Jesus Himself was born to do one main thing. He knew why He was
manifested, and He kept His eyes completely fixed on His vision. He came to
testify to the truth of God’s kingdom and His plan of redemption for humankind
and to die on the cross to accomplish that redemption.
At one point, one of Jesus’ closest friends tried to talk Him out of His vision.
Peter said, in essence, “Master, You’re talking about how You’re going to die
and how they’re going to destroy You. Listen, I’m Your friend, so let me tell You
something: ‘This shall never happen to you!’ (Matthew 16:22).” In other words,
Peter was saying, “I don’t want my Friend to die. If any man attempts to attack
Him, he will first have to go through me!” Those sound like the words of a true
friend, don’t they? Peter wasn’t saying anything bad, but it wasn’t right based on
Jesus’ vision. Even your friends can be dangerous when they distract you from
your dream. We have to realize that our enemy will try to use those nearest to us
to divert us from the right path. Jesus rebuked the real threat that was behind
Peter’s statement when He said, “Get behind me, Satan!” (v. 23). Likewise, we
must recognize the enemy’s tactics when he works through those closest to us.
Vision Disciplines Your Choices
Vision is the key to an effective life because when you see your destination, it
helps you to discipline your life in ways that train, prepare, and provide for your
vision.
Proverbs 29:18 is often quoted but not fully understood: “Where there is no
vision, the people perish” (kjv). The word in the Hebrew for “perish” means “to
throw off constraints.” If you don’t have vision, then there are no real restraints
in your life. Yet, when you have vision, you are able to say no with dignity. The
New International Version reads, “Where there is no revelation, the people cast
off restraint.” The use of the words “revelation” and “restraint” is very

significant because the verse may be interpreted as meaning, “Where there is no
vision, the people throw off self-control.” You will never be disciplined in your
life until you have real vision.
How disciplined is your own life in relation to your dream? Ask yourself
questions such as these:
What am I using my energies on? What are you putting your heart and
soul into? Is it worth it, based on your purpose?
Where am I investing my money? Your vision dictates where you put
your resources. Are you buying things that are more expensive than
you can afford and that you don’t need? Are you so much in debt that
you can’t channel your money toward fulfilling the vision in your
heart?
What movies and television programs am I watching? If you know
where you are going, you will choose to watch things that are related
to your vision because you want to invest that time in your future.
What books am I reading? Is what you’re reading helping or hindering
you? For example, if all you’re reading is romance novels, you are
living in a fantasy and not your true dream. You could be reading
something that helps you in the knowledge or skills you need to fulfill
your vision.
What hobbies am I pursuing? You can choose to play games that
prepare you for what you were born to do.
What am I taking into my body? There are talented, gifted people who
are dying prematurely because they consistently eat food that isn’t
good for them.
If you’re going to make it to the end of your vision, you must take
care of your health. Your vision may take twenty years to be fulfilled,
so you need to start eating right and taking vitamins now. If you
neglect your health, you will be more susceptible to sickness, and by
the time you are halfway to your vision, you may be too ill to
complete it (or no longer here).
What am I risking? Are you abusing alcohol, drugs, or sex? If so, they
could easily short-circuit your vision. For example, if you are a young

woman who is being pressured into having premarital sex, think about
how that might affect the fulfillment of your life’s dream. Will it be
easier to fulfill your goal if you have a baby out of wedlock or are
infected with a sexually transmitted disease? If a young man starts to
touch you inappropriately, tell him, “You are interfering with my
future. Take me home right now.” You must protect your vision.
What is my attitude toward life? If you know where you’re going, you
can keep your attitude positive. When things go wrong, you can say,
“That’s okay. This is only temporary. I know where my true
destination is.” Paul said we should discipline our thoughts to think
about what will build us up: “Whatever is true, whatever is noble,
whatever is right, whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is
admirable—if anything is excellent or praiseworthy—think about such
things” (Philippians 4:8).
Choose to live well. Associate with people and be involved in things that are
conducive to your dream.
“I Am Carrying on a Great Project”
Nehemiah made a statement that I believe everyone with vision should learn
to make. It’s one of the greatest statements of priority that I have ever read,
either in the Bible, history, or anywhere else. Nehemiah was at a place where he
had started to rebuild the wall. He had motivated the people by giving them a
renewed purpose, he was able to communicate to them the necessity of doing
this great project, and they were working hard at it. Yet, in Nehemiah 6:1, he was
confronted by three men who wanted to prevent his vision from being fulfilled.
Sanballat, Tobiah, and Geshem were professional distracters. In Nehemiah 6:2,
Nehemiah said, “Sanballat and Geshem sent me this message: ‘Come, let us
meet together in one of the villages on the plain of Ono.’ But they were
scheming to harm me.” Ono seems like the perfect name for this situation. I
imagine that’s exactly what Nehemiah was thinking: “Oh, no.” These men were
saying, “Let’s meet and discuss what you’re doing,” when, in reality, they
wanted to have a council with him in order to trap him and stop the work.
In verse three, Nehemiah said, “So I sent messengers to them with this reply:
‘I am carrying on a great project and cannot go down. Why should the work stop
while I leave it and go down to you?’” Nehemiah was saying, “Look, if I do
what you want me to do, I will be distracted from what I have purposed to do.”

He refused to come down from the wall, and his enemies were thwarted. That’s
what I call a man who had his priorities set.
Make Your Life Count
If you are afraid to take decisive action to move toward your vision, consider
this: It is better to make a decision that will prove to be wrong, but which you
can learn from, than not to make any decision at all and never learn anything.
Someone has said, “I’d rather try and fail than never try and never know I could
succeed.” People who succeed try. People who don’t try have no chance of
success.
Your destination is so perfect for you that God doesn’t want you to end up
anywhere else. He wants you to find your vision and purpose and stay focused
on it. If you have gotten off track in life, it doesn’t matter how young or old you
are: Refocus on your vision and make decisions that will lead you there. Say to
God, “I know I haven’t made the best use of my time, gifts, and resources in the
past, but I’m going to make the rest of my life count.”
Action Steps to Fulfilling Vision
Write out priorities in each area of your life in relation to your vision.
What things do you need to eliminate from your life in order to focus
on your dream?
Write out your answers to the discipline questions on pages 145–46.
Add any other categories that apply.

Chapter Principles
1. If you want to be successful, you must set priorities for yourself in
relation to your vision.
2. Understanding priority will help you accomplish your dream because
priority is the key to effective decision-making.
3. You can tell the kind of life you’re going to have in the future by the
decisions you are making today.
4. Yes and no are the most powerful words you will ever say. God wants

you to be able to say them with precision because they will determine
your destiny.
5. When people don’t succeed in their visions, it is often because they
don’t understand that prioritizing creates useful limits on their choices.
6. You have to determine what is beneficial, and you have to define what
is beneficial based on the needs of your vision.
7. The only things that should master you are the things that will take
you to your goal.
8. Once you are certain of where you are meant to go in life and have
truly committed to it, then many extraneous things in your life will fall
away on their own.
9. The vision itself decides what is good for you. You don’t just do good
things. You do things that are good for your vision.
10. Your greatest challenge is not in choosing between good or bad but
between good and best.
11. We end up where we don’t really want to be when we take our eyes
off the mark.
12. Vision protects you from trying to do everything.
13. When you see your destination, it helps you to discipline your life in
ways that train, prepare, and provide for your vision.
14. You will never be disciplined in your life until you have real vision.

Chapter Eleven

Principle #8:
Recognize People’s
Influence on Vision
When you begin to act on your vision, it will stir up both those who want to
help you and those who want to hinder you.
Principle number eight is that we must recognize people’s influence on our
visions. We need other people if we are going to be successful in life because, as
I emphasized earlier, we were not created to fulfill our visions alone. As a matter
of fact, God specifically said about His first human creation, “It is not good for
the man to be alone” (Genesis 2:18). We need people to make it in life. Again,
individual purpose is always fulfilled within a larger or corporate purpose.
Therefore, it’s important that we work with others in making our visions a
reality.
Remember that Nehemiah reported, “Then I said to [the Jews, priests, nobles,
officials, and others], ‘You see the trouble we are in: Jerusalem lies in ruins, and
its gates have been burned with fire. Come, let us rebuild the wall of Jerusalem,
and we will no longer be in disgrace’” (Nehemiah 2:17, emphasis added).
Nehemiah was the one who had received the vision, but he had to go to other
people to help him get it done. For any vision that you have, God has people
prepared to work with you, and they will be a blessing to you.
There will always be a need for positive people in your life. When I went to
college, I had a dream to get my degree, and there were people who already had
been set apart to help me get through it. Some of them helped me academically,
others financially, others with encouragement in my spiritual walk. When you
have a dream, that’s the way it works. People will always be there, waiting to
help you. Therefore, if you have no dream, or if you do not begin to act on it, the
people who are supposed to help you won’t know where to find you.
The principle of influence has a twofold application, however, because people
can have a negative effect on us as well as a positive one. When you begin to act
on your vision, it will stir up both those who want to help you and those who
want to hinder you.
The Law of Association

The law of association states that you become like those with whom you
spend time. We often underestimate others’ influence in our lives. There are two
words that most accurately describe influence: powerful and subtle. Often, you
don’t know you’re being influenced until it is too late. Whether you realize it or
not, however, the influence of those you spend time with has a powerful effect
on how you will end up in life, on whether you will succeed or fail.
What we call peer pressure is simply this: people with whom we associate
exercising their influence on us, trying to direct our lives in the way they want
them to go. We should stop telling young people that they alone have peer
pressure. Adults have it, too. They find it hard to disregard other people’s
opinions. There are people who are sixty, seventy, and eighty years old who give
in to peer pressure; almost everyone is affected by it.
You must be careful whom you allow to influence you because your vision
will be either encouraged or destroyed by others. There are two kinds of people
in this world: those who are with you and those who are against you. I have
learned that people have the potential to create your environment. Your
environment then determines your mind-set, and your mind-set determines your
future. Therefore, you must choose your friends wisely, selecting those who are
with you and not against you. Show me your friends, and I’ll show you your
future.
Questions of Influence
You should generally choose friends who are going in the same direction you
are and who want to obtain the same things you do, so you can reinforce one
another. In light of this truth, I want you to ask yourself three questions. First,
“With whom am I spending time?” Who are your closest friends; who are the
people you are confiding in?
Second, “What are these people doing to me?” In other words, what do they
have you listening to, reading, thinking, doing? Where do they have you going?
What do they have you saying? How do they have you feeling? What do they
have you settling for? That last one is an important one, because your friends can
make you comfortable in your misery. Most important, what is being around
these people causing you to become? Solomon said, “He who walks with the
wise grows wise, but a companion of fools suffers harm” (Proverbs 13:20). The
New King James Version reads, “The companion of fools will be destroyed.” My
version of this maxim is, “If you want to be a success, don’t keep company with

those who aren’t going anywhere in life.”
For example, if you associate with people who spend more money than they
make, the chances are high that you also will spend more than you make. A
friend may say, “That new dress came in, and that’s the latest style. You should
get it,” when you know you can’t afford it. When she says, “I have mine; do you
have yours yet?” you really feel pressured. Another friend may say, “I traded my
car in for a brand new one. You should do the same thing. You have to look
right, you know.” The result is that you’re knocked right off your goals—your
payments are so high that you can’t save money anymore. Don’t let anyone
throw you off course any longer. Decide for yourself, “What are my goals and
plans?” and don’t let others influence you to deny them.
Third, ask yourself, “Is what other people are doing to me a good thing in
relation to my vision?” When you start telling people where you’re going to go
and what you’re going to do, they may (even unconsciously) begin to say things
to try to hinder your dream.
You need to ask and answer these three questions for yourself truthfully—and
regularly—as you progress toward your vision.
Vision Wakes Up Opposition
Nehemiah 4:1 says, “When Sanballat heard that we were rebuilding the wall,
he became angry and was greatly incensed.” People of vision have found that the
minute they decide to fulfill their dreams, all their enemies seem to wake up.
Again, as long as you’re not doing anything about your vision, no one will
bother you. If you start to move toward your vision, however, opposition arises.
For example, suppose you have been a secretary for twenty years, and
everybody thinks you’re content in your job. One day you decide, “I’m going
back to school.” When your friends ask you why, you say, “I’m going to get a
master’s degree in computer science because I want to head a computer
company someday.” Suddenly, your friends seem to become your enemies. They
ask, “Who do you think you are?” or “Do you know how old you are?” or “Do
you realize your brain can’t handle studying anymore?” or “Who do you think
will become your clients?” By the time they finish, you feel like settling down
and becoming a secretary again.
It is an interesting phenomenon that certain people will become angry when
you step out and start to do something that they have never done. Friends and

associates don’t want you to break out of your situation because they don’t want
you to leave them behind. You need to get used to the idea that people may
gossip about you and treat you with malice because of your vision. It’s all part of
the process! It is often proof that you’re really doing something with your life.
Napoleon Hill wrote a great book called Think and Grow Rich. From the title,
some people might not think this is an appropriate book for believers to read, but
it actually contains many of the principles of the Word of God. Hill made a
statement that has really stuck with me:
The majority of people permit relatives, friends, and the public at large to so
influence them that they cannot live their own lives, because they fear
criticism....Countless numbers of men and women, both young and old, permit
relatives to wreck their lives in the name of duty, because they fear criticism.*
That is a powerful statement. Sad to say, sometimes the people who are the
most detrimental to the fulfillment of your vision are members of your own
family. Some family members may be extremely supportive, but others may not
be. This is because they have lived with you for such a long time that they think
they know who you are, so they try to talk you out of all your dreams. Your
mother may say, “You’d better stay at your job. It’s secure, and it has benefits.”
Your cousin may say, “What are you leaving your job for? That’s good money.”
These are forms of attacks on your vision, even if they are well-intentioned. By
the time your family has finished telling you all the reasons you shouldn’t follow
your dreams, you want to give up on them. In your heart, however, you still have
the desire to fulfill them, so you end up frustrated and suffering from things such
as high blood pressure.
The potential for negative influences from family members in regard to vision
is probably the reason why the Lord told Abraham, “Leave your country, your
people and your father’s household and go to the land I will show you” (Genesis
12:1). The Scripture doesn’t say that Abraham’s wife was present at the time,
which was probably a good thing. Remember that, later on, Sarah laughed with
unbelief when God said she would have a child. (See Genesis 18:1–15.) Joseph
also had to leave his family before he could become what was essentially prime
minister of Egypt.
Sometimes, we need to pull away from the influence of even those we love if
we’re going to follow our God-given visions. Many people want you to be what
they want you to be, not what you were born to be, and often they end up

limiting you. For example, a family member may say, “I know you—you’re just
like your mother. She never had any business sense. What do you mean you’re
going to open a store?”
When you step outside what others expect you to be, they begin to see you as
a problem. However, people who change the world have declared independence
from other people’s expectations. That’s what makes them successful. Even if
people lie about you or start rumors about you, keep your eyes on the mark,
continue working, and keep on building. Your passion has to be more powerful
than the opposition of those around you. You must be clear about what you’re
going to do and persevere in doing it.
Nehemiah faced this very situation. In Nehemiah 4:2, we read,
And in the presence of his associates and the army of Samaria, [Sanballat]
said, “What are those feeble Jews doing? Will they restore their wall? Will they
offer sacrifices? Will they finish in a day? Can they bring the stones back to life
from those heaps of rubble?”
Look at the questions Sanballat was asking. When people are angry, they ask
questions to discourage you. Verse three says, “Tobiah the Ammonite, who was
at his side, said, ‘What they are building—if even a fox climbed up on it, he
would break down their wall of stones!’” In other words, “Don’t worry about
them. This isn’t going to work. It will soon come to nothing.” Have you ever
heard that before? “Oh, don’t worry about that new business. It will last only a
couple of months before it folds.” That attitude is what I call the “Tobiah
Syndrome.” When someone says something like that to you, just keep moving
forward with your vision.
The reason some people may begin to hate you when you pursue your vision
is that you are exposing their own lack of vision. There are toxic people in the
world, and they will pollute your whole life if you let them. They will tell you
things such as the following: “You can’t do that.” “You don’t have enough
education.” “You’re too young.” “You’re too old.” “You don’t have the right
background.” “You don’t have the right connections.” They continually talk in
this way. My response to such people is this (essentially): “Leave me alone. I
was born into my family, and I didn’t choose my brothers and sisters. However, I
can choose my friends.”
In addressing the problems that come with the law of association, I have had

to learn to do three things to protect my vision. The first is disassociation.
Disassociation
Priority requires that there are people and places that you are going to have to
disassociate yourself from if you’re going to make it to your dream. This fact
shouldn’t be taken lightly. Some people say that it doesn’t really matter with
whom they associate, that they wouldn’t want to hurt anybody by disassociating
from them. Yet Jesus said, “If the blind leads the blind, both will fall into a
ditch” (Matthew 15:14 nkjv). He was telling us not to be foolish by following
those who are spiritually blind. You have to disassociate yourself from people
who aren’t going anywhere and don’t want to go anywhere in life. The sad thing
is that some people literally sacrifice their dreams and their lives because they
are afraid of having conflict and disagreement with others.
Young people, tell your former companions, “I don’t do that any longer. I
don’t want you coming here. We aren’t going in the same direction anymore.”
Choose the people in your life carefully. There are many people I went to school
with that I can’t spend time with today. There are people I associated with five
years ago that I can’t be around any longer. You can outgrow your friends. When
you start pursuing God’s vision for your life, sometimes you have to change who
your close friends are because you’re not speaking the same language anymore.
Choose people who want you to go where you want to go. Let them be your
encouragement.
Don’t be afraid to disassociate yourself from people who aren’t right for you.
Disassociation does not need to be confrontational. Sometimes, you can ease out
of people’s lives very quietly and very subtly, just as you eased into them. For
example—
“I haven’t seen you for three weeks.”
“Yeah, I’ve been real busy.”
“I haven’t seen you for two months.”
“Yeah, I’ve been working on some projects.”
“I haven’t seen you for a whole year!”
“Yeah, I’ve really been doing some things!”

Disassociation is not an easy action to take, but it is a very important priority
in life. I want to conclude this section by saying that, if you listen to the critics,
you won’t do what you were born to do. You must ignore the critics and keep on
acting in accordance with your vision. Critics criticize because they have too
much time on their hands. You need to be so busy that you don’t have time to
criticize anybody or time to listen to anybody criticizing you. Remember what
Nehemiah said when his enemies tried to distract him from his vision: “I am
carrying on a great project and cannot go down. Why should the work stop while
I leave it and go down to you?” (Nehemiah 6:3).
I was talking to a woman one time who was in the midst of a divorce. Her
husband didn’t really want the divorce, but she had some friends who had gone
through divorces, and they were trying to talk her into it. She came to see me and
said, “I need to decide whether I should go back to my husband, and I was told
you could help me.” After I had listened to what she had to say, I told her, “I’ll
tell you what. Your husband is your best company, because he wants the
marriage. Your friends are not really your friends. If you want to save your
marriage, don’t speak to them any longer. All of them are divorced. That is why
they are giving you this advice.”
When you’re going through an emotionally painful situation, you must be
especially careful from whom you receive counsel. You don’t want to talk to
someone who is still down at the bottom. You want someone who can help you
out. When you need help, you don’t go to a drowning man.
Limited Association
The second thing I have learned is limited association. You may not want to
completely disassociate yourself from some of the people in your life. It is
important, however, that you thoughtfully and prayerfully determine how much
time you will spend with them. Perhaps there are some people you will just want
to be acquainted with, so that you can back off and leave them alone again if you
see that being with them causes your vision to falter.
For those of you who are dating and becoming excited about your
relationships, please take this to heart: When you have a goal for your life, make
sure that the person you are interested in is also interested in your goals. Many
people get married and then tell their spouses their goals. Often, their spouses
say, “I really don’t want that.” The Bible asks us, “Can two walk together, unless
they are agreed?” (Amos 3:3 nkjv). Jesus reinforced this theme when He said,

“A house divided against itself will fall” (Luke 11:17). You don’t want to be in a
house that is divided. That’s what causes confrontation. You want to be in a
house with one vision.
It’s all right to have casual friends as long as you give them casual time. You
don’t want to spend quality time with casual friends. It’s all right to spend two
hours with some people but not two days. It’s all right to spend two minutes with
some people but not two hours. It depends on the person and his influence on
you. In fact, there are some people I can’t be around for even two minutes
because they’re always complaining. Before I talk to them, I am upbeat and
ready to give my full energy to life; after I talk to them for two minutes,
however, I’m depressed.
You must protect your mental environment. Here’s how to do so: Spend major
time with positive influence and minor time with negative influence. Stay away
from bad situations. Paul quoted the adage, “Bad company corrupts good
character” (1 Corinthians 15:33). He was telling us, “Choose your company
well.”
You should also be careful about what you receive from other people in terms
of your life’s purpose. I have mentioned this before, but I want to mention it
again: No one should prophesy anything over you that you weren’t already
thinking about because God will confirm your vision to you first. Prophecy is for
confirmation, exhortation, and encouragement, not for direction. The reason why
so many people are confused is that they don’t have a vision for their lives yet,
and they keep running to various meetings looking for someone to give them a
word of prophecy. There are some people who have no self-control. They follow
whatever others speak into their lives, and it messes them up, like the friend I
mentioned earlier who moved away from his family. This happened because he
had no clear vision for his own life. Again, don’t allow other people to give you
your vision; allow them only to confirm the vision that God has already given to
you.
Expanded Association
Third—and this is the most positive of the three—expand your association. If
you’re going to be successful, you have to spend more time with the right
people: people who have the same philosophy and discipline that you do, people
who exhibit the kind of character that you want to have. Those are the people
with whom you want to expand your relationships. Ask yourself these questions:

Who can help me toward my goal? What person can I get close to and learn
from?
Spend time with people of vision. When the angel Gabriel announced to Mary
that she would become pregnant with Jesus, Mary asked, “How can I have a
baby?” God’s answer through Gabriel was that this would occur through the
power of the Holy Spirit. Yet notice what else the angel said. He mentioned that
Elizabeth was pregnant with John the Baptist after she had been both barren and
past the age of child-bearing. It was as if God was saying, “Mary, to help you
stay strong during this time, you need the faith-inspiring testimony of Elizabeth.
She has her own miracle baby, and she’s six months ahead of you.” The Bible
says that Mary went straight to Elizabeth’s house and stayed with her for three
months. (See Luke 1:26–56.)
God doesn’t want you to spend time listening to critics because they will talk
you out of your “baby.” He wants you to be encouraged by someone who has
already been through the morning sickness, so to speak, because there will be
times when you’ll feel like giving up. During those hard times, that person can
tell you, “Honey, you’re going to get through it. Don’t give up on your dream.”
Remember what Jesus did when He wanted to raise a little girl from death?
The girl’s house was full of people who were crying and moaning, “Oh, she’s
dead!” They were playing funeral music and were dressed in black. They were
beating their chests, tearing their clothes, and throwing ashes on themselves.
Everybody was so dark and depressing. It was a pity party. When Jesus arrived,
He said to the father, “Put all of them out for Me, please.” Jesus wanted an
atmosphere of faith, not unbelief. Then He took the girl’s parents, along with
Peter, James, and John, into the room where she was, and raised her from the
dead. (See Mark 5:35–43.)
Accentuate the Positive
We all need other people to guide, help, and encourage us along the path to
fulfilling our visions. Because we need the influence of others, however, we are
also in danger of the negative effects they may have on us if we—or they—are
not careful. Therefore, it is crucial for us to guard our hearts, thoughts, attitudes,
and ideas from being sabotaged by those around us. We must increase the
positive influences in our lives and decrease the negative ones as we pursue our
individual goals in tandem with others.

Action Steps to Fulfilling Vision
Answer the three questions posed in the chapter:
1. With whom am I spending time? Who are my closest friends; who are
the people I am confiding in?
2. What are these people doing to me? In other words, what do they have
you listening to, reading, thinking, doing? Where do they have you
going? What do they have you saying? How do they have you
feeling? What do they have you settling for?
3. Is what these people are doing to me a good thing in light of my
vision?
Ask yourself: Who can help me toward my goal? What person can I
get close to and learn from?

Chapter Principles
1. When you begin to act on your vision, it will stir up both those who
want to help you and those who want to hinder you.
2. The law of association states that you become like those with whom
you spend time.
3. There are two words that most accurately describe influence: powerful
and subtle.
4. People have the potential to create your environment. Your
environment then determines your mind-set, and your mind-set
determines your future.
5. People of vision have found that the minute they decide to fulfill their
dream, all their enemies seem to wake up.
6. Sometimes, the people who are the most detrimental to the fulfillment
of your vision are members of your own family.
7. People who change the world have declared independence from other
people’s expectations.

8. Three things that will protect your vision are disassociation, limited
association, and expanded association.
9. We must increase the positive influences in our lives and decrease the
negative ones as we pursue our individual goals in tandem with
others.

Chapter Twelve

Principle #9:
Employ the Provision
of Vision
God designed every purpose with its own prosperity.
Principle number nine is that we must understand the power of provision.
People often stop dreaming about what they really want to do in life because
they know they have few resources with which to do it. They believe they have
to pay for their visions with their present incomes when they can barely make
ends meet as it is. Similarly, when young people tell their parents what they
dream of becoming, the parents often become nervous because they feel their
children’s dreams are too big for them to finance.
Whatever God Purposes, He Provides For
If we believe that we have to use our own resources to accomplish God-given
visions, then we are small dreamers. I want to encourage you that the Bible is
very clear concerning the dreams and plans that are in our hearts and how they
are meant to be provided for. Proverbs 16:1 says, “To man belong the plans of
the heart, but from the Lord comes the reply of the tongue.” This statement has
to do with provision. Whenever a person receives a dream from God, it usually
seems impossible. Yet God knows that our provisions are never equal to our
visions at the moment we receive them. He realizes that we cannot explain to
others—or even ourselves—how we are going to accomplish our visions without
the necessary money, people, facilities, or equipment. He knows that often our
dreams are big and our bank accounts are small. What is His solution for us? He
says that He will give the answer or “reply of the tongue.”
God’s will for our lives comes from His own will. That’s why He says it is
our job to understand, believe, and write down our visions while it is His
responsibility to explain how He’s going to accomplish them in His own time.
That frees us to be creative and productive in pursuing our visions. Therefore, if
people ask you how you are going to accomplish your dream, you don’t have to
try to give them a full answer. Tell them you are trusting God for provision each
step of the way. Then let God explain to them how it is going to be done.
Purpose is your responsibility. Provision is God’s responsibility.
Vision and Provision Go Together

Perhaps your dreams are so big they almost frighten you. You don’t see how
they could ever come to pass. Let me assure you that your initial apprehension is
normal. God often gives us dreams that confound us at first because He wants to
make sure we don’t attempt to fulfill them apart from Him. If we try to do so, we
won’t succeed, because the resources won’t be available.
Many people who are doing something significant for God in the world are
doing it without their own resources because God doesn’t want us to depend on
our own abilities. Instead, He wants us to be obedient by putting the vision on
paper and then looking to Him to generate the funds and other resources that are
needed to support His own work.
Rest assured that God will never give you a vision without provision. The
ability and resources are available for whatever you were born to do. Your
provision, however, is usually hidden until you act on your vision. Whatever you
were born to do attracts what you need to do it. Therefore, you first have to
establish what you want to do, and begin to do it, before the need can be met.
Most of us work in reverse. We like to see the provisions before we start, but
faith doesn’t work that way. When we take action, then God manifests the
provision.
I want to show you proof that everything you need has been provided for you
already. Ephesians 1:3 says, “Praise be to the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ, who has [already] blessed us in the heavenly realms with every spiritual
blessing in Christ” (emphasis added). God has already blessed you with
everything you need. Where is it? It is in the heavenly realms, the spiritual
world. Verse four starts out with the word “For....” When we see that word, we
understand that, because of the truth of verse four, verse three is a reality: “For
he chose us in him before the creation of the world.”
God already prepared everything you would need before He created you so
that you could do what you were born to do. He knew what you needed because
He chose you for your vision a long time ago. God tells us we don’t have to
worry about our provision because He has already blessed us with every spiritual
blessing in the heavenly places. Worry is the greatest sign of doubt in God. If He
can put Pharaoh’s money into the pockets of the Israelites and take His people
into the wilderness loaded down with the gold of the enemy, do you think He
can’t provide for your needs?
Misconceptions of Prosperity

Prosperity as Excess
One of the reasons we have trouble understanding how God will provide for
our visions is that we have a false view of prosperity. We think prosperity means
excess, and that is why we worry when we don’t already have money in the bank
to fund our visions.
Further, our concept of prosperity is more like hoarding. In the Bible,
hoarding is referred to as gluttony. A person can be gluttonous even when he has
no money or food. Gluttony is a state of mind in which a person never feels he
has enough to satisfy him.
Whatever you hoard will begin to destroy you. When we eat more than we
need, it becomes a problem called excess weight. That weight causes pressure on
the heart. Our arteries begin to clog up, putting us in danger of stroke, all
because we loaded up on excess food.
The Bible says that people who have excess money have many burdens,
worry, and headaches trying to figure out what to do with their riches and how to
protect them. (See, for example, Luke 12:16–21; James 5:1–5.) Too much wealth
can cause oppression and even depression. Some people have so many gems and
diamonds that they put bars on their windows to protect themselves against theft.
They worry every night that someone might break in and take their twentythousand-dollar watch, which they rarely wear anyway.
To me, that approach to wealth is foolishness because the riches are a burden
rather than a blessing. You don’t have to own extravagant things just because
you are wealthy. You’d be better off buying a twenty-dollar watch and enjoying
your life. That way, if someone takes it, you can just buy another one. All you
need to know is the time. You don’t have to worry about who is keeping it for
you.
Prosperity as Future Needs Met Today
Other people have the idea that prosperity means all our needs should be
provided for well ahead of time.
Jesus addressed this misconception when He told His disciples,
Therefore I tell you, do not worry about your life, what you will eat or drink;
or about your body, what you will wear. Is not life more important than food, and

the body more important than clothes?...So do not worry, saying, “What shall we
eat?” or “What shall we drink?” or “What shall we wear?” For the pagans run
after all these things, and your heavenly Father knows that you need them. But
seek first his kingdom and his righteousness, and all these things will be given to
you as well.(Matthew 6:25, 31–33)
Do people worry about something they already have? No. Worry isn’t related
to our present supply. It is related to a perceived or potential lack in the future.
Jesus was asking His disciples, in effect, “Why do you want something that you
don’t need right now? You are focusing on the wrong thing. Seek first God’s
kingdom and His righteousness, and these things will come with the job. Don’t
pursue them; they will follow you.”
Jesus concluded His statements on provision by saying, “Tomorrow will
worry about itself. Each day has enough trouble of its own” (v. 34). I interpret
this to mean, “If you have something right now, then enjoy it.” In other words, if
the rent on the house is paid, then enjoy the house for the month. Stop worrying
about the next month that isn’t even here yet! Live in your house, sleep in your
bed, cook in your kitchen, relax in your living room. Have joy in the house that
is paid for today. We get ulcers over how we are going to pay for next month’s
provision because we don’t allow ourselves to live in the present.
Prosperity doesn’t mean that tomorrow’s need is met today; it means that
today’s need is met today. We find the same concept in the Lord’s Prayer: “Give
us today our daily bread” (v. 11). Jesus tells us not to worry about tomorrow
because it has its own supply (v. 34), and tomorrow we may need even more
than we do today. When we get to tomorrow, the supply will be there. We must
understand what prosperity really is in order to grasp the foundational principle
of how God provides for our visions.
The Nature of Real Prosperity
One of the Hebrew words that is translated “prosperity” in the Bible is shalev
(see, for example, Psalm 30:6; Psalm 73:3), which means “tranquil,” “being at
ease,” “peaceable,” and “quietness.” Another Hebrew word for prosperity is
shalom (see Psalm 35:27; Jeremiah 33:9), which means “peace,” “safe,” “well,”
“happy,” and “health.” The Bible is saying that prosperity is peace. Prosperity is
also harmony. When things are in balance, we say they are peaceful. True
prosperity means to be free of worry and fear and reflects a state of
contentedness that everything necessary is being taken care of.

Jesus used an analogy from nature to help explain prosperity: “Look at the
birds of the air; they do not sow or reap or store away in barns, and yet your
heavenly Father feeds them. Are you not much more valuable than they? Who of
you by worrying can add a single hour to his life?” (Matthew 6:26–27).
Some people interpret this passage to mean that, since God is supposed to
take care of them, they don’t need to do anything themselves. They’re going to
just sit back and let the Lord bless them. If they need anything, they will pray,
and someone will bring groceries to their front doors or pay for the gasoline in
their cars or give them several hundred dollars. Therefore, they just wait for God
to act.
However, let’s look at the implication of the passage. How does God feed
birds? He provides for them, but He doesn’t personally hand-deliver food to their
nests! The birds don’t just sit around and wait for God to stop by with their
meals. When Jesus said the heavenly Father feeds the birds, He meant that
everything they need has been made available for them, but they have to go and
get it.
God does not build a bird’s nest. He provides the twigs. The bird has to find
them, pick them up, and bring them back to the tree it has chosen for a home.
God does not leave worms on the top of the ground every morning. The bird has
to go digging for them. It has to keep working, working, working until it finishes
building its nest. It has to keep working, working, working until it gets the
worm.
Whatever God Calls For, He Provides For
A principle we talked about earlier applies here: Whatever God calls for, He
provides for. God provides us with what we need, though usually not directly. If
you are a college student, your parents may provide your tuition to go to school,
but they cannot make you learn. The provision is made, but the work is up to
you. Your parents cook food and put it on the table for you, but you have to eat
it; you have to get the energy from it yourself. It’s the same way with God. He
provides, but He doesn’t do the work for us. We have to go after what God has
provided as our supply.
Every Purpose Has Its Own Prosperity
Another fundamental aspect of provision is that God has designed every
purpose with its own prosperity. Your purpose has built-in provision for it. God

never requires from you what He does not already have in reserve for you.
Here is the key: Your prosperity is directly related to your purpose in life. The
nature and degree of your prosperity is determined by what your assignment is.
You were not born to have too much or too little. You were born to fulfill God’s
purpose. When you capture your vision—the part you’re supposed to contribute
to your generation and succeeding generations, the role you’re supposed to play
in history—when you capture that and are doing it, you will see that all your
provisions are automatically built into it.
In this way, you don’t ultimately work for money or food, because you’re too
busy living. You were not created by God just to pay a mortgage. You were not
given life simply to keep food in the refrigerator. In your heart, you know that’s
true. If this is what you’re doing, you are probably frustrated with your situation.
By the time you turn sixty, you will look back at your life and say, “Did I enjoy
any of this?” Perhaps you have a nice home, but you are there only between 9
p.m. and 6 a.m. The rest of the time, you’re helping someone else get rich, and
that person is at home playing golf behind his house and enjoying the company
of his family and friends while you are busy at work.
You and I have prosperity based on our assignments, not on keeping up with
the Joneses. We should get rid of whatever is excess in our lives. We are as rich
as our purposes, and our visions aren’t yet completed. We still have provision
coming to us that no one can hold back.
Sometimes, God doesn’t give us all the resources we need to fulfill our
visions because He has called other people to provide them for us. God may
have provisions all over the world waiting for you. He may move you a thousand
miles to get you where you were meant to be, to do things you were born to do,
to fulfill the purpose in your own heart while, at the same time, fulfilling the
purpose in His heart.
Therefore, if you want to go to college, don’t abandon your dream just
because your mother doesn’t have the money for it. Your mother doesn’t need to
pay your bills. Your heavenly Father has promised to do that. Mary and Joseph’s
money came from wise men on camels. When they said yes to God’s vision, the
wise men traveled a great distance to get to them. God will supply your
provision, even if He has to have someone cross the desert to get it to you. God
has provision for you that no one but He knows about.

Therefore, you have all the provisions you need for your vision, including
your finances, staff, buildings, and anything else that is required. There are
people who were born to help you fulfill your vision. There are people who went
to school to learn a skill just to work for you. Right now, they’re in a preoccupation job because you haven’t started your business yet. All the resources
you need are already in place; they will become visible in God’s timing once you
start pursuing your vision.
Provision Is Right for the Vision
God is a God of provision. He is Jehovah-Jireh, “The Lord Will Provide.” He
provides everything, but He provides it after you begin the work of the vision.
Your obedience to your vision affects not only your life but also the lives of
those who will work with you. This means that obedience to vision is not a
private issue. It affects everyone who is supposed to work with you and be
impacted by your life.
Prosperity means having everything that is needed. It doesn’t necessarily
mean having a large bank account, several cars, and a large house, although you
might need those things to fulfill your vision. For example, because of our
purpose, my wife and I need a long dining room table that can seat a large
number of people since we often have guests of the ministry to dinner. That’s
part of our assignment. It might also be yours, depending on what you are called
to do. However, perhaps you need a four-chair table rather than a twelve-chair
table because you usually just have your family at dinner. Instead of using the
money on a large table, you use it for other things related to your personal or
church vision. Similarly, I may not need something that you must have to fulfill
your purpose. If I had it, it would be excess. The point is that God provides for
all the needs of our visions, no matter what they are, large or small.
Use Your Provision
Several years ago, when I was visiting a friend in Detroit, I said, “You know,
I’ve always wanted to tour the Ford Motor Company. I’ve heard a lot about Mr.
Ford and the way they make cars there, and I’d like to see it for myself.” We
ended up spending a whole afternoon there. The man conducting the tour
showed us some massive buildings, including the corporate office and the place
where they design the cars.
Then he took us to look at another big building and said, “This is where we

do all the production work on the parts.” We went through what looked like one
massive building, but there were smaller storehouses within it. Every section had
a different name, and there were millions of parts stored in each section. I
pointed to one section and asked the guide, “What is this?” and he said, “These
are the cars we’re preparing for 2005.” I said, “Wait a minute; it’s only 1998.”
He said, “Yeah, but we are at least five years ahead. This one is for 2002, this is
for 2003, this is for 2004, and this one is for 2005.” When I asked if I could see
the cars, he said, “No, the cars themselves are not yet made. We make the parts
first. However, these are not the parts we will use on the new cars. These are the
replacement parts in case any repairs would be needed.”
The company makes the spare parts before they build the new cars. Then they
make the cars. That’s why, when anything needs to be replaced on your car, the
part is already prepared. They prepare what you’re going to need before you
even buy your car.
As I listened to our guide explain this, I felt as if the Holy Spirit was speaking
to me right in that warehouse. He said, “That’s exactly the meaning of Ephesians
1:3: ‘Praise be to the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who has blessed
us in the heavenly realms with every spiritual blessing in Christ.’ Everything
you’re going to need for your vision is already provided for. I have it all reserved
in big storehouses in heaven. Even before you came on the scene, I had it all
prepared.”
My good friend Jesse Duplantis once told me about an unusual experience he
had. He had a spiritual vision in which Jesus took him on a tour of heaven. He
has written about this experience in a book. At one point, Jesus and he came to a
large area of heaven where there were big, massive warehouses. There were
names on the warehouses, and he saw one with his name on it, so he asked Jesus,
“What’s in that warehouse?” Jesus said, “Do you want to see?” He said, “Sure.
My name is there.” They went up to the warehouse and opened its large door.
Inside, piled up to the ceiling, was what looked like billions of dollars’ worth of
things. In the corner was a small, empty space. He asked, “Lord, the whole place
is filled with all these magnificent things, but what’s that empty spot right there
by the door?” Jesus said, “That’s all you’ve asked for so far.”
After he told me that story, I said to myself, “I’m going to die empty. I’m
going to clean out my warehouse before I leave planet earth.” When we go to
heaven, most of us are going to be shocked at what was ours for use on earth that
we never asked for. We must use what is in our warehouses. Daily, we should

ask God, “Deliver to me what I need today.” Second Peter 1:3 says that God’s
“divine power has given us everything we need for life and godliness.” Where is
it? It’s waiting for you to ask for it with confidence. God is not short of anything
you need.
What I’m concerned about is that you may be asking for some things that
aren’t yours. Let me explain. If you pursue the wrong assignment, you’re going
to need things you can’t get, because the provision isn’t there unless the vision is
yours. It’s someone else’s assignment, and he has his own warehouse.
Sometimes, people make demands on God that He can’t supply because He can’t
give us what doesn’t belong to us. Again, knowing God’s will for your life is the
key to your prosperity.
Five Specific Ways God Provides for Vision
I now want to discuss five specific ways that the Scriptures teach us God
provides the resources—financial and otherwise—that we need to fulfill the
visions He gives us.
Land and Its Inherent Wealth
The first way God provides for our visions is through our ability to obtain and
use land and the resources inherent in it. Until you own land, you are still
considered somewhat poor, and you are not really secure. As long as you are
renting, someone else owns you. Although real estate prices fluctuate, there is a
special prosperity in owning land.
Land is God’s concept of wealth. Note that the first thing God placed man in
was the Garden of Eden, or real estate. Genesis 2:7–12 says,
The Lord God formed the man from the dust of the ground and breathed into
his nostrils the breath of life, and the man became a living being. Now the Lord
God had planted a garden in the east, in Eden; and there he put the man he had
formed. And the Lord God made all kinds of trees grow out of the ground—trees
that were pleasing to the eye and good for food. In the middle of the garden were
the tree of life and the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. A river watering
the garden flowed from Eden; from there it was separated into four headwaters.
The name of the first is the Pishon; it winds through the entire land of Havilah,
where there is gold. (The gold of that land is good; aromatic resin and onyx are
also there.)

This passage describes the wealth of the land surrounding Eden. God said
there’s gold, resin, and onyx in the land. Resin is a fragrant gum, similar to the
precious substance myrrh. Onyx is a type of gem. All these things are in the
land. Note that this passage describes what the world was like before the Fall,
when everything was perfect, yet God was talking about gold, aromatic resin,
and gems. He was saying, “Adam, there’s richness in the land.” Not only do you
have use of what is on the surface of the land, such as trees and fruit, but you
also have use of what is under the ground.
Sometimes, a person has to work hard to get the riches that are within the
land. For example, a fruit gatherer doesn’t work quite as hard as an oilman does
in order to get results. To harvest fruit, he stays on the surface of the earth and
picks fruit off trees and plants. However, to drill for oil, a person has to get really
dirty. He has to dig deep in the ground. It takes time and pressure. Here’s the
lesson I think we can draw from this: Those who are willing to work hard, to go
the extra mile, are the ones who get deep into wealth.
From time to time, the United States has had to go begging the oil-rich
countries, “Please, drop your prices.” With all the farms in Kansas and Nebraska
and elsewhere, America still needs oil. Why? Oil is needed to run the combines
that reap the harvests on the farms. Those whose wealth comes from under the
ground seem to rule those who gain their wealth from working on the surface of
the earth.
Let’s look at another example from Genesis that shows us that wealth is
inherent in land. What was God’s first promise to Abraham?
The Lord had said to Abram,...”Go to the land I will show you.”...Abram
traveled through the land as far as the site of the great tree of Moreh at Shechem.
At that time the Canaanites were in the land. The Lord appeared to Abram and
said, “To your offspring I will give this land.”(Genesis 12:1, 6–7)
God made the same promise of inheritance of land to Abraham’s son Isaac
(see Genesis 26:2–4) and grandson Jacob (see Genesis 28:10–15). The Lord
continually reminded them of the land they were to inherit. God also reaffirmed
this promise of land to the Israelites through Moses. (See Exodus 3:7–10, 15–
17.)
In Genesis 13:15, God said the land would forever belong to Abraham’s
descendants. Even today, in the state of Israel, land is leased, rather than sold, to

the citizens. No private citizen owns property. A person can build and own a
house, but he doesn’t own the property upon which it stands. The government
owns the land. It is considered God’s property and therefore is secured for Him.
The previous government of the Bahamas, under colonialism, was the United
Bahamian Party. Overall, they didn’t impress me, but they did one thing that
impressed me: They were conscious of the value of land. They would lease land
to people for up to ninety-nine years, but they still owned it. They said, in effect,
“You can make money off the land, but you don’t own it.” Have you ever
wondered why foreign investors want to buy land in your country? Those who
own the land are the decision-makers. They are the ones who influence policy
and legislation, not those who work for them.
According to the biblical record, therefore, land seems to be God’s first order
of prosperity. I think it’s desirable for most people to own land. Young people, if
your parents left you land, don’t exchange your perpetual inheritance for a pot of
soup. (See Genesis 25:29–34.) Live very simply, if you have to, but keep the
land because there’s wealth in it.
My prayer is that you will truly understand the value of land. My beloved
friends, some of us have been so heavenly oriented that we have practically
forsaken the earth, which has been given to us by God. Matthew 5:3–12 is called
the Beatitudes. I like to call them the “attitudes to be.” In other words, these are
the attitudes God wants you to have in life. Notice the attitude in verse five:
“Blessed are the meek, for they will inherit....” What? Heaven? No, according to
Jesus, if you’re meek, you inherit “the earth” (v. 5). Christians always think in
terms of heaven because that is where their focus is. Yet God didn’t create
humanity for heaven—He created us to fulfill His purposes on earth.
Meekness means discipline or self-control. If you control your spending and
don’t use your money on things that are automatically going to depreciate, and if
you cut back on your expenses and start putting your money in the bank, then
you can save up a nice down payment for a piece of property. You can own land
if you exercise discipline and self-control in your life.
How do you do this in practical terms? Stop buying lunch every day when
you can take your lunch to work, and then put that excess money into your
savings. Keep your Toyota until you buy your property; then you can buy a
Lexus. Put your true priorities ahead of any luxuries and you may be amazed at
how much you can save toward your vision’s goals.

The Ability to Work
The second thing through which God provides for our visions is our work.
When you decide to move forward with your dream, it will often take a great
amount of work. I define work as the passion that is generated by a purpose.
Many people misunderstand the nature of work. I’ve heard people say, “I’m
so mad at Adam. Because Adam sinned, now I have to toil at a job.” They don’t
realize that work was given to humankind before the Fall: “The Lord God took
the man and put him in the Garden of Eden to work it and take care of
[“cultivate” nas] it” (Genesis 2:15). Cultivation involves both creativity and
effort. Work is not a curse, but a great blessing. Genesis 1:28 says that God
blessed the male and female and gave them dominion over the earth. He blessed
them in all their dominion assignments—including work.
The primary reason God gave us work is found in Genesis 2:2–3:
By the seventh day God had finished the work he had been doing; so on the
seventh day he rested from all his work. And God blessed the seventh day and
made it holy, because on it he rested from all the work of creating that he had
done.
God Himself worked when He created the world, and He still works to carry
out His purposes. For example, Paul said in Philippians 2:13, “It is God who
works in you to will and to act according to his good purpose.” Because you are
made in God’s image and likeness, you are designed to work. Remember that
work is meant to include creativity and cultivation, not drudgery.
Another significant aspect of work is that it reveals your potential. You cannot
show what you have inside unless demands are made on it, and demands are
placed on it by work.
Moreover, work needs to be kept in its proper place. The Bible says that God
worked hard and completed His work, but that He also stopped His work and
rested. He didn’t work seven days a week just for the sake of working. He
stopped when it was appropriate, and He has instructed us to do the same. (See
Exodus 20:9–10.)
It is through worship and communion with God that humankind receives
vision, vocation, and work. Jesus, the Second Adam, seemed to have two
favorite words that reflected God’s purposes for humankind. One of those words

was Father. He was always talking about His Father in heaven and seeking His
presence in prayer. The other was work. For example, consider these statements
of Jesus: “My food is to do the will of Him who sent Me, and to finish His
work” (John 4:34 nkjv). “My Father is always at his work to this very day, and I,
too, am working” (John 5:17). “As long as it is day, we must do the work of him
who sent me. Night is coming, when no one can work” (John 9:4). “I have
brought you glory on earth by completing the work you gave me to do” (John
17:4).
Jesus was intent on doing His Father’s work to completion. We are to aspire
to fulfill God’s purposes while developing and using the gifts and talents He has
given us. We aren’t to be lazy; instead, we are to have visions for our lives and to
be willing to work so that they can be fulfilled. Our motivation for work is to
complete the purposes for which we were created.
Jesus said,
I tell you the truth, you are looking for me, not because you saw miraculous
signs but because you ate the loaves and had your fill. Do not work for food that
spoils, but for food that endures to eternal life, which the Son of Man will give
you.(John 6:26–27)
In other words, there’s a higher reason to work than simply providing for
physical needs. Again, don’t work just to pay bills. Don’t work only to buy food.
Understand the true nature of work. In the Garden, there was no supervisor, no
one to hand out paychecks. Work was given to Adam because it was a natural
part of his being. Through work, he fulfilled part of his purpose as a human
being created in God’s image.
We have been designed to work in such a way that we can fashion things into
something more than they were in their original state. We are to multiply or
enhance what we have been given. In the parable of the talents, the man
traveling out of the country entrusted the first servant with five talents, the
second with two, and the third with one. It is implied that the man said to his
servants before he left, “Now, when I come back, I don’t want to see just the
money I gave you. I want to see an increase in my investment.” When the man
returned, and the servant with the one talent had done nothing to increase his
master’s money, he was called “wicked” and “lazy” (Matthew 25:26). If we’re
still working at the same level we were working at ten years ago and haven’t
improved at all, there’s something wrong.

Isn’t it interesting that the harder you work, the “luckier” you get?
Sometimes, you hear people say, “You’re lucky that you’re rich and successful.”
Unless the person inherited the money, that isn’t luck. That’s hard work. So if
you want to get lucky, start working hard.
Matthew 25:16, which comes from the parable of the talents, is a powerful
verse: “The man who had received the five talents went at once and put his
money to work and gained five more.” How did the man gain more money? He
put his original money to work, and the money multiplied. God wants us to go to
work to multiply His kingdom on earth through our visions.
The Ability to Cultivate
Third, God has given us the ability to cultivate things. “The Lord God took
the man and put him in the Garden of Eden to work it and take care of [cultivate]
it” (Genesis 2:15). It is interesting to note that God wanted humankind to
manage and nurture the vegetation. God prefers cultivation to barrenness and
wilderness, and He has given us the ability to cultivate as one way of reflecting
His image. Recall that in Genesis 1:2, God created or cultivated the earth out of
a “formless and empty” state.
The situation with most pieces of property that are currently being developed
is that the property had been there a long time, but no one had ever done
anything about it. For example, you may have passed by a piece of property
every day and never thought much about it until you saw bulldozers and other
construction machinery on the premises. A large part of the gift of cultivation is
the ability to see potential in what others view as wasteland.
Let me tell you the story of Hog Island in the Bahamas. Years ago, people
used to dump garbage on the island, and the wild hogs there used to scavenge
through all the mess. It definitely lived up to its name. There were also wild dogs
roaming around. No self-respecting person wanted to be seen there.
Then, one day, someone came to the Bahamas, flew over Hog Island, and saw
something there that no one else could see. He took Hog Island, cultivated it, and
made it productive. Today, Hog Island is a destination for vacationers. It has a
new name. It’s called Paradise. What a change! Can anything good come out of
Hog Island? All it takes is someone to manage it.
Suppose someone came to you and said, “Look, there’s some land available
in our claims in a rural area. Would you be interested in buying it?” You might

think that would be a waste of time and money because you would prefer a piece
of property downtown. Yet that would show you don’t have a vision for the
future because downtown is already cultivated. When the man bought Hog
Island, he bought it for practically nothing because the seller figured, “Oh, it’s
just hogs. You can have it.” The man who bought it, however, didn’t see only
hogs. He saw a resort.
You can cultivate what is around you and make it a resource for your vision.
That’s what we are doing at Bahamas Faith Ministries. We bought a piece of
barren land in the center of the island at a very good price, and we are turning it
into an international leadership center. God wants people who can dream and
then act. Maybe your neighborhood used to be residential, but now it’s mainly a
business strip. You don’t realize the power you have in your house in terms of a
business. Dream. Think. Look. Open your eyes. You could move into an
apartment for a year, turn your house into a business or restaurant, and then build
another nice house out of the proceeds of the business. Cultivate what you own
to further your vision.
The Ability to Preserve and Reserve for the Future
Another way God provides for your vision is by giving you wisdom to
preserve and reserve for the future. For example, Joseph was sent to Egypt ahead
of his brothers and his father Jacob because God knew a famine was coming,
and they would need to be preserved. When poverty struck the land, Joseph’s
family would need a place to go to survive and then prosper when times got
better. There are people whom God calls to be planters, and God will send them
ahead of you to prepare the way for you.
God will also put things on reservation for you so that, when you need them
in the future, they’ll be there for you. Don’t plan only for today, but also for
tomorrow. Don’t worry, but plan. In fact, planning destroys worry. It’s when you
don’t plan that you start worrying. We live on the daily bread God gives us, but
He also wants us to plan for things. God will bless you, and He will provide for
the vision, if you know how to put things on reservation for the future. For
example, God gave Joseph a reservation plan during the famine. He was able to
harvest the grain during the seven years of abundance and store it for the years
of famine so that Egypt and the surrounding lands would have food when the
drought hit.
God knows the future, and He will give you insight to put things on reserve

for times when you will need them. For instance, when you put your money into
savings and investments, you put it on reserve while increasing your capital
because you know that the needs in your life will change, and you want to be
prepared financially for when that time comes. I like what the master in Jesus’
parable said about the servant who took the one talent he had been given and
buried it in the ground. He said, essentially, “You could at least have taken it out
of the ground and put it in the bank and gotten some interest on it.” (See
Matthew 25:14–27.) God will bless you when you put things on reserve.
The Ability to Pass Along Wealth
Another way God provides for vision is by enabling you to help future
generations with their dreams. God doesn’t want only you to enjoy the wealth;
He wants your children and grandchildren to enjoy it, too. “A good man leaves
an inheritance for his children’s children” (Proverbs 13:22). What about your
great-grandchildren? The great-grandchildren of the man who developed Hog
Island will inherit “Paradise.” What is your vision of inheritance for your
descendants?
God wants us to think generationally. He is always thinking and speaking in
generational terms. Therefore, when He speaks to you, He is also talking of your
descendants or the generations that will follow you. God gives wealth in
generations, and that is why your planning and reservation for the future must
include this consideration, as well.
Action Steps to Fulfilling Vision
Has your definition of prosperity changed as a result of reading this
chapter? Why or why not?
What resources do you need to fulfill your vision? List them, and then
trust God to provide for all the needs of your vision as He has
promised to do.
How will you use the information in this chapter to pursue provision
for your vision?

Chapter Principles
1. It is our job to understand, believe, and write down our visions, while

it is God’s responsibility to accomplish them.
2. God often gives us dreams that initially confound us because He
wants to make sure we don’t attempt to fulfill them apart from Him.
3. God will never give you a vision without the provision for it.
4. The ability and resources are available for what you were born to do,
yet your provision is usually hidden until you act on your vision.
5. God has already blessed us with every spiritual blessing in the
heavenly places.
6. Prosperity doesn’t mean that tomorrow’s need is met today; it means
that today’s need is met today.
7. True prosperity means to be free of worry and fear. It reflects a state
of contentedness that everything necessary is being taken care of.
8. God has designed every purpose with its own prosperity.
9. Sometimes, God doesn’t give us all the resources we need to fulfill
our visions because He has called other people to provide them for us.
10. Your obedience to your vision affects not only your life, but also the
lives of those who will work with you.
11. When we go to heaven, most of us are going to be shocked at what
was ours for use on earth that we never asked for.
12. Five specific ways that God provides the resources to fulfill our
visions are (1) land and its inherent wealth, (2) the ability to work, (3)
the ability to cultivate, (4) the ability to preserve and reserve for the
future, and (5) the ability to pass along wealth (generational wealth).

Chapter Thirteen

Principle #10:
Use Persistence in Achieving the Vision
Every true vision will be tested for authenticity.
The tenth principle is that we must be persistent if we are going to achieve the
visions God has given us. As I wrote earlier, you must realize that obstacles are
going to come against you and your vision. Even though God gave the vision,
that doesn’t mean it’s going to be easy to obtain. Please don’t think that you are
exempt from this reality. Trouble isn’t going to say about you, “I guess I’ll just
leave him alone.” When you decide to be somebody, everything is going to try to
get in the way of your vision. You must be prepared for the challenges, for they
are coming.
Think about it: There’s no resistance if you’re not moving. People who aren’t
doing anything have nothing to worry about. If you don’t want problems, just
don’t do anything important in life. However, if you are following your vision
and you encounter problems, you can say, “Thank you, Lord; at least I’m
moving forward!”
God says that, even though there will be times of stress, disappointment, and
pressure, the vision will come to pass. It is not a matter of whether it’s going to
be fulfilled; it’s a matter of whether we’re going to be true to it in the midst of
trials so that God can bring it to pass. One of the words that describes the
essence of God’s nature is faithfulness. This is because He is true to what He has
decided to accomplish, and nothing can stop Him. We need to manifest this
characteristic in our own lives.
Another word that helps us understand God’s nature in relation to persistence
in purpose is the word steadfast. To be steadfast means to stand fast or stand
steady in the face of resistance. If you are steadfast, then, when opposition
comes, you don’t turn and go back where you were. You push forward.
Opposition should strengthen your resolve and revive your stamina.
Courage is another key word in regard to persistence. It is the ability to stand
up in the face of fear. It is impossible, in fact, to have courage without fear. In a
sense, if we don’t have any fear, we’re not living in faith. That may sound like a
strange statement, yet faith always demands that we do something we know we
can’t do on our own, and this challenge often causes us to fear at first. God told

Joshua, “Be strong and courageous” (Joshua 1:6, 9). Why did He say that?
Clearly, Joshua must have been scared! Fear, however, is a positive thing when it
gives birth to courage. If you’re afraid to step out in your vision because it’s so
big, then let your courage come to life as you trust God. Courage means, “I’m
afraid, but I’m still moving.” Jesus loves for us to do the impossible because the
impossible is always possible with God. (See Matthew 19:26.)
When a person finds his purpose, then, if trouble comes, he can smile and say,
“This won’t last. With God, I’m tougher than this.” When you draw on God’s
strength, you are tougher than your trials because you see them in a different
light. You realize that every resistance to your vision gives you the opportunity
to become wiser, not weaker. Let every opposition strengthen you rather than
stop you. Paul said that trials refine our faith and make us better. That is why we
can say, “Bring on the challenges!”
Overcoming Challenges
There are many types of challenges and pressures in life. During His time on
earth, Jesus showed us how to bring a vision to pass in the midst of such
challenges. He faced similar problems and obstacles to what you and I face
today, yet His vision came to pass. He is our greatest Teacher when it comes to
learning how to overcome challenges.
Difficult Family Background
Life is tough even at the start for some of us. Perhaps your parents were
divorced when you were just a child. Maybe your father is an alcoholic and your
mother is a drug addict. Perhaps you aren’t even sure who your father is. Or if
you know who he is, you wish you didn’t. Jesus knows what it feels like to have
a difficult family background, because He was called “illegitimate.” He was born
under what the world considered “questionable circumstances.” (See Matthew
1:18–25.) Yet that did not stop Him from knowing His relationship to His
heavenly Father and fulfilling His purpose as God’s Son. No matter what your
background is, your relationship with your Father in heaven will help you
overcome your difficult circumstances and fulfill your purpose as God’s child.
Family Expectations
Do you feel pressured by family expectations to pursue a certain career or
lifestyle when you know that isn’t God’s plan for you? You don’t always have to
wait until you’re older or “have it all together” before you know God’s will for

your life. Perhaps your parents have told you, “You are going to do this,” but you
feel called to do something else. Jesus faced a similar challenge. When He was
twelve, He knew what He was born to do. Yet Jesus’ earthly parents didn’t
understand His vision or why He was pursuing it, even when He said, “Didn’t
you know I had to be in my Father’s house?” (Luke 2:49; see verse 50). Then,
when Jesus grew older, His mother tried to push Him into fulfilling His vision
prematurely, and He had to tell her, “My time has not yet come” (John 2:4).
Even though Jesus respected and honored His parents (see Luke 2:51–52), He
had to follow God’s purpose for His life. As difficult as it might be to experience
the disapproval of family members, you must follow the vision God has given
you. At the same time, you should always show them love and respect.
The Jealousy and Scheming of Others
Jesus went through everything you can imagine. There were people who were
against Him, who continually schemed to make Him fail. There were those who
liked to set Him up for a fall by asking Him trick questions. A crowd once tried
to push Him off a cliff. The religious leaders plotted to kill Him. Do you think
people call you names? They called Jesus names, too. They called Him demonpossessed and illegitimate. They said He was a glutton and a drunkard. They hit
Him with everything. The harshest taunt and the highest evil, however, was
when they said He was full of the devil.
How did Jesus overcome? How did He succeed in His vision? How did He
finish the work the Father had sent Him to do when He faced all that opposition?
Jesus was able to remain composed through all those trials because what He had
in His heart was bigger than all their threats, accusations, and insults. He knew
how to persevere with a dream. Likewise, the vision in your heart needs to be
larger than any opposition that comes against you so you can persist in your
life’s purpose.
Destiny Demands Diligence
Destiny demands diligence. I recommend that you write that statement down
on a piece of paper and put it where you can see it every day. If you are going to
quit after a couple of fights, you will never win. Persistence is the desire to
withstand every opposition. Whenever obstacles come along, persistence
responds with attitudes such as these:
“You might as well give up, because I’m not going to stop.”

“Get out of my way, because I’m coming through.”
“No matter what I lose, I still have me, so I’ll be back!”
Persistence says to life what Jacob said to the Lord: “I will not let you go
unless you bless me” (Genesis 32:26).
Nehemiah could have stopped his work on the wall of Jerusalem because of
all the problems, slander, and jeers, but he was persistent. He was determined to
complete his vision. You will never be successful unless you have the spirit of
persistence. Persistence means that
you insist on having what you are going after.
you stand up against resistance until you wear it down.
you make people who are against you so tired of fighting
that they either become your friends or leave you alone.
you stop only after you’ve finished.
How badly do you want your vision? Jesus told a story in Luke 18 about a
persistent woman. She tirelessly appealed to the judge with her request for
justice until he said, in essence, “Give it to her!” (See Luke 18:2–8.) God wants
you to do the same. He wants you to say, “Life, this belongs to me.” If Life
refuses on Monday, then go back on Tuesday and say, “This belongs to me.” If
Life says no on Tuesday, then go back on Wednesday and say, “This belongs to
me!” If Life says no on Thursday, go back on Friday morning and say the same
thing, and so on. Life will eventually say, “Here, take it!” Then you can calmly
say, “Thank you very much.” Many people lose because they quit when Life
says no the first time, but persistent people win. They never take no for an
answer when it comes to their visions.
Stay in the Fight
Once, when I was staying at a hotel in Israel, I couldn’t sleep because I
wasn’t yet used to the time difference. At about two in the morning, I was up
watching a boxing match on television. It was a twelve-round title match, and
the boxer from Mexico was pummeling the boxer from the United States. Every
time the American boxer moved forward to fight, the other boxer pounded him.
By the sixth round, the U.S. boxer was getting beaten badly, and at the end of

the round, he stumbled back into his corner, sat down on the stool, and sagged as
if he were a sack of potatoes. Then I saw something happen. In seconds, several
men went to work on him. One grabbed a bucket of water and doused him with
it. The next grabbed a soaking-wet sponge and squeezed water all over his face.
Another applied ointment to soothe his wounds. These men were all talking to
him at once, and they were rubbing him down as they talked. Even though he
was getting trounced, they were telling him, “You can do this. You can get back
out there. You’re strong! You’re better than he is!” One of the men said, “Keep
your left hook, okay? Keep your left hook. He’s a slow left. You can get him
with that left.” After about two minutes, the boxer jumped up, saying, “Yeah!
Oh, yeah!” He ran back out there, and everything changed in the seventh round.
Guess who won the fight? The one who had been about to quit in the sixth
round won the fight and received the prize. There was blood everywhere, but
under that blood was the champion. When he won the decision, all his strength
came back. He ran around the room screaming. When you win, you forget all the
pounding you received during the fight.
Sometimes, you will get beaten up pretty badly in life, but stay in the fight.
Fight until you feel the joy of victory. When you think you’re going to lose, and
you stumble back into the corner of life, the Lord will come and pour the cool
water of His Word on your head. He will take the ointment of the Holy Spirit and
bring healing to your wounds. He will rub life back into your spirit so you can
jump back out and say, “Hey! Come on, Life!” Just like the boxer’s coaching
team, the Holy Spirit speaks good things into your spirit, such as “Greater is he
that is in you, than he that is in the world” (1 John 4:4 kjv). Life will be tough,
but get back out there and start throwing blows. Keep your left up. That’s
persistence.
We know that God wants us to be fighters because the Bible calls us soldiers.
(See 2 Timothy 2:3–4.) We are warriors. We are people of battle. The Bible also
refers to us as those who “wrestle” (Ephesians 6:12 nkjv). This is because we
don’t just receive medals from God. We earn them. If God didn’t want you to
fight, He would have given you the medal without the conflict.
The Bible says, “They overcame him by the blood of the Lamb and by the
word of their testimony” (Revelation 12:11). Some people don’t have a
testimony of overcoming. Their testimony is, “I went through the fire, and I got
burned. I went under the water and almost drowned. I have scars in my life! Let
me testify about how I’ve been beaten up.” Other people are so spiritually

“clean-cut” that you know they have never yet had a scrimmage with the devil.
Yet those who have a true testimony usually don’t even have to talk about it
because it is evident in their lives.
You may have many bumps and bruises, but keep on walking toward your
goal, trusting in God. It’s going to get tough, but you have what it takes to win
because God has promised that He will stay with you and work out the steps of
your plan. I like what Paul said in Romans 8:
Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? Shall trouble or hardship or
persecution or famine or nakedness or danger or sword?...No, in all these things
we are more than conquerors through Him who loved us [and called us and gave
us our visions].(vv. 35, 37)
God has put so much in you that if you are willing to capture it, nothing can
stop you. There is not enough darkness in the world to extinguish the light God
has put within you. The light of God’s vision in your heart is so strong and bright
that all the darkness of the planet, all the darkness of people’s opinions, and all
the darkness of past failures can never put it out.
Bear Up under Pressure
Perseverance actually means “to bear up under pressure.” I like this quote
from Eleanor Roosevelt, which actually applies to all people: “A woman is like a
tea bag. You never know how strong it is until it’s in hot water.” Here’s a similar
analogy: People who are successful are like tea bags. When they get in hot water,
they make tea. When life squeezes them, they don’t become angry; they do
something constructive with the pressure. They persevere under it and use it for
their own benefit. People who have vision are stronger than the pressure life
brings.
I have discovered that sometimes you don’t get the scent from the rose until
you crush it. In order to draw the fragrance of His glory from your life, God will
allow you to be put under stress. We forget too easily that character is formed by
pressure. The purpose of pressure is to get rid of what is not of God and to leave
what is pure gold.
Perhaps you’re in the fire right now. It’s a good place to be. Go ahead and
make tea. Surprise your enemies with the scent of God. Let them pressure you to
release His glory. No matter what people may say about you, don’t retaliate. Let
them talk about you on your job. It doesn’t matter what they think. You can

smile, knowing that you will come through the situation. The Scriptures say it is
not those who are swift, but those who endure to the end, who succeed. (See
Matthew 24:13; Mark 13:13; James 5:11.)
Therefore, don’t run—stay in the fight! There is no stopping a person who
understands that pressure is good for him because pressure is one of the keys to
perseverance.
Accept the Cost
Let me confess something to you: I wish I didn’t have to be doing what I’m
doing. I didn’t say that I don’t want to. I said I wish I didn’t have to. That is not a
negative statement, just a realistic one, because I know what the cost of my
vision is going to be. In the next twenty or thirty years of my life, I know the
cost is going to be high. That’s why I thank God that, earlier in my life, I had the
privilege of observing firsthand the cost to another visionary, who told me,
“Myles, my son, get ready for the price.” Because of that experience, I have been
prepared to accept the cost.
At times, you will find it difficult to remain in your vision. I understand. It’s
tough for me to stay in mine. The demands that God is making on my ministry
are high because the call requires it. There’s a price. Vision always demands a
cost. Someone has to pay the price. Are you willing to do it? We need to be like
Paul, who was obedient to the vision God had given him to do, even at great
sacrifice.
Tested for Authenticity
Every true vision will be tested for authenticity. If your vision is authentic,
life is going to try it, just to make sure. Don’t be afraid when you make a
declaration of what you’re going to do in life and difficulty follows; it comes to
test your resolve. All of us will encounter crises in life, but these crises don’t
have to be setbacks. We should realize that a crisis can be a turning point at
which our understanding of and commitment to the vision is tested and matured.
A crisis can lead us to greater challenge and victory.
If a vision is stopped or terminated by trials or tests, then perhaps it was not
really a vision from God. Knowing this truth can help you when you are
considering whether or not to become part of a corporate vision. Be careful not
to become involved in superficial enterprises. Check things out beforehand. Put
the vision to the test.

Ready to Face the Opposition
When God showed Abraham the land that his descendants would inherit, He
told him that everything as far as he could see would be his. However, the land
was full of Moabites, Hittites, Caananites, and Amorites—the Israelites’ future
enemies! Likewise, whenever God shows us a vision, it is full of “enemies” or
opposition that we can’t see at first. Instead, the vision looks great. But the
enemies are still there. For example, perhaps God has shown you a business He
wants you to build. You are excited about it, so you start to make plans. Yet, in
the land that God has shown you, there are a number of people who are saying,
“Just try to come and get it! You have to get past us first!” Even though the
promise is already yours, there are certain enemies you’ll have to work through
before you can see its fulfillment. God doesn’t show you the “ites” right away
because He doesn’t want to frighten you. He’s building up your faith to prepare
you for the time when you are ready to face the opposition and overcome it.
Therefore, if you are just now encountering some of the “enemies of the
land,” be encouraged that your faith is being strengthened and that God is not
only enabling you to stand strong in the face of opposition to your vision, but
also to overcome it—to His glory and praise.
Action Steps to Fulfilling Vision
In what areas of your life/vision are you in need of perseverance?
What have you given up on that you need to pick up again and
continue on with?
Ask God to develop faithfulness, steadfastness, and courage in you.
Write down the saying, “Destiny demands diligence,” on a piece of
paper and put it where you can be reminded of it every day.

Chapter Principles
1. Obstacles will come against you and your vision. You must be
persistent if you are going to achieve the vision God has given you.
2. Faithfulness means being true to what you have decided to accomplish
and letting nothing stop you.

3. Steadfastness means to stand fast or stand steady in the face of
resistance.
4. Courage is the ability to stand up in the face of fear.
5. Fear is a positive thing when it gives birth to courage.
6. Even though there will be times of stress, disappointment, and
pressure, your vision will come to pass.
7. Every resistance to your vision comes to make you wiser, not weaker.
Every opposition comes to strengthen you, not to stop you.
8. Destiny demands diligence.
9. Many people lose because they quit when life says no the first time,
but persistent people win. They never take no for an answer when it
comes to their visions.
10. There is not enough darkness in the world to extinguish the light God
has put within you.
11. Perseverance means “to bear up under pressure.”
12. Character is formed by pressure. The purpose of pressure is to get rid
of what is not of God and to leave what is pure gold.
13. There is no stopping a person who understands that pres-sure is good
for him because pressure is one of the keys to perseverance.
14. It is not those who are swift, but those who endure to the end, who
succeed. (See Matthew 24:13; Mark 13:13; James 5:11.)
15. Vision always demands a cost.
16. Every true vision will be tested for authenticity.

Chapter Fourteen

Principle #11:
Be Patient in the Fulfillment
of Vision
Imitate those who through faith and patience inherit
what has been promised.
—Hebrews 6:12
Principle number eleven is that we must be patient in seeing the fulfillment of
our visions. Again, it may take a while for your vision to come to fruition, but if
you are willing to wait for it (which many people are not), it will come to pass.
The writer of Hebrews tells us, “Do not throw away your confidence; it will be
richly rewarded. You need to persevere [“have need of patience” kjv] so that
when you have done the will of God, you will receive what he has promised”
(Hebrews 10:35–36). People who have long patience will always win.
Patience Ensures the Eventual Success of the Plan
When some people make plans to carry out their visions, they try to force
those plans into their own timetable or their own way of bringing them to pass.
However, you cannot rush a vision. It is given by God, and He will carry it out in
His own time. You may ask, “Then what is the reason for developing a plan in
the first place?” Remember that the reason why you make plans is so you can
have plans to modify, as necessary and appropriate, along the way—while still
keeping to the overall vision. We are not all-knowing, as God is. We need to
patiently rely on His guidance every step of the way. Remember that He
promises to take us step-by-step, not leap-by-leap. Part of that step-by-step
process is making some adjustments to the plan as the working out of His
purposes becomes clearer to us.
As I wrote earlier, when we first receive our visions, we are not ready for
them yet. The vision process takes us to the point at which we are ready for them
to be fulfilled. If God showed us the entire path right away, we might balk at it.
As we grow and mature along the path, however, we are able to follow God’s
leading and adjust our expectations and plans accordingly. We learn to follow the
subtle leading of the Holy Spirit in our lives in which we “hear a voice behind
[us], saying, ‘This is the way; walk in it’” (Isaiah 30:21).
Again, you should always put deadlines on your goals, but you must also be

willing to rearrange those deadlines; be assured that the vision is coming at just
the right time. God sent Jesus to be our Savior about four thousand years after
the fall of humankind. Humanly speaking, that was a long time to wait. But He
came just as predicted and at just the right time. The Bible says, “But when the
time had fully come, God sent his Son, born of a woman, born under law, to
redeem those under law, that we might receive the full rights of sons” (Galatians
4:4–5). Jesus came in the fullness of time, and so will your vision. That is why
you need to be patient with your dream as you wait for it with anticipation. If
someone asks you about it, say, “I’m just waiting for the next move.” Some
people might wonder if it will ever happen. You do not need to wonder, however,
but simply to wait. It will all come to pass if you are willing to progress at the
vision’s pace.
If God has shown you that you will own a store, but right now, you are just
working in one, then you can be happy and content, knowing that what you see
with your eyes is not the vision you see in your heart; you can be certain that
your current situation is only temporary. Or perhaps, right now, it is your job to
make coffee for the boss. You’re “enduring the shame” (see Hebrews 12:2)
because you know you’re going to be a general manager one day. Making coffee
doesn’t bother you, so you make the best coffee you possibly can. Perhaps
people think you are just a secretary, but you know you’re on your way to
becoming a supervisor, so their opinion of you really doesn’t matter. Vision
makes you patient.
Patience Brings Peace in the Midst of Uncertainty
When you are patient in the fulfillment of your vision, you are able to be calm
in the midst of uncertainty. For example, you can be at peace when everyone else
is worrying about being laid off. No one can really “lay off” a child of God. All
they can do is set you up for your next position that will further prepare you for
the fulfillment of your vision. You can endure the cross when you have seen the
joy of the end of your vision. (See Hebrews 12:2.)
When you don’t have vision, you complain about the cross. You become
frustrated about your position. You get angry about your salary. You worry about
holding on to your job. You grumble. However, when you understand vision,
you remember that vision takes time and patience and often involves change. To
go to a new place, you have to think differently. As I wrote earlier, vision may
constantly keep you unsettled, but it will also keep you fluid and mobile, ready
to take the next step toward your vision. When you keep company with God, you

have to keep moving, but you have the assurance that He is always with you
along the path toward your vision’s fulfillment.
Patience Overcomes Adversity
Patience is also the key to power over adversity and turmoil. If you threaten a
man, and he just waits, your threat is going to wear off. The Bible says that a
patient man is stronger than a mighty warrior: “Better a patient man than a
warrior, a man who controls his temper than one who takes a city” (Proverbs
16:32).
When I first read that verse, I found it hard to believe that patience is more
powerful than might. Then I came to understand the power of patience. A patient
person makes others unsettled because they want that person to react to them, to
become angry—but he never does. Nothing can make you more nervous than a
waiting person. You try everything, and all he does is just wait. His waiting
eventually unnerves and overcomes the opposition.
Therefore, when you have vision, no one can offend you. Do your coworkers
dislike you? That’s all right. It’s just temporary. Are they not speaking to you?
That’s okay. It’s just temporary. Are they trying to hold you back? No problem.
It’s just temporary. Your job is not your life. It’s merely a classroom to prepare
you for your future.
Patience Wins the Race
As long as you can dream, there’s hope. As long as there’s hope, there’s life.
It’s crucial that you and I maintain our dreams by patiently waiting for their
fulfillment in the fullness of time. James 1:4 says, “But let patience have its
perfect work, that you may be perfect and complete, lacking nothing” (nkjv).
Others who have gone before us have had their faith tested, and it has produced
patience in them (see verse 3) so that they were able to win the race. Let us do
the same. Hebrews 12:1 says, “Wherefore seeing we also are compassed about
with so great a cloud of witnesses, let us lay aside every weight, and the sin
which doth so easily beset us, and let us run with patience the race that is set
before us” (kjv). Amen.
Action Steps to Fulfilling Vision
Have you been trying to force the timetable of the fulfillment of your
vision? If so, what have you learned about patience in this chapter that

will enable you to trust God to fulfill the vision in His timing?
Encourage your spirit as you patiently wait for your vision to come to
pass by committing these verses to memory this week:
But let patience have its perfect work, that you may be perfect and complete,
lacking nothing.(James 1:4 nkjv)
We do not want you to become lazy, but to imitate those who through faith
and patience inherit what has been promised.(Hebrews 6:12)
You need to persevere so that when you have done the will of God, you will
receive what he has promised.(Hebrews 10:36)

Chapter Principles
1. We must be patient in seeing the fulfillment of our visions.
2. “Do not throw away your confidence; it will be richly rewarded. You
need to persevere [“have need of patience” kjv] so that when you have
done the will of God, you will receive what he has promised”
(Hebrews 10:35–36).
3. People who have long patience will always win. Patience ensures the
eventual success of your vision’s plan.
4. We cannot try to force our visions into our own timetables. Vision is
given by God, and He will carry it out in His own time.
5. Your vision will come to pass if you are willing to progress at the
vision’s pace.
6. When you are patient in the fulfillment of your vision, you are able to
be calm in the midst of uncertainty.
7. Vision takes time and patience and often involves change.
8. Patience is the key to power over adversity and turmoil.
9. The testing of our faith produces patience, and patience perfects our
spiritual character and leads to the fulfillment of our visions. (See

James 1:4.)
10. “Wherefore seeing we also are compassed about with so great a cloud
of witnesses, let us lay aside every weight, and the sin which doth so
easily beset us, and let us run with patience the race that is set before
us” (Hebrews 12:1 kjv).

Chapter Fifteen

Principle #12:
Stay Connected to the Source of Vision
I am the vine; you are the branches....Apart from me you can do nothing.
—John 15:5
Principle number twelve is that, if you are going to be successful in your
vision, you must have a daily, dynamic personal prayer life with God. Why?
Because you need continual communion and fellowship with the Source of
vision.
Remember that you were born to consult God to find out His purpose for your
life so that you can discover your vision. Yet, as the “Alpha and the Omega, the
Beginning and the End” (Revelation 1:8 nkjv), God is not only the Author of
your vision, but also your continuing Support as you progress toward its
fulfillment. You will never achieve your vision without prayer because prayer is
what keeps you connected to the Vision-Giver. Jesus said in John 15:5, “I am the
vine; you are the branches....Apart from me you can do nothing.” If you stay in
touch with God, you will always be nourished in both life and vision.
Prayer Sustains Us in the Demands of Vision
Sometimes, in the pursuit of your vision, you will grow emotionally and
spiritually weary if things don’t seem to be working out for you. When you have
been pressed, criticized, and opposed, you can become weak in faith. That is
when you must stagger back to your prayer closet and say, “God, I want to give
up,” so that you can hear Him say to you, “What you began will be finished.”
Philippians 1:6 says, “He who began a good work in you will carry it on to
completion.” Prayer is the place where you can take all your burdens to God and
say, “God, I have to make it,” and He will say, “I’m with you. What are you
afraid of?” “The Lord is my light and my salvation—whom shall I fear? The
Lord is the stronghold of my life—of whom shall I be afraid?” (Psalm 27:1).
God will bring you through your difficulties and give you the victory through
prayer based on His Word.
There are many days (and nights) when I stumble into my prayer room and
say, “God, if You won’t help me in this, I want You to take me home to You.”
Visions can be very demanding. It can be difficult running a business. It can be
tough trying to start a new company. It can be hard trying to pursue a new aspect

of your vision or doing something that no one else has ever done before. It can
be stressful trying to go to school to earn a degree. Sometimes, you will feel,
“Am I ever going to make it?” That’s a good time to run to God. Prayer means
getting away from the noise and confusion of life and saying, “God, I’m not
going back out there.” Yet if you will let Him encourage and refresh you, by the
time you have finished praying, you will be saying, “I’m ready to go again!”
Prayer Encourages Us to Get Back in the Fight
Through our prayers, God also encourages us to get back out into the fight of
faith. Isaiah 40:31 says, “Those who hope in the Lord will renew their strength.
They will soar on wings like eagles; they will run and not grow weary, they will
walk and not be faint.” Yes, you will become tired, and sometimes you will want
to quit. However, if you are willing to bear up in prayer and stand before God
and say, “God, I’m hoping in you!” He will give you strength.
When you achieve your vision, and other people see you enjoying the victory,
they will be proud of what you have accomplished. You’ll have your belt on as
the champion. Of course, they won’t know about the rounds you lost, how you
sometimes staggered as you made your way back into your corner to recuperate
for the next round. A real fighter doesn’t wear his medals on his chest. He wears
them on his back. They are his scars. Only a few people will know what it took
for you to achieve your vision. Yet you must be willing to take the scars if you
want to wear the crown.
Believe me, every champion does not win every round, but if he perseveres,
he wins the match. Since prayer is where you receive the ability to continue the
fight, it is crucial for you to find times during the day when you can go to God
and say things like, “God, I’m scared,” so that He can reassure you that He is
with you. He says, “Surely I am with you always” (Matthew 28:20). When you
hear that, it is enough. You are be able to say, “Let’s go back, Lord, and fight one
more day.” You can win, you can be victorious, if you are willing to take what
you are afraid of to God in prayer.
Prayer Is the Essential Resource of Vision
Without prayer, you cannot get where you want to go. There will be times
when all you’ll have is prayer. You won’t have any money, people, or resources
—just prayer. Yet that is all you need. God will see you through.
When all the trouble and opposition came to Nehemiah, he said to God,

“Remember Tobiah and Sanballat, O my God, because of what they have done;
remember also the prophetess Noadiah and the rest of the prophets who have
been trying to intimidate me” (Nehemiah 6:14). Nehemiah took all his troubles
and enemies to God in prayer. He didn’t write a letter of complaint to the editor
of the newspaper. He didn’t try to justify himself. He prayed, and God answered
his prayer to deliver him. (See verses 15–16.)
Likewise, when people attack your dream, go to God. Don’t try to explain and
give an answer for everything because you can’t explain anything to critics.
Their motives are already contaminated, and they’ll use your words against you.
Instead, stay connected to your Source for the renewal of your purpose, faith,
and strength, and you will be able to persevere to victory. God is the One who
planted your life’s purpose within you in the beginning. He has invested Himself
in your dream, and He will bring it to pass. “If the Lord delights in a man’s way,
he makes his steps firm; though he stumble, he will not fall, for the Lord upholds
him with his hand “ (Psalm 37:23–24).
Action Steps to Fulfilling Vision
Establish a daily prayer time with God.
In what ways are you relying on God for your life and vision? In what
ways aren’t you relying on Him? Commit to prayer the areas in which
you aren’t currently relying on Him. Be honest with Him about how
you are feeling, and allow Him to strengthen, sustain, and encourage
you through His presence and His Word.

Chapter Principles
1. To be successful in your vision, you must have a daily, dynamic
prayer life with God.
2. God is not only the Author of your vision, but also your continuing
Support as you progress toward its fulfillment.
3. You will never achieve your vision without prayer because prayer is
what keeps you connected to the Vision-Giver.
4. If you stay in touch with God, you will always be nourished in both
life and vision.

5. Prayer sustains us in the demands of vision. God will bring you
through your difficulties and give you the victory through prayer
based on His Word.
6. Prayer encourages us to get back in the fight of faith.
7. Since prayer is where we receive the ability to continue the fight, it is
crucial for us to find times during the day when we can go before
God.
8. Prayer is the essential resource of vision. When people attack your
dream, go to God. Remain connected to your Source for the renewal
of your purpose, faith, and strength, and you will be able to persevere
to victory.
9. God is the One who planted your life’s purpose within youin the
beginning. He has invested Himself in your dream, and He will bring
it to pass.

Part III
The Power of Vision

Chapter Sixteen

The Generational Nature
of Vision
You were born to do something in life that leaves nutrients for the seed of the
next generation to take root in and grow.
Ecclesiastes 3:1 says, “There is a time for everything, and a season for every
activity under heaven.” Like the calendar year, our lives have four seasons, and
those seasons must come to pass. The first season is birth and dependency. All of
us go through this season in which we must rely totally on outside help,
particularly our families, for survival. We need to be taught and trained in what
is right and wrong and what is important in life.
The second season is one of independence, in which we capture what we
were born to do. We no longer depend on other people to give us a vision for life
or to help us survive. We focus in on our own goals. We depend primarily on
God, yet we rely on the help of other people to provide the resources that will
enable us to live out our dreams.
The third season is interdependence. In this stage, we have become so free in
our visions that we can give our dreams to other people. We can now pass on our
visions to the next generation.
The final season is death, where our lives become the nourishment for other
people’s dreams in the next generation. If people can’t receive life from the
legacy you leave when you die, then you really didn’t live effectively. People
should be able to flourish on the fruit of the vision you leave behind on earth.
If it wasn’t for their tombstones, we wouldn’t know that some people were
ever alive. What a tragedy. You should live so effectively that there won’t be any
need for a tombstone to mark your grave because your life will be in the hearts
and memories of those who could never forget you or what you did. Truly great
people don’t need monuments because we will always remember them. It
doesn’t matter if we don’t know where the graves of David or Joshua are. They
lived so well that we can’t forget them. If you live properly, history will not be
able to ignore that you lived.
Vision gives us assignments that will impact the earth. We must be able to say
we have changed the world in some way while we were here and that we have
left a mark for those who will come after us. We were born to do something in

life that leaves nutrients for the seeds of the next generation to take root in and
grow. The fact is, we will soon be gone from this earth. Let’s make the few years
we have count! Let’s discover and pursue the visions God has placed in our
hearts.

Chapter Seventeen

How to Write Your Personal
Vision Plan
God will direct your steps when you make a concrete plan to move toward what
you desire.
Commit to the Lord whatever you do, and your plans will succeed.
—Proverbs 16:3
Most of us are trying to construct our lives without any real thought or
planning. We are like a contractor who is trying to construct a building without a
blueprint. As a result, our lives are out of balance and unreliable. We never fulfill
the reason for our existence and end up unsatisfied and frustrated. The key to
having a rewarding and productive life is developing a specific plan to fulfill
your personal life vision.
Discovering and implementing your personal vision is a process of learning
about yourself, growing in your relationship and knowledge of the Lord, and
continually fine-tuning your understanding of the vision God has given you.
Therefore, when you write your vision, realize that it won’t be a finished
product. You will keep refining it as God makes your purpose clearer as the
months and years go by, and as you experience spiritual and personal growth. In
fact, it would be a good idea to review your personal vision on a regular basis.
At least every six months to a year, set aside a block of time to pray and
reevaluate where you are in relation to your vision. You will add to or take away
certain elements of your plan as God refines your understanding of His purpose.
Eventually, you will begin to see, “This is the real thing!” However, if you never
write out a life blueprint, then God will have nothing to direct you in.
My prayer is that you will stop the construction of your life right where it is
and go back and draw solid blueprints that will lead you where you want to go in
life through the vision God has put in your heart. The following are guidelines
for discovering and developing your personal vision plan. The last section of the
book, “Taking Action: Action Steps to Bringing Your Vision into Reality,”
contains additional principles and guidelines for developing your vision plan,
including a Personal Planning and Goal-Setting Program.
Step One: Eliminate Distractions Sit down somewhere by yourself, away
from any distractions and responsibilities, and allow yourself some uninterrupted

time to think. Do this as often as you need to as you develop your plan.
Step Two: Find Your True Self Until you know who you are, why God
created you, and why you’re here, life will simply be a confusing experiment.
Answering the following questions will help give you clarity and confidence in
regard to your personal identity.
Who am I?
Who am I in relation to God?
Where do I come from as a person?
How have I been created like my Source? (See Genesis 1:26–28.)
Why am I here?
Write out your personal purpose statement. Ask yourself, What is my reason
for existence as a human being and as an individual? (You may be able to answer
this question only after you have completed the other steps. However, you may
also want to write an answer now and then compare it with what you think after
you have gone through the rest of the questions.) Step Three: Find Your True
Vision Answer the following questions, and you’ll be amazed at the way God
will begin to open your mind to His purpose and vision for you. You’ll begin to
see things that you’ve never seen before. Put them down on paper, read them
over, think about them, pray about them, and begin to formulate ideas of what
you want out of life.
Ask yourself the following:
What do I want to do with my life?
What am I inspired to do?
What would I want to do more than anything else, even if I was never
paid for it?
What do I love to do so much that I forget to eat or sleep?
Allow yourself to think freely. Don’t put any limitations of time or money on
your vision. Because many of us are influenced by others’ opinions of us and by
our own false expectations for ourselves, it may take you a little time to discover
what you really want. Persevere through the process and dig down deep to find

your true desires. Below are activities to help you do this.
Activities:
Write your own legacy.
What you would like your eulogy to say about you? What would you
like to be known for? What would you want others (for example,
family members, colleagues, teachers, employers, neighbors) to say
about you?
Family: What kind of husband, wife, son, or daughter do you want to
be remembered as?
Society: What kind of impact would you like to leave on your
community?
World: In what way would you like the world to be different because
you were here?
Write out your personal mission statement.
Your mission statement is a general statement of what you want to have
accomplished when your life is over. Ask yourself where you want to be one,
five, ten, twenty, thirty years from now. Jot down your ideas and continue to
think and pray about them.
Summarize your vision for your life in just one sentence.
This is a specific statement of what you want to do in life. It should be what
motivates you and keeps you going toward your dream.
Step Four: Discover Your True Motivation A vision from God is never
selfish. It will always help or uplift others in some way. It is designed to make
the lives of humankind better and to improve society. It inspires and builds up
others.
Ask yourself the following:
How does my vision help others?
What is the motivation for my vision?

Why do I want to do what I want to do?
Can I accomplish my vision and still have integrity?
Step Five: Identify Your Principles Your principles are your philosophy of
life. In other words, they are how you intend to conduct yourself during your
life. You must clarify what you will and won’t do. These principles are your
guides for living, doing business, relating to other people, and relating to life.
You must settle them in your heart and mind so that you will have standards to
live by.
The Ten Commandments are great principles and a good starting point for
developing your own principles. For example, you could write, “On my way to
my vision, I will not steal, lie, or bear false witness. I won’t worship any god but
God the Father. I will not commit adultery. I will not covet,” and so on.
Write out your life principles.
Step Six: Choose Your Goals and Objectives Goals are the steps necessary to
fulfill your vision. What practical things do you need to do to accomplish your
dream? Goals are clear markers that will take you where you need to go.
Write out your goals.
Objectives are the detailed steps of your goals. They determine when you
want things to happen. You must clearly delineate what you need to do and when
you need to do it in order to get to where you want to go. For example, if you
want to open a mechanics shop, and one of your goals is to go to school to learn
mechanics, some of your objectives will be to choose a school, fill out an
application, and start classes. Objectives should include specific timetables.
Write out your objectives.
Step Seven: Identify Your Resources You now need to identify all the
resources you will need to accomplish your vision.
Identify your human needs.
What help do you need from others to fulfill your vision? What kind of
personal associations do you need to have—and not have?
Identify your resource needs.

What kinds of resources do you need to fulfill your vision? Don’t worry about
how large they may seem. Write them down.
Write down your strengths.
Who are you? What are your gifts? What do you know you are good at?
Write down your answers, and then make plans to refine your strengths. For
example, if your vision requires that you have to speak before large groups of
people, you have to start stepping out and doing it. You’re probably going to be
scared at first, yet God will give you opportunities to speak at different stages so
you can develop your gift. You don’t even know what you can do until you have
to. Some amazing gifts come out of people when they are under pressure.
Write down your weaknesses.
What does your vision need that you aren’t good at? Don’t be ashamed of
your weaknesses, because everyone has something they are not good at. You
don’t have the monopoly on that. However, you must identify them because God
will supply other people to do what you cannot do toward your vision. You need
other people in your life because your vision cannot be fulfilled by you alone.
Step Eight: Commit to Your Vision You will never fulfill your vision if you
are not committed to it. You will need to make a specific decision that you are
going to follow through with what you want to do, acknowledging that God may
refine your plans as He leads you through the process. Also, commit your vision
to God on a regular basis. Proverbs 16:3 says, “Commit to the Lord whatever
you do, and your plans will succeed.”
Commit to your vision.
Commit your vision to God.

Taking Action
Action Steps to Bringing Your Vision into Reality
The Principles and Process of Vision
Sight is a function of the eyes, but vision is a function of the heart.
“Eyes that look are common, but eyes that see are rare.” Without
vision, sight has no hope.
Sight is the ability to see things as they are; vision is the capacity to
see things as they could be.
“Faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not
seen [with the natural eye]” (Hebrews 11:1 nkjv). Faith is seeing the
future in the present. Faith is vision.
The Principles of Vision
1. Vision is the product of purpose.
2. Vision is the source of true leadership.
3. Vision is documented purpose.
4. Vision is detailed, customized, distinctive, unique, and reasonable.
5. Vision never maintains the status quo.
6. Vision always demands change.
7. Vision is future-focused.
8. Vision creates self-discipline.
9. Vision is a result of godly inspiration.
10. Vision is not the mission.
11. Vision is generational.
12. Vision is manifested in phases.
13. Vision is always given to individuals.

14. Vision is greater than the visionary.
15. Vision is more powerful than death.
16. Vision empowers people to action.
The Process of Vision
1. Vision must be captured.
2. Vision must be simplified.
3. Vision must be documented.
4. Vision must be communicated.
5. Vision must be shared ownership.
6. Vision must be both personal and corporate.
7. Vision must produce a plan.
8. Vision must be constantly revised.
9. Vision must be evaluated.
10. Vision must create priorities.
How to Write a Mission Statement A mission is a general statement of
purpose that declares the overall idea of what you want to accomplish. It is
philosophical and abstract rather than practical and concrete.
A written mission statement defines the purpose and justification for your
existence (personal and corporate). To write your personal mission statement,
ask yourself the following questions:
1. What represents the deepest and best within me?
2. What would fulfill my gifts and express my capacity to contribute to
humanity?
3. What integrates all my physical, mental, social, and spiritual needs?
4. What creates and reflects my principle-based values?

5. What would fulfill all my roles in life—family, professional,
community, and generational?
How to Write Your Personal Vision True vision is the product of a clear sense
of purpose and deep inspiration. The following questions will help you to
identify and refine your personal vision.
1. What is my deepest desire?
2. What do I want to leave to this generation as a contribution?
3. What is the idea that never leaves me?
4. What do I constantly imagine about my future?
5. What do I feel truly passionate about?
6. What one thing would I do if I knew I could not fail?
7. What do I see my future looking like?
8. What is the most important thing I wish I could do in my life?
9. What are my constant, reoccurring dreams?
10. What would bring me the greatest fulfillment?
Keys to Fulfilling Your Vision • identify •
• clarify •
• refine •
• document •
• articulate •
• communicate •
• demonstrate •
• reevaluate •
• revise •

• repeat •
• Vision simplifies life •

Personal Plan Program: A Systematic Strategy To fulfill the plans for your
life, it is necessary to discipline yourself and submit to wise counsel, as it is
written: “Plans fail for lack of counsel, but with many advisers they succeed”
(Prov. 15:22).
The following questions must be answered and fulfilled for the success of
your plans:
1. What do I want to accomplish?
2. Who do I need?
3. Where can I go for information?
4. What do I need to read?
5. Who should I associate with?
6. How long should it take?
7. How much will it cost?
8. What courses should I take?
9. Where can I get experience?
10. What do I have?
Seven Principles of Vision (from Habakkuk 2:1-4)
1. The principle of documentation (write the vision)
2. The principle of simplification (make it plain)
3. The principle of shared vision (give it to the heralds)
4. The principle of participation (let them run with it)
5. The principle of timing (an appointed time)

6. The principle of patience (wait for it)
7. The principle of faith (it will certainly come)
Personal Planning and Goal-Setting Program Year:
Name:
By God’s grace, I commit to accomplishing the following goals this year:
Personal Spiritual Goals
1.
2.
3.
Personal Family Goals
1.
2.
3.
Personal Health Goals
1.
2.
3.
Personal Academic Goals
1.
2.
3.
Personal Career Goals
1.

2.
3.
Personal Relationship Goals
1.
2.
3.
Personal Financial Goals
1.
2.
3.
Personal Investment Goals
1.
2.
3.
(See sample goals on page 230.) I press on toward the goal to win the prize
for which God has called me heavenward in Christ Jesus.
—Philippians 4:13
Sample Goals:
read seven books on spiritual subjects
increase communication with family
lose weight
get a physical checkup
earn a master’s degree

take continuing education courses
meet five new friends
open a savings account
reduce or eliminate all financial debt
purchase real estate

A Word to Third-World Nations
The ability to dream is the greatest power on earth. The ability to see your
hope is the greatest motivator of humanity. The ability to imagine and incubate a
vision is inherent in the human spirit and manifests itself in the daydreams of
every child. This gift of imagination and the capacity to cultivate aspirations is
the impartation of the Spirit of the Creator of all things. It provides mankind
with the power to hope beyond the present—an ability that has motivated the
human race throughout the ages to believe in an unseen future. Without hope,
life has no positive future, and disillusionment becomes a way of life. The ability
to dream is the greatest power on earth because it is the essence of true faith.
Life was designed to be lived intentionally and on purpose, but most of the
people of the world exist under circumstances beyond their control. They live by
duress rather than destiny. It is said that the poorest person in the world is the
person without a dream. When the dream dies, the human spirit dies. The
greatest tragedy in life is not death, but life without a purpose. Purpose is the
source of meaning in life and serves as the womb for the conception of dreams
and visions. Therefore, the greatest injustice that can be imposed on the human
spirit is the termination of its ability to dream and have a vision. Remember the
principle of King Solomon: “Where there is no vision, the people perish” (Prov.
29:18 kjv). The capacity to dream is the ability to keep living. In essence, to
have a purpose is to discover hope, to hope is to dream, to dream is to cultivate a
vision, to possess a vision is to have faith, and to have faith is to have a reason to
live. There is no greater robbery than to steal vision from a person or a people,
for to destroy vision is to destroy life.
Of the over six billion people on planet earth today, I estimate that about four
billion are struggling with the reality of a visionless, dreamless life. For most,
history has robbed them of the capacity to dream and to live with hope for a
better future. Millions live in nations, societies, and communities that are
products of years of oppression and suppression. Hundreds of years of
colonialism, dictatorships, and slavery have rendered them visually dull—
motivated only by a spirit to survive. They live for immediate gratification and
plan only for each day. Many have no sense of purpose, hope, vision, or a future,
and they struggle daily to make life work.
These people represent the largest percentage of the human population and
have been defined as Third-World developing nations. Historically speaking,

Third-World people are defined as those who either did not or were not allowed
to participate in or benefit from the industrial revolution. Many were victims of
slavery, indentured servitude, and subjection to imperialist powers. Today,
despite the proliferation of achievement of national independence by many of
these peoples, most are still struggling with the reality of economic,
technological, political, and social colonialism.
The impact of oppression on these people has been devastating. They have
experienced the loss of self-worth, self-esteem, self-concept, and a sense of
dignity. However, the greatest tragedy of oppression was the destruction of the
capacity to dream and have vision. The result is that many of these nations, even
after many years of national independence, are still locked in a time warp of selfdefeating behavior.
“Where there is no vision, the people perish” could describe many of the
developing Third-World nations, where successive governments are challenged
by a lack of national pride, a poor work ethic, a culture of corruption, and their
citizenry’s loss of hope. Many of the political, civic, and religious leaders of
these nations also lack the perspective of a long-term vision approach to
governing and leadership. For most of these leaders, survival, suspicion,
protectionism, and self-preservation are their primary motivators. A restoration
of the visionary spirit and the capacity to dream is imperative.
A lack of visionary leaders has contributed to the state of many of these
developing nations in Central America, Africa, the Caribbean, the Far East, and
Asia. It is my hope that this new century will produce a new breed of leaders
who are motivated by a sense of purpose and will exercise visionary leadership
that inspires confidence and trust among the people. We need leaders to promote
national visions that can birth the creative capacity of personal visions.
The wealth and natural resources in these developing nations are tremendous
and, if properly managed, could eradicate the plight of poverty with which many
of these countries are now commonly identified. The abuse, mismanagement,
rape, and hoarding of this wealth have rendered many millions of people
helpless, depressed, destitute, disillusioned, and devastated. The answer to this
dilemma is not more foreign aid, United Nations handouts, or IMF debtcancellation programs, but the conception of noble visions. We need the
emergence of leadership that can see beyond their personal pockets and capture a
God-inspired vision of the nation that incorporates the aspirations of the people
and their right to pursue their personal dreams and visions. I believe the key is

visionary leadership.
May the principles in this book be a source of igniting the passion of purpose
in the hearts of this very special and unique group of people. May you be
inspired to discover, pursue, and fulfill the visions in your hearts and maximize
the potential trapped within you, potential that was buried in the historical grave
of low self-esteem and self-doubt. May you dream dreams that inspire your
children to dream and have visions of a better world. May your visions become
reality and impact those who are not yet born. May the Third World live up to its
destiny and set an example for all the world to see. May you see farther than
your eyes can look.
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